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Love Is like credit—too much
wasted and too little guarded.
—War Cry

•••
—
•••

Students Of Old
Echoes of Rockland Com*
mercial College Where
Many Learned Business
Here is a list of graduates from
the institution in former years:
• • • •
11899
E. L. Keene, J H. Hewett, F B
Gregory, M. M Maxey, W E Blake,
C, H. Lovett, H. T. Sukeforth,
Blanche Schwartz, Ernest Light, H.
aiH. Stimpson. F B. Balano. Susie
c McNeil. O. C. Glover, Arthur StClair, W. P. Strong, C M Wiggin.
A. G. Walker. F. R. Eaton. V. A.
Chandler, John W. Kimball, Irene
Fiske. Belle Cullen, Edna M. Hoffses, Aimee Y. French, Ethel M
Sherman. Louise M Kalloch. Addie
B. Creamer.
1900
F A. Carter, Ralph Harrington,
C A. Pendleton. G. R. Crockett, R
G Hall, R H Hupper. H W Pierce.
Florence Hyler, Everett Morse, R O.
Keating. E L. Robbins, R. S. Fales,
Mary C Shields, May S. Wood,
Maude E. Sylvester, Edna M. Small,
Harry T. Sukeforth, John O. Ste
vens, Harriet L Kelley, Faustie
Wardwell, H. H. Stover. F. L. Derby,
Florence Donigan. Edyth M. Clough
1901
Walter J. Henry, A. S. Harwood,
Edw B. Alden, James B Bain,
Roderick D. Henderson. E. B. Lermond. Grace M. Ulmer. F. A. With
erspoon, Daisy F. Gilchrest, Lucy
F. Karl. Annie B. Blacklngton,
Alice M. Armstrong. M. Mabel York.
Raymond Keating, Alice M. Helller.'
Lottie B Kalloch. J. F Gott. Mary
W. C Perry, C. E. Kimball, Flor
ence E. Mason, Lottie M, Kelloch,
Gladstone Pillsbury, Irvin Young. S.
P. Brimlgion, C. A. Wentworth. Edwina S. Leach, Agnes L. Knowlton.
Mary W. C. Perry. Ida H M Rokes,
Charles A. Emery.
1902
Florence E. Mason, Lottie M. Kel
loch, Wlllena Lotkrop. Myra F.
Haraden, Mary A. Boardman. Mar
garet L. Keene, Hattie E. Walker,
Ethel L. Marsh. Ella W. Walker.
Catherine M. Creamer. E. Louise
Pitcher, Abbie V Martin. A. Mabel
Fernald, Morris B. Perry, Laura
B. Simmons, Walter M. Crandall
Amasa E Williams. Augustus P.
Gilkey, W. E. Williams, Ella Mackey,
Bessie P. Richmond, Caleb L. Mor
ris, Aaron M. Koritzky, Henry P.
Starrett, Clair R. Studley. Lillian
M. Weeks. Eva C. Wellman, Grace
E. Thornton, Edward A. Perkins,
Raymond B Healey, Helena A.

FREE
$25 in Cash (door prize)
BEACON BLANKETS, SMOKE
SETS, CHOCOLATES GALORE
TURKEY AND CHICKEN
BEANO
Tickets 50 Cents

ARMISTICE BALL
Community Building
FRIDAY, NOV. 11
131-134

Maddocks, Bessie L. Ray. J. Pearl
Billings, Walter C. Ladd, Ernest A
Campbell, F P. Wyllie. Godfrey C.
Trim.
1903
Nellie F. Brown, Grover C. Rus
sell, Addie Mabel Fernald. Eva Mae
I Thompson, Blanche Ballard, Mary
1E. McPhail, Lottie B McLaughlin,

ONE WEEK FROM TODAY
Occur Elections Which Mean Republican
Come Back Or New Deal Endorsement

(Continued on Page Eight)

Y. M. C. A. MINSTREI.S
Ela:k Fated Round-up Will Encircle
Stage At Camden Opera House
The cast for the Y.M.C.A. Min
strels to be held tonight and to
morrow night at the Camden Opera
House consists of Dr. C. Harold
Jameson, head coach; college prexy.
Adin L. Hopkins; backs “Dick
Martz;" quarterback; pill Monroe,
.half a back; Dwight Gross, dimeback George Conant, fullback.
Linesmen—Donald Webb, George
Boynton, Roger Young. Lester
Gross. Alvin Fisher, Charles Beck
ett, Emerton Gross. Fred Sherman,
Charles Lord, Carl Leighton, Dr.
James Carswell, Jr., Alfred Knowl
ton. Philip Leonard, Joseph Brew
ster.
Officials—Referee, John Tib
betts; umpire. Harold Lankton;
field judge. Dick Blacklngton;
head linesman, Chick Maynard.
The program will be: First part,
setting—Big Game Yarvard versus
Cornmouth. Opening overture, en
tire company; end song, “Some
Sunny Day," George Conant; bal
lad, “Cathedral In the Pines," John
Tibbetts; end song “Lazy Bones,”
Dwight Gross; ballad, “Alone,"
Chick Maynard; end song "Every
body’s Doin’ It.” Bill Monroe; spe
cialty, “I've Got a Date With a
Dream," Sammy Lankton; specialty,
"You Can Always Find a Little
Sunshine. Dick Blackington; end
song, “Alexander's Ragtime Band."
Dick Martz, closing chorus, entire
company.
Second part, setting—Foyer of
Sigma Chi Fraternity House at Yar
vard. Time—Two Hours After Big
Game. “Instrumental Treat,” O.
Lundell; “The Sweetheart of Sigma
Chi,” John Tibbetts; specialty num
ber. Blackington and Nash; "Win
ter Song,” entire company; closing
chorus, entire company.
Committees are: General chair
man. Floyd M. Maynard, diretror of
chorus. Dr C. Harold Jameson, end
coach. M. C. Richards, pianists.
Miss June Cote. Mrs. Marjorie
Tqunge; orchestra, Otis Dean; cos
tumes and makeup, Joseph Emery.
Miss Irma Pickett; publicity, E.
Hamilton Hall, Henry Baldwin,
Harold Corthell, Charles Cookson,
Hope Glllmor. Gilbert Harmon,
Standish Perry; tickets. Percy Kel
ler, Allie Dougherty, Dr. Harry
Tounge. Jr„ Roland Crockett, Dr.
James Carswell, Jr., George H.
Thomas, Carlton P Wood; stage
properties and lighting, Allen Payson, Percy Luce, Frank Pearse,
Charles King. Fred Eddy, Robert
Smith; sale of tickets at box office
and checking, Carlton P. Wood,
George H. Thomas. William G. Wil
liams.

MIGHT SERVE IT WITH A
SUMMONS
A salesman sold an elderly negro
farmer a tractor. Some time after
the machine was delivered, the
salesman called on his customer for
pay.
"Can you pay me for that tractor,
Uncle Jim?" he asked.
“Pay fo' de tractor!” he asked in
astonishment.
“Why man, yo’
done tole me dat in free weeks de
tractor would pay fo' risself.”—Can
ning Trade.

Ten- day sale on Axminster rugs
marked at less than today’s cost at
Burpee's.—adv.

Notice—To Our Rockland Friends
ALFORD LAKE JERSEY FARM GRADE A
MILK
Will Be Handled By

J. A. JAMESON CO., Tel. 17; and

SOUTHEND MARKET, 119 South Main St.
Grover C. Knight, Prop.
•

BENEFIT

Rockland, Maine, Tuesday, November 1, 1938
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DANCE

Every Thursday Night
V. F. W. JUNIOR FIFE AND DRUM CORPS

V. F. W. Hall, Field Street, Belfast
“Bud” Rogers’ Orchestra
131*lt

(By the United Press)
disgruntled over the low price of
The 1938 election campaign enters wheat and are reportedly critical
the home stretch this week with of the New Deal's efforts to curb
Republican leaders publicly fore crop surpluses. McGill's Republi
casting
sweeping
Congressional can opponent is former Gov. Clyde
victories, but privately conceding
M. Reed, a member of the party's
that only a major and unexpected
liberal wing. Sharing interest in
upset can wrest control of the 76th
the Senatorial race is the guberna
session from the Democrats.
torial contest in which Walter A.
Voting in all states except Maine,
Huxman. Democratic incumbent, is
which ballotted on Sept. 12, takes
opposed by Payne H Ratner, a lib
place Nov. 8
eral Republican who is serving his
At stake are 432 House seats, 34
second term in the State Senate.
Senate seats and 32 governorships.
Democrats are hopeful of picking
Three of the Senate seats are held
up a Republican Senate seat in
by Republicans, the remainder by Oregon although G.O.P. leaders
Democrats. Republicans hold five there have swung sharply to the
of the governorships. Farmer-La left of accepted party policies. For
borites and Progressives one each, example, Charles A Sprague, Re
while the rest are held by Demo publican candidate for governor,
crats. Maine voters re-elected three announced his opposition to the
Republican Congressmen and a Re initiative proposal to restrict labor’s
publican governor.
right to strike and picket, before a
Recognizing that they cannot win smilar pronouncement cajne from
control of the Senate this year, be his Democratic foe, Henry L. Hess.
cause seven of the 34 seats at stake | who has New Deal support.
are in the “Solid South," Republi
This proposal, sponsored by opencan leaders have concentrated most shop employers and fought vigor
of their fire on attempts to whittle ously by the American Federation
down the huge Democratic House of Labor and the Committee for
majority and on gubernatorial Industrial Organization, will be
struggles.
voted on Nov. 8 and is one of the
Smashing New Deal victories in leading issues in the state's cam
1932. 1934 and 1936 gave the Demo paign. The pledges and identify
crats not only top-heavy control of the Democratic and Republican
of the national legislature but also candidates for the Senate and the
enabled the party to entrench it governorship have drawn the line
self in state governments from coast cleanly between conservativism and
to coast.
liberalism.
At the close of the 75th Congress
Democratic registration in Cali
Democrats held 76 Senate seats. Re fornia was said to exceed the Re
publicans 15. Farmer-Laborites 2, publican registration by more than
Progressives 1. Independents 1 and 800.000. Carrying the Democratic
there was one vacancy. In the standard for the Senate is Sheridan
House there were 328 Democrats. 88 Downey, who has endorsed Califor
Republicans, 5 Farmer-Laborites, nia's famous "ham-and-eggs" soseven Progressives and seven vacan called "funny money ’ pension plan,
cies.
and for the governorship, Culbert L.
The 48 gubernatorial chairs were Olson of Los Angeles.
held by 39 Democrats, seven Re
Olson who has promised to par
publicans. one Farmer-Laborite and don Tom Mooney, serving a life
one Progressive.
term in prison in connection with
Probably the most optimistic the San Francisco Preparedness
forecast of Republican gains in Day bombing outrage, if lie is elec
the Senate came from Senator Jolir. ted. is opposed by Frank Merrisfth,
G Townsend. Jr., chairman of the incumbent. Downey's Republican
GOP. Senatorial Campaign Com opponent is Philip Bancroft. Neither
mittee. who said his party may win Merriam nor Bancroft has taken a
as many as 15 seats in the Upper stand on the initiative proposal,
House This prediction was brand while Olson has taken no definite
ed as "absurd" by Senator Prentiss stand
on
the “ham-and-egg”
M. Brown, of Michigan, head of the scheme
Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Blazing campaigns are drawing to
Committee.
an end in New Hampshire. Rhode
Estimates of probate Republican Island and Massachusetts. In the
Senate gains Tange from two to Bay state the fight revolves about
seven, and House gains from 25 to the gubernatorial contest between
80 Representative Joseph W Mar Leverett Saltonstall. Republican, and
tin, Jr. (R.-Mass.), chairman of the former Governor James M. Curley.
Republican Congressional Elections Curley has full New Deal backing.
Committee, once placed his figure The state has 10 Republicans and
as high as 85. Chairman John D five Democrats in Congress.
M. Hamilton cf the Republican Na
Connecticut Republicans hope to
tional Committee, has limited his win at least five of the six Demo
forecast to “extensive'' G.O.P vic cratic seats in Congress In New
tories.
Hampshire Representative Charles
The closing week of the campaign W. Tobey, Republican is making a
finds some New Dealers in trouble whirlwind campaign to retire Sena
and others involved in hot contests. tor Fred W. Brown a New Deal
President Roosevelt is scheduled to Democrat. Reports indicate that
speak at Hyde Park. N Y . Nov. 4 the gubernatorial race between Gov.
in behalf of the New York Demo Francis P. Murphy and John L.
cratic ticket headed by Gov. Her Sullivan, Democrat, who was nosed
bert H. Lehman. Lehman, once out by Senator H. Styles Bridges in
described by Mr, Roosevelt as “my 1934, will be nip and tuck.
good right arm,” has as his Re
publican opponent young racketbusting Thomas F. Dewey.
Also seeking re-election in New
York Is another of Mr. Roosevelt's Why Alton H. Blackington
close friends and advisers, Senator
Got Such Good Lecture
Robert F. Wagner. His Republican
foe is John Lord O'Brian The short
Material
term Senatorial fight is between
The Chatham (Mass.) Monitor
Representative James Mead, a New
had
this to say about Alton Hall
Deal Democrat, and Edward Corsi,
Blackington, who comes back to his
Republican.
Lehman's defeat would be a stag native city, Nov. 8 to lecture in
gering blow to the Neiw Deal, de Community hall:
“Mr. Blackington has taken more
spite the fact that the governor
broke with Mr. Roosevelt over his than 250 pictures in full color, of
Supreme Court expansion bill. Like the disastrous tidal wave and hurri
wise, it would automatically raise cane which struck New England on
Dewey to the fore as a leading con Sept. 21. He was in New York then
tender for the Republican Presiden crossed Long Island Sound and ar
rived at New London just before it
tial nomination in 1940.
Reports from Michigan indicate was swept by fire. He made his way
that the gubernatorial contest be along the Connecticut and Rhode
tween Gov. Frank Murphy, Demo Island coast, photographing the
crat. and Frank D Fitzgerald, Re awful scenes of devastated homes
publican, will be close. Murphy’s and water swept villages.
Arriving on the Cape at daybreak
defeat also would be a wallop to the
New Deal and a personal reversal after the storm, Mr. Blackington
for Mr. Roosevelt who last week photographed the storm scenes at
strongly defended the Michigan Buzzards Bay. Falmouth, Onset and
chief executive's policies during Wareham. He returned and photo
the sit-down strikes in the automo graphed other scenes along Rhode
bile industry last year. He criti Island shores. In all he travelled
cized the House committee investi 2.000 miles through devastated
gating un-American activities for areas. His lecture and pictures
allegedly permitting itself to be used shown In full color on the screen,
by disgruntled Republicans to in will give an account unparalleled
fluence adversely Murphy's cam for vividness and reality.
paign.
Senator George McGill, New Deal
For 10 days only. Be one of the
Democrat and co-author of the new lucky persons to purchase a genu
farm bill. Is reported in trouble in ine Axminster rug, priced lower
Kansas. Farmers are said to be than today’s cost, at Burpee’s.—adv.

On The Scene Early

Eastern Star Fair
Supper and Beano Features
Well Patronized—Bertha
Borgerson, Chairman
Booths decorated with Halloween
symbols where homemade candies,
fancy articles, samples, aprons and
cooked food, etc., were on sale,
formed an appropriate setting for
the Eastern Star fair, last night in
Temple hall.
A large number enjoyed the
splendid menu prepared by the
luncheon committee and many of
the patrons remained for the beano
game. The chair set went to Mrs.
Lena Stevens, table mats to Mrs.
Hester Chase, and decorated cake to
Mrs Clara Curtis. Several articles
sent by former out-of-town mem
bers, were disposed of by the rapid
auctioneering of Milton Griffin.
Worthy Matron Bertha Borger
son was general chairman, other
committees consisting of Mrs. Bes
sie Church, Mrs. Frances Morse,
Mrs. Nellie McKay and Mrs. Car
rie Winchentoaugh in charge of
fancy articles; sample booth, Mrs..
Riah Knight, Miss Pearl Borgerson
and Mrs. Clara Watts; cooked food,
Mrs. Doris Jordan and Mrs. Clara
Curtis; candy, Mrs. Sarah Griffin
and Mrs. Vincie Clark; aprons, Mrs.
Laura Maxey, Mrs. Anna Nelson
and Mrs. Ivy Chatto; luncheon. Mrs.
Helen Chapman and Mrs. Hattie
Davies; kitchen. Mrs. Grace Rol
lins. and Mrs. Matie Spaulding and
beano, Mrs. Millie Thomas.
The stage was filled with numer
ous awards for the beano game,
specials going to Mrs. Clara Over
lock, Mrs. Ethel Campbell, Mrs.
Nellie Hall, George St. Clair and
Milton Griffin Other prizes went
to Mrs. Florence Knowlton, Miss
Evelyn Church. Mrs. Susie Newbert,
Mrs. Josepine Findley, Mrs Mabel
Thorndike, Mrs. Nina Marshall,
Mrs. Muriel Drinkwater, Mrs.
Maude Blodgett,
Mrs.
Bessie
Church, Mrs. Leila Smalley, Mrs.
Sarah Griffin, Mrs. Clara Watts,
Mrs. Flora Ulmer. Mrs. Jessie Wall,
Mrs. Hattie Davies, Mrs. Carrie
Winclienbaugh, Mrs. Leola Noyes,
Mrs. Frances Morse and William
Foster.
The Coca-Cola Co. had an attrac
tive booth and passed cool drinks to
al 1 players and spectators, who
volcW their appreciation. The suc
cessful event was well planned and
had the hearty co-operation of all
members.

Edwin•__B. Shea
South Thomaston Loses One
Of Its Most Prominent
Citizens
The community last one of its
best known and most highly re
spected citizens in the death of Ed
win V. Shea which occurred at his
home in Spruce Head Oct 25. after
an illness of several months. Mr.
Shea was born in South Thomas
ton, Nov. 3, 1879. son of the late
Captain Alden G. and Bertha
(Coombs) Shea. After attending
the local schools, he joined his
father in the fishing business on
Flagg Island, one of the Muscle
Ridge group. This venture resulted
in a close association between father
and son and proved very successful.
At one time they owned several
other islands in this group, as well
as Flagg Island, later selling them
when the fishing business was at
its height. Mr Shea then moved
tc the mainland and occupied the
homestead that had been in the
Shea family for many years. He
took much interest in town affairs
and was elected to the board of
selectmen- Many turned to him
for counsel and advice and his
friendships extended throughout
the town and beyond, as he num
bered among his friends many Knox
County people.
In 1921 he was married to Maude
Simmons of Spruce Head, this mar
riage resulting in a happy union
until death severed it Mrs. Shea
gave him loving attention, especial
ly during his last sickness, and in
this had the constant assistance
of Mrs. Nellie Grotton who did
much to make him comfortable.
Funeral services were held at his
home Friday with Rev- N. F. At
wood of Rockport, who supplies the
Spruce Head church, and Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald of Rockland
officiating. There were many beau
tiful floral tributes. Interment was
in South Thomaston cemetery. Ray
mond H. Rackliff, Edgar L. Newhall,
Joseph W. Robinson, Arthur SBaker, Joseph Emery, and Homer
E. Robinson were bearers.
Besides his wife, Mr. Shea is sur
vived by three sisters, Mrs. Nettle
McHenan of Bernard, Mrs. Hollis
Gilchrist of Thomaston, and Mrs.
Fred C. Dyer of Warren and by
several cousins, nephews, and
niecesAnother sister, Minnie,
wife of Elmer Rackliff, died some
years ago.
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THE GAME WE WANTED

i “The Black Cat”

Rockland Comes From Behind To Show Gar
diner a Thing Or Two
A score of motor |
cars rolled in- from
Gardiner early Satur- j
day night, their occu-1
pants in a very gleeful
frame of mind. Coach
Matheson was smiling, his
gridiron warriors were smiling and
the followers of the Orange and
Black were smiling. At intervals
they gave vent to the famous
Rockland High School yell.
And there was every reason for
rejoicing, as the local football team,
sliding along through a most satis
factory season had just taken the
scalp of its toughest opponent,
Gardiner High, outplaying the Ken
nebec team in a manner so decisive
that there can be no alibis when the
sessions of the Winter Stove League
are held. And one of the happiest
spectators on the grounds was a
Gardiner man, William H. Robin
son, former Warren baseball star,
who never fails to spout for any
Rockland team, which shows up in
his territory. The Sports Editor ac
knowledges the kind regards he sent
and only wishes that he too might
have been or.e of the highly elated
spectators on the Rockland side of
the field.
To Coach Matheson his first vic
tory over Gardiner was like an un
expected drawing of the capital
prize in the Irish Sweepstakes. At
last accounts he had not eaten one
of his regular meals in three days.
Too excited.
It didn’t look like pie for Rock
land—the way in which the game
opened.
Rockland kicked off to Gardiner,
which soon found it necessary to
punt. And then came a tough
break for the visitors. A fumbled
Gardiner punt was recovered by a
Gardiner man in midfield, and
walking the ball straight down the
field carried pigskin across from the
one yard line, failing to convert,
however.
Rockland received the kick-off
and on a pass from Billings to
Huntley the ball was carried on a
sleeper play to Gardiner’s 46-yard
line. The lads from the Limerock
City several times threatened to
score, but couldn't quite make the
grade. Gardiner’s line was too good
ano so the first quarter ended with
the score Gardiner 6. Rockland 0.
In the second quarter the ball was
always in Gardiner's territory, and
on the very last play. Rockland also
failed to convert, and the half
found the contending teams all tied
up in a knot, six of one and half a
dozen of the other.
The high light of the first half

was Billings’ tackling on defense
which saved the visitors on several
occasions. George Huntley grabbed
a punt in midfield and crossed the
goal line without being stopped.
The play was called back however,
and Rockland was penalized for
clipping. Gardiner's strength in
the first half was on reverses and
spinner plays, but when Rockland
tumbled to this strategy the home
team was less successful.
Gardiner never had a look-in
during the second half and never
succeeded in getting the ball be
yond its own 30-yard line. As a
matter of fact the home team did
not have possession of the ball prob
ably more than four times.
The third and last touchdown In
the game was made by Billings early
in the last quarter on an off-tackle
play to the left.
The praying of the Rockland line
on defensive was outstanding, and
it was hard to select any special
player. MoConchie broke through
often and did some fine tackling.
Much has been published con
cerning the Gardiner left guard
Dionne and he has been very favor
ably considered as an All-Maine
School selection, but Saturday his
measure was well taken by Mazzeo
and Horeyseck. He broke through
several times, but was held up Just
long enough so that he could not
make his tackles. It was the first
game of the season when the gal
lant Gardiner lad was not in prac
tically every play.
Duffs runs gained considerable
distance for Rockland in the sec
ond half and on several plays
Glover made good gains on spinner
plays offtackle. The blocking by
Allen and Chaples and the work of
the linemen was exceptional.
Rockland High has won five
games and lost two thus far this
season, and it has not stacked up
against a bunch of set-ups and
pussy-foots.
Its game this week is at 2 o'clock
Friday with Morse High of Bath.
The boys had rather beat the Ship
ping City outfit than eat.
Summary of Saturday's game;
Rockland High: le, Chisholm; It,
Perry, Spinney; lg, McConchie;
Cummings; c, Johnson; rg, Mazzeo,
Wooster; rt, Horeyseck; re, Gus
Huntley, Pietroski;
qb. Allen,
Chaples; lhb, Billings; rhb, Jordan,
Geo. Huntley, Duff; fb, Glover.
Gardiner:
re,
Hopkins;
rt,
O'Nara; rg, Bailey; c, Leavitt; lg,
Dionne; It, Gould; le, Chase; qb,
Gallagher; rhb. Dodge lhb, Foss;
fb. Lasselle.
Referee, Masciadrl; (Villanova);
Umpire,
Farrell
(Springfield);
headlinesman, Shannahan (Colby).

LOOKS LIKE DIVORCE TERM
Knox Superior Court Is In Session With Many
Libels Pending
The November term of Knox
County Superior Court opened this
forenoon, with Justice George L.
Emery of Biddeford occupying the
bench.
Prayer was offered by Rev. Dr.
Guy Wilson of the Methodist
Church.
The court organization follows:
Clerk. Milton M. Griffin; Sheriff C.
Earle Ludwick; county attorney,
Jerome C. Burrows; court crier,
Jethro D. Pease; in charge of grand
jury, A. O. Pillsbury; in charge of
traverse jury, Harry D. Phillips;
other deputies in attendance, Rob
ert A. |Webster and Harry Edge
combe; messenger, John Mathews
of Camden.
Fred Rand of Augusta is the court
stenogrpaher.
The new grand jury met this
morning and completed organiza
tion for the three terms for which
it is summoned. The traverse jur
ors will not arrive until Thursday.
It was first thought that the term
would not last beyond the present
week, but, the present outlook is
for several trials, which would carry
It over into next week.
• • • •
The following divorce cases have
been entered for hearing:
Paul A. Jones of Union from Mar
guerite Jones of Union, married at
Dover-Foxcroft, Jan. 1, 1933. Payson for libellant.
Esther S. Boynton from Stanley
C. Boynton of Rockland, married at
Portsmouth, N. H., April 14, 1934.
Tirrell for libellant.
Joan M. Miiler from Lanscom G.

By The Roving Reporter

The tremendous wave of football
enthusiasm which is sweeping the
country is more than ever in evi
dence here in Knox County where
hundreds of persons who never saw
a college game are listening to the
radio reports as they did the base
ball broadcasts In summer, and are
showing keen interest in the out
come of the State series, which is
the most spectacular ln many years.
When I began attending the State
series years ago I question if Rock
land was represented at those con
tests by more than ten persons. I
do not know how many Knox Coun
ty sent to the Maine-Colby game at
Orono Saturday, but I should say
75 to 100. and there will probably be
more than 300 at Bowdoin-Maine
game in Brunswick next Saturday in
spite of the licking both teams re
ceived last week.
Riding between Topsham and Au
gusta Sunday afternoon I stopped
for refreshments at Northey's wayside stand. “I used to know Ira B.
Northey when he was deputy war
den of the Maine State Prison," said
I. “You didn't happen to know
him?" "Oh, yes," was the reply;
“I am his son.” The former deputy
warden is still living but advancing
years finds him in somewhat en
feebled health. The son was at one
time a resident of Rockland and
attended the Rockland Commercial
College.

There used to hang in a local
office this motto: “If you never do
more than you get paid for you will
never get paid for more than you
do
And what a lot of meat there
is in that maxim.

With the closing last night Of
Beach Inn at Lincolnville Beach the
curtain was rung down ln this sec
tion of the State. The Mclntlres
have had the best season since they
started their modest establishment
by the side of the road, the popu
larity of which has been emphasized
by the large attendance in the clos
ing week.

Why should a dog be more affec
tionate to his master than a cat to
her mistress? And yet I think
everybody will admit that the
canine possesses a vastly greater
amount of affection. This may be
rank disloyalty considering I es
pouse the cause of a feline.
An advertisement appearing in a
1 Rockland newspaper seeks "a
j housekeeper in good health; one
I now getting old age assistance." It
was a Rockland, Massachusetts, pa
per. by the way.

I like that new three-cent stamp
dedicated to Thomas Jefferson. I
Miller of Rockland, married at Rock like the color and I like the design.
land June 18. 1927. Tirrell for lib
Thomas Jefferson would have liked
ellant.
it.
Oliver J. Johnson from Cynthia E
Johnson of Thomaston, married at
One of the largest spots ever seen
Thomaston July 30, 1933. Tirrell for on the sun is reported by Dr. Allen
libellant.
Hvnek, of the Perkins Observatory
Doris I. Allen from Roy P. Allen of Ohio Wesleyayn and Ohio State
of Camden, married at Lincolnville Universities. Dr Hynek said it was
Aug. 24. 1928. Tirrell for libellant. about 130 000 miles long and 35,000
Kathleen N. Stanley of Vinal miles wide. He described it as near
Haven from Edwin S. Stanley of ly twice as big as a spot observed a
Swan's Island, married at Swan's year ago and said that it could toe
seen by persons looking through a
(Continued on Page Twoi
smoked glass or an exposed photo
YOUR FAVORITE POEM graphic film. Tf It Is responsible
for the peerless weather we have
If I had my life to live again I enjoyed the past week w’e're strong
would have made a rule to read some for more spots.
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week
The loas of these
tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.
THE WHITE BIRDS

I would that we were, my beloved,
white birds on the foam of the

tea!

We tire of the flame of the bieteor, be
fore It can fade and flee;
And the flame of the blue etar of twi
light. hung low on the rim of the
sky,
Has awaked in our hearts, my beloved,
a sadness that niwy not die.
A weariness comes from thoae dreamers,
dew dabbled, the lily and rose;
Ah, dream not of them, my beloved, the
flame of the meteor that goes,
Or the flame of the blue star that lin
gers hung low In the fall of the
dew:
For I would we were changed to white
birds on the wandering foam: I
and you!

I am haunted by numberless Islands,
and many a Danaan shore.
Where Time would surely forget us;
and Sorrow come near us no
more;
Soon far from the rose and the Illy,
and fret of the flames would we
be.
Were we only white 'birds, my beloved,
out on the foam of the sea!
—William Butler Yeats

And if you do not believe that
four women out of five turn to the
left in going across a street crossing
just observe for yourself. And see
if you can tell me why.
—O—
Passing through Bangor Saturday,
enroute to the Maine-Colby game, I
saw this sign which had no punctu
ation. and will have to be accepted
by the reader as he sees it: “Slow
Children Playing." I have always
thought that Bangor was a bit “fast,”
if anything.

One year ago: Search was being
instituted for John Brannigan. An
drews Island lobster fisherman be
lieved lost.—Chief Justice W. H.
Fisher was presiding over the term
of Superior Court.—Milton A. Phllbrook. formerly of Rockland, was
elected president of the Maine Prin
cipals' Association.

Pvery-Other-Day
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, at Camden Ncv. 6. 1929. C F. Dwi- Sentenced to pay to his wife the
their quota of the Centenary Fund
j nal for libellant.
: sum of $5 per week.
which is still lacking some $6030
ttw
Effie
C.
Knox
of
Camden
from
State vs. Chester Reed of RockTURKR“ TIME S - A - WE E R
Invitation was extended to the
f ■
---------'"=
Sidney R. Knox of Dover-Foxcroft. 'and. for intoxication. Sentenced
convention by Mrs. Marion Dow
The Spirit of God moved upon
married at Bucksport Jan. 1, 1902. to pay a fine of $10 and costs $7.70
Eaton to attend a reception and tea
H. married at Rockport Nov. 10. Perry for libellant.
(Continued from Page One)
the face of the waters. Gen. 1:2,
cr serve 30 days in Jail.
at the Neal Dow homestead, which
1928. Burrows for libellant.
Harriet M. Dwinal from Zelma M
State
Colby Mtsser of Union.
was generally accepted. In the re Island May 31. 1913 Roberts for I
for operating a motor vehicle while
Anders C. Christensen of Rock Dwinal of Camden.
ceiving line with Mrs. Eaton, who is libellant.
under influence of Intoxicating
the granddaughter of Neal Dow and i Agnes R. LeMoine of Vinal Haven land from Delia C. Christensen of
Zelma M. Dwinal from Harriet M. liquor. Fined $100 and costs $14.34
Greenwich,
Conn.,
married
at
daughter of Col. Fred Dow and from George E i„eMoinc of Swan's
Dwinal of Camden.
Henry A. Howard Enter
or serve 30 days in Jail.
present occupant of the homestead.,
married at Swan's Island Dec Greenwich Aug. 15, 1917. C. F. Dwi<By
Mrs.
Clara
Emery)
State vs. Roy Sanborn Taylor ol
tains Lions With His
r.al
for
libellant.
was Mrs. Quimby. Mrs. Smith Mrs 20, 1931. Roberts for libellant.
Thc Appealed Cases
South Union, operating a motor
Delegates
returning
from
thejnia
North
W.C.T.U..
at
Inspiration
1
Rcbie
and
Mrs.
Christie
Tea
was
[
Olivia Swanson of St. George from
Criminal appeals from Rockland vehicle while under influence of in
Recollections
Hazel B. Pease from Harold R
State W.C.T.U. Convention, conven- Point, where Frances Willard caught 1 served in the dining room, the whole
Pease of Warren, married at War Gunnar Elmer Swanson, residence Municipal Court are as follows:
toxicating liquor. Fined $100 and
Henry A Howardarose
from a ins last week in the Chestnut Stree: the vision of a World W.T.C.U. At house was opened for inspection; it
State vs. Merrill Orff of Washing costs $9.42 or serve 30 days in jail
ren Feb 12. 1921 Burgess lor libel- unknown married at Brooklyn. N.
sick bed yesterdayto keep his ap- Methodist Church. Portland, report the reception following Y.T.C.. youth was replete with fine pieces of an- lant
| Y„ July 9, 1925. Tirrell for libellant. ton for operating a motor vehicle j
State vs. Walter Autio of Friend
k f
t, that the sessions were well attended dressed in Spanish costumes, served i tique furnishings, otl paintings and
Louise J Richards from Victor W ' J. Edward Chaple.? of Appleton without a license. Fine*$10 and! ship. operating a motor vehicle
)»m men as g _
v | and held interest through to the j California fruit juices from large many choice and beautiful memoirs
Rockland Lions Club, and gave his dosing. Many new faces were seen I glass barrels carried on push carts, of the Dow family. Attention was Richards of Camden, married at I lroni Grace Audrey Chaples of Se- costs $3 50 or serve 15 days in Jail. whUe under influence of lntOxicatState vs. Forest Bancroft of Lin- j jng liquor. Fined $100 and costs
listeners a highly interesting recital among the officers and delegates.; Many people seeing Mrs. Washburn's called to the chair, a gift from the Belfast Feb 10. 1934 Z M Dwinal I nttle. Wall married at Roseburg,
Tirrell for | colnville. for operating a motor $10.52 or 5erve 30 days in jail.
for
libellant.
i
Oregon.
July
3.
1927.
of affairs in this city a half century the number of younger women com- j Maine badge said "you are from that school children to Neal Dow and to
vehicle while under influence of in____________
Caroline Ann .1 from Oeorge B , libellant.
; ing forward in the work was espe- i beautiful State of Maine.' ’
the library, the largest private
ago
toxicating
liquor.
Fined
$100
and
1
Por
10
days
only. Be one of the
,, .
„ .
daily noticeable.
Willis Hod on ci Camden from
The National Convention of 1939 I owned collection in Maine, if not Annis of Camden, married af New
Came to Rockland as a small bov
| The Knox County delegation was will be held at Rochester. N Y. near New England. This homestead will York Feb. 10. 1928 Z. M Dwinal Vera E Hodson of Leadville, Colo., i costs $21 38 or serve 30 days in jail, lucky persons to purchase a genuon a wood coaster commanded by grKte(j upon arrdva] py jjrs. Charles the birthplace of Frances Willard.
married at Rockland Sept. 25. 1926. I Statc vs. Frederick A. Glaentzel ’ Ine Axminster rug. priced lower
become the property of the State for libellant.
of Camden, operating a motor ve- than today's cost, at Burpee's.—adv.
his grandfather who carried wood , e. Brooks, whose husband holds the
Miss Caroline Chase, director of W.CT.U. upon the demise of Mrs.
Emma H. Burns from David H c p Dwinal for libellant.
------. . —
Burns of Rockport, married at Bre- ; Ehzabelh P WalUs of Rockland |i hide while under Influence of infrom BluehiU to Rockland. It was pastorate at South Portland Metho- | DVB schools department, said 1560 Eaton or at iier request.
I
toxicating
liquor.
Fined
$100
and
his grandfather's custom to read ^ist Church. Rev. A. D. Parker, pas- children had been reached with al
Thursday night a large audience men. Germany. July II. 1929 Smal- from Paul B. Wallis of Hampton. N.
costs $15.60 or serve 30 days in jail.
tor of the entertaining church. cohol education in the sumemr greeted Mrs. Smith and gave inter- Icy for libellant.
H., married at Rockland April 29
a chapter from the Scriptures each
For Speedy
State vs. Everett Maddocks of
brought greetings saying in part: schools. Miss Caremae Bradford ested attention to her address on i Budella E. Ogier of Rockland from 1927. Smalley for libellant.
night, and in his household was al-jdo not know the time when your director of the department of Mo
Relief
from Pain$ of
Karl H Mattson of St. George [
/on-support
"Streamlined Power." which has Kenneth E Ogier of Camden, marways n copy of the Youth's Com- work was more needed in town. State tion pictures, said the Nealy-Pattan- been well reported by the press.
lae<1 al Camden Sept. 2. 1929. Bur- from Ellen M Mattson of Pasa- of minor children. Sentenced to
panion which had such noted con- and country than today. The liquor gall bill so many had written letters
The report of the committee on rows for hbellant.
dena. Calif., married at Rockport pay to his wife the sum of five dol
tributions as Charles Dickens. Wil-! interests arc trying to make their to congres'men about, had been resolutions and the president's i Evelyn D Cameron of Rockland
lars per week for support of said
Jan. 3. 1927. Wilbur for libellant.
GET GENUINE
liam E Gladstone. Theodore Roos? business respectable, but it never, passed, the first legislation on mo- i recommendations were adopted by llom c-vr" Stanley Cameron, resichildren.
Walter E. Tolman of South Hope
velt. Grover Cleveland and Thcmas can be done There are being em-1 ticn pictures ever enacted. It has to the convention. Friday morning
BAYER ASPIRIN
unknown, married at Rock- from Carrl, L Tolman of Rock
State vs. Arthur Ritchie of Bel
A Edison.
ployed in the bar rooms of the1 do wtih Block Booking and Blind session all unfinished business was land Feb. 9. 1928 Wilbur for libel- land, married at Union April 15. fast, reckless driving. Fine $25 and
Boy-like he coaxed his grand country one million hostesses, women | Selling
costs taxed at $4.
cleared.
Mrs. Esther Hews of lant.
1923. Burrows for libellant.
father to tell him tales of the sea, that are young, attractive, appeal- | Mrs. Clara Emery presented her Presque Isle gave an episode from
Nina A. White from Leon J
State vs. Richard E. Searles of
Dorothy M. Gray of Camden from
one of these being the Joss of toe Ing; they are paid a commission report on medal contests for th the monologue "The Uncrowned I White. both of Reck anti, married Lproy m Gray of Islesboro. married Rockland, non-support of wife
schooner Meridian bound from on the number
aber of drinks they can year, and offered the new depart-1 Queen."
at South Thcmaston Aug. 19. 1911 _
Baltimore for Boston in 1854. with sen
customers So Insidious is ' ment banner to the county doing the
A large group was there for the i Wilbur for libellant,
a cargo of coal The craft cap- thls traffic that in six months they best work. Knox Coutny held the closing when according to the cus- 1 Faire M Kuhn from Bernard B
sized off Long Island with all sails become lower than their victims. If1 banner on its record of having done tom they joined hands around the Kuhn, both of Rockland, married at
act.
1 America continues for ten years as work in three grades. Junior Bronze. church and sang "God Be With You , Rockland Oct. 1. 1927. Wilbur for
i libellant
With such an environment it is ihe ^as been in the past three years. Silver and Oold Medal contests, Till We Meet Again '•
not surprising that young Henry be-1
the most drunken and \ Mrs Myrtle G. Ame« gave a report
____________
I Laura A Maul: of Rockland from
came much interested in the sea cc>-rupt nation on earth. But I be- on Lcyal Temperance Legions, and
HEAD OF THE LAKE i Harry C. Mar.k of Rockland, mar- 1
and in all of toe pictures he has j|eve we aTf beginning to sec a de- ! a group of L.T.L. children from;
! ried af Warren Sept. 10. 1929 Wil
since painted there has figured
change in the attitude of the ‘ South Portland gave a demonstra-!
Mr and Mrs. Sidney Berry and bur for libellant.
some sort of a vessel
thinking people."
I tlon of their regular work. Mrs 1
Helen F. Magnuson of St George
Mr and Mrs Frank Foster of S.ockGoods were purchased m large
In respcnding. Mrs Quimby said Ames said the work of LT.L ,cn Springs were vUiton gundav a from Fred Magnuson of Rockland,
quantities in those days, when
there were one and one-half million through the years had been the ..\lfOrd Lake Jersev Farm
married at Rockland Sept. 33. 1930 j
Rockland was known as "The Mud VV.C.T.U. women, working and edu- j basis of temperance education We
Wilbur for libellant.
City " There was no jay walking cat(ng against thia evil.
must begin anew to enlist the chil- _______________________________
Clarence J Robishaw of Rockland '
because the mud was so deep that
jjew members of the executive dren. the greatest menace against
from Verna L. Robishaw of Rcckthe citizens had to cross the street, ijOard were presented fdom the plat-1 the increasing inroads of the liquorj
land. married at Thcmaston April 10.1
on planks
form Mrs. Dorothy Hutchins of Port ' traffic. Speakers of the afternoon.
1920. Wilbur for libellant.
Young Howard had never seen jj?nt director 0( Medical Temper- were invited by the press to poee
Helen Edwards from Harlan E
Bates College
a steamboat or a railroad train. His ance and Narcotics, succeeding Mrs for their pictures.
Edwards of Rockland. married at
grandfather on that first trip gave Evk, Studley of Medcmvk. deceased
Nov. 5—Open.
The membership tea was served
; Rockland May 26 1934 Wilbur for
Nov. 11—Colby.
Henry and his cousin a nickel she
a young woman, mother of at the Eastland Hotel, all those hav
i libellant.
Bowdoin College
apiece. Henry spent Ins at W S three small children, has done out- ing won five new members were
j Mary I, Chandler from Earle R
Hemingway's store, but his cousin I Ending work in Aroostook County, guests, others were privileged to at
Nov 5—University of Maine
| Chandler, both of Rockland, mar- ]
was "Scotch and elected to keep Ml£S Maretu Planders of Bangor, tend by buying a ticket
Nov. 12—Tufts
A very
I C '.d nt Portland Ncv 20 1922. Wll- ,
his nickel, only to Ktee it through a djrector of
Moraljtv succeeds pleasant social affair.
Colby College
, bur for libellant.
crack in the plank walk which Mrs Augusta Christie of
A feature of the Wednesday night
Nov. 5— Middlebury
Lucy I. Burgess ol Rockland from
crossed the brook. It was Billy Isle, who was made vice president at program was the processional.
Nov. 11—At Bates.
I W alter P Burgess of Portland mar- i
Hemingway who recovered it.
J ried at Portland July 6 1918 Wil- ‘
large of the State organization. Mrs Ccunty presidents and department
University of Maine
Henry attended the McLain Mildred Rhoades of Rockport was directors, dress’d in white and carry,
i bur for libellant.
Nov. 5—At Bowdoin.
HERSHEY'S
Grammar school one term and yes appointed page for the convention. ing their banners, paraded teh audiI David H Burns from Emma H.
terday commended the naming of
Rev. Mr. Pinkerton of Dresden i torlum. Mrs Quimby called attenIN ANY RACE
COCOA
. .
Buras cf Rockport, married at Brethe Grammar School building lor Mills was presented, also an old i tion to a liquor advertisement apThe.v were discussing toe North
Germany, July 11. 1929 But"Tommy " as the principal was af friend Rev. J. R Corson, formerly ) pearing in toe Portland Express and American Indian in PAR GOLD
a school one , lcr ioe libellant.
fectionately known Th memb.
Rockland, now of Gerry. Penob- 1 Bangor Daily News, edition of Oe«. day when the teacher asked if anvGlady., M Thomas from Harold
ORANGE JUICE
of toe school committeee
I s:ct Ccunt5' Mrs. Corson has re- i «- using a picture of the State one could tell what the leaders of A. Thomas of Rcckland. married at
were John Lovejoy. Charles E cently been elected W.C.T.U. county ! House. A vote of protest was sent ; th€ tribes were c^ied
SILVER SLICE
Rockland Aug 29. 1918 Payson for
Littlefield and Freeman W Smith. president.
! to Gov. Barrows.
I "Chiefs.” answered one bright libellant.
GRAPEFRUIT . 2 CANS
Tlie speaker was much Interested
j Adella G Walsh from Stanley H
Miss Margaret Sargent, recording, Mrs. Alice G. Rcpes, president of little girl.
in launchings and worked on the
“Correct. Now can any of you Walsh of Rackland. married at
NATION-WIDE
schooner Nahum Chapin which was secretary, reported 520 new mem- jth? Massachusetts W.C.T.U.. brought
bers. with 3560 dues-paid members! greetings from the White Ribboners tell me what the women were, Rockland July 1, 1928 Harvey R.
18 OZ
launched at Cobb Butler & Co'sWHEAT CEREAL
PKG
in the Slate. Cumberland County ' of Massachusetts to the sisters In called?"
r*ea£e fcr libellant.
yard.
Evelyn B Bradley of Rockland
"We talk about depression and ‘ had the la:ge5t number of new mem-1 Malne "W*
"Ot
.°Ur
There was silence for some time
SANTACRUZ
NO 8 H CAN
Mr «„„orH
‘he changed conditions since and then a small boy frantically Irom William L Bradley, residence
recessions,"- said Mr.
Howard, "but bei h 112 Skowhegan, showing the I «>«
ROYAL ANN CHERRIES . 29<
unknown married at Rockland May
largest gain in local union, had in- repeal. It is painfully evident on waved his hand for recognition.
we have heated and lighted houses,
"Well. Frankie? ' said the teacher 14. 1927. Burrows for lib’llan
creas
’
d
their
membership
from
45
j
ev
ery
side.
The
liquor
traffic
is
telephones and radios, and we have
Edna B Sylvia of Camden from
“Mis-chiefs."
he
announced
the movies and other forms of to 102. Special effort for the year j caU«d p'>bLc Enemy Jdo. 1. It is a
GREEN’S ASS T CHOCOLATES
. 1 LB BOX S5<
Manual Sylvia, residence unknown,
amusement. 1 guess we don't really liad been securing new members , traitor, an undesirable alien, a proudly —B. A M Magazine
married at Camden luiie 17. 1930.
raising
the
culinary
fund
and
workracketeer.
No
amount
of
man-made
know much about hard times."
Ten- day sale on Axminster rug Perry fcr 1 bcllant
legislate aaay the effects
GREEN’S PEPP. PATTIES
. .
. 1 LB BOX 21<
Mr. Howard's father. Octave P ing on the "Vote No" campaign. Miss
Velma Morrill of Rcckland from
marked
at less than today s cost at
Elsie
Hannaford
in
her
report
on
beverage
alcohol.
Entertain;
Howard, was a stonecutter and
8 OZ CELLO
Oecrge F. Morrill of Redstone. N
said that besides the regu-' ment Matures were the beatulful Burpees.—adv.
9«
ST. (LAIR and ALLEN PEPPS and (HECKS
worked 10 hours a day for $1 25. The literature
BAG
lar amount of W.CT.U. literature.'50,0
o’ Mrs. Carl Dodds of
cutters were paid $2 a day if they
papers, etc., used throughout the I Portland, and toe xylophone playing
went away from home
STERLING
The speaker said he began teach Slate, she had sent out 80 900 leaf-, of ™en Ballcy- Deering High
/
ing at $4 a week. The homes had lets and 50.000 Vote No cards for 84:11001 student.
FIG BARS . 2
23<
Thursday morn...g reports of dl- j
no heating conveniences except th» use *n tlle campaign
2
cook stove and parlor stove, the I A moment of reverent silence wa, j rectors was continued: outstanding |
CALO
CREAM LUNCH
latter being used for "company." cbstived in memory of Gertrude was Exhibits and Fairs by Mrs.
CRACKERS
DOG or (AT FOOD 3 CANS 23<
Residence phones were unknown Stevens Leavitt, lately departed edi-1 Edith Thomas. Caribou. She asked
MO»£ FLAVORFUL • FULL LB. PKG.
*
tor
of
the
"Star
In
The
East."
Ralph
that
directors
in
every
department
'
and sewing machines and pianos
COLONIAL
I ROYAL ANO TURKISH MACAROONS
were luxuries. Very lew young Ames Leavitt, son of Mrs. Leavitt J co-operate with her in using some
form
of
exhibit
for
growing
visual
was
introduced
and
gave
words
of
MOLASSES LGE CAN 25c
people went to High School. Th?
alcohol
education.
testimony
to
the
faithful
.
ervice
of
class of 1884 contained eight grad
Mrs. Frederick W Rcbie of Au
uates, all girls The class of’ 1938 i his "other in the W.C.T.U.
gusta.
director of Non-Alcoholic
VALLEY SWEET MIXED PICKLES
QT JAR 23e
graduates
about
1
Mrs
Ifia
B
wi
^e
Smith.
National
contained 128
equally divided Living condition; President, and guest speaker of the F: ult Products, had a fine exhibit,
BOEING
different.
The convention, was presented by Mrs. each county setting up a tray of
were
entirely
MARVIN PITTED DATES .
.
2
25<
housewife did her own cooking and Quimby. Mrs. Smith spoke that fruit juice drinks, attractively deco
rated and adapted to each month of
laundry work and had no washing night over Station WCSH
HOLSUM PEANUT CRUNCH .
1 LB JAR 23c
the year. She asked members to
Mrs.
Martha
Gould,
director
of
machine or electrical appliances
i?nd
in
receipts
using
native
fruits
There were no autos, no movies, no Christian Citizenship and Key
WINGSPAN
bridge clubs, no beauty parlors, and Woman for the Frances Willard and berries, and she would compile
BINCHES
them
in
a
booklet
for
general
use.
!
DIAMOND MATCHES
Centennial celebration, had a. fin?
no time to meddle ui politics
GENERAL KNOX-ALl PURPOSE
exhibit
cf
material
a
large
map
of
Mrs.
Rcbie
Is
the
wife
of
the
SecreThe speaker told of hearing Wil
LB
6 "Wa" 21c
liam J. Bryan's famous "cross of the United States, sepia on fine lary of State and a new director in
FLOUR
....
hag
this
department
of
the
work.
thorns" speech in a talking ma white cloth, showing where me
At the election of officers a great
DOLE’S
chine al the Thorndike Hotel, and morials of Frances Willard were lo
ONE PLANE WITH
of riding a bicycle to Bath with cated. She asked that every Union protestation arose when word went
WONDER-FIL
PINEAPPLE GEMS
2 CANS 23c
EVERY PACKAGE OF
three other boys to hear Bryan purchase a map for exhibition in its around that Mrs. Quimby alid Miss
LEMON PIE FILLING
town. A map of Maine shewed Shaplelgh were both retiring from
speak there
THREE CROW
Each Package Makes Two Pies
office.
However,
she
was
prevailed
where
pictures
and
other
mementos
He said there were 29 places in
GROUND NUTMEG 2 J-” 17c
Rockland selling liquor and that of Frances Willard were located and upon to accept offi-c for the ensuing
2 pkgs 17c
on Saturday nights the cop: were where the white peony bulbs had year, when her 25 years of service
NATION-WIDE
busy running in "drunks '
He been planted. Copies of the tnono- might be fittingly celebrated, along
wondeaed what had become of the logue "The Uncrowned Queen." with the Frances Willard Centen
Mothers! This wholesome
fc? 19c
VANILLA or LEMON
CLOROX
houses of ill repute
' seven dramatic episodes from the nial. and that time might be had for
"Guest-Quality” Marga
preparing
a
candidate
to
succeed
her
A guest yesterday wa, Mr. How-' life of Frances Willard, were on sale,
Ol BOI
PINT BOT
rine saves you money I
OWL'S HEAD
ard's partner, ex-Mayor E. L j and a copy of the new book Frances in office. Mrs. Augusta Christie of
25c
15c
You'll try it now... to get a
CUT GOLDEN WAX BEANS
Brown, whose lecture on somewhat, I Willard of Evanston, a biography on Presque Isle was named vice presi
gliding
plane
model
free
of
dent
at
large.
similar lines is well remembered : exhibit.
extra charge. But you’ll
WHOLE
The high lights of the afternoon
Mrs. Mildred Washburn, delegate
by toe Lions Club
kup on serving Allswect be
program
was
the
awarding
of
mont
to the National Convention In San
GREEN PEAS bulk . 2 CHS 25c
cause this thrifty margarine
Francisco, and State director of ribbons to the gold star and honor
tastes so good. Eten many
Youth Temperance Councils, gave Unions who had paid in 100 percent
food experts hart failed to tell
GUEST
MEDIUM
LARGE
Intcrerting items of her trip. She and 50 percent on their quotas to the
this "guest-quality” marga
REVOLUTIONARY!
GETS
CLOTHES
UP
TO
15%
WHITER
6
2
3
aid the Palmer method of alcohol Culinary Fund. Rockland, Camden
rine from spreads that cost
’duration had be enadopted in 11 and Appleton were Gold Stars.
more. There’s proof!
For
For
For
BOUGHT
Allsweet is made from
j percent of the schools in the coun- Thomaston and Friendship Honor
17c
25c
19c
HIGH TEST
American vegetable oils sci
i try Millions saw the picture The Unions. Knox County has con
AND SOLD
entifically
mixed
with
pas

Beneficent Reprobate, a scientific tributed $450 to the fund.
122Ttf
teurized. skimmed milk.
Mrs. Ida B. Wise Smtih gave a
presentation of what alcohol Is and
Pure! Wholesome! Get All
NATION-WIDE SERVICE GROCERS
what It does. The Y.T.C.'s showed brief address to members on "Why
sweet today—and the first
and
the
Way."
urging
them
to
great growth and enthusiasm. One
Earl Oilman model plane.
of the features was the unveiling of strive to carry out the five point,
ROCKLAND
a bronze plaque, gift of toe Califor- flev year program and complete

rp.TTVpr.r-WFPR

Half Century Ago

LOOKS LIKE DIVORCE TERM

WHITE RIBBON CONVENTION

Mrs. Quimby Induced To Serve Another Year
As Its President

NEURALGIA

i

'

College Football

lk

’

CaRL OILMAN'S

~

Old

GLIDING MODEL PLANES!

O7c

2»ns19c

IVORY soap

USED CARS

OXYDOL

22(

Every-Other-Day
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WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100

Matinees Every Day at 2.30
Evenings at 8

Baptist Elections

HUNTERS SHOULD KNOW

Page Three

At Camden Friday

Organization Squares Away Will Take Place EntertainFor Busy Year—Cassens
ment Sponsored By the
Maine’s hunting season swings
The season is also open on mink
Grand Commandery
wide open Tuesday morning with during November only.
Heads Sunday School

15,000,000 acres of forest land in all
16 counties stirring nimrods into
action. Forest fire threats have
passed and Inland Fish and Game
! Commissioner George J. Stobie is
of the opinion that the closing of
“THE AMAZING
any areas will not be necessary for
DR. CLITTERHOUSE” 1 the balance of the season.
I Rain and wind during the past
with
Claire Trevor, Humphrey Bogart. few days have improved hunting
| conditions throughout the State.
Allen Jenkins
The woods are quieter and foliage
THURS.-FRI., NOV. 3-4
I practically disappeared. From all
SIGRID GURIE
indications there will be many hun
CHARLES BOYER
ters in the state and Stobie ad
HEDY LAMARR
ALAN HALE vises those seeking game to be on
hand early before heavy firing
in
drives the deer and other animals
“ALGIERS”
into the back country.
Deer can be taken in Aroostook,
Somerset, Piscataquis. Penobscot,
Russell Turner has moved to Old Franklin. Oxford, Androscoggin,
County road from Maverick square. Cumberland, Kennebec, Knox, Lin
His telephone call is 563-J.
coln, Sagadahoc, Waldo and York
counties until Nov. 30 and In Han
Halloween "pranks" were much in cock and Washington counties un
evidence when citizens arrived down til Dec. 15.
town this morning. Would have
The bear season will remain open
been all right but for the malicious in all counties until Nov. 30
mischief shown in some instances.
Muskrats may be taken in Frank
lin, Hancock, Penobscot, Piscata
Mrs. F. S. March received a tele quis, Somerset, Oxford and Aroos
gram this morning from her sister took counties until the 30th.
Mrs. Minnie Chapman Ryan, an
nouncing the sudden death of the First Baptist Girls Guild will meet
latter's husband, William H. Ryan. Thursday night at 7.30, at the home
Mrs. March went to Keene, iN. H., of Mrs. Lucy Rankin, 74 Rankin
this morning.
street.

Close season on gray squirrels
goes into effect Oct. 31. On part
ridge Nov. 15, and on woodcock
Nov. 9.
Continuing a determined safety
campaign Fish and Game officials
report that there has been no hunt
ing fatalities during the season to
date. Several minor accidents have
been carefully Investigated and pro
nounced mostly due to carelessness.
Commissioner Stobie said that
several thousand safety posters had
been placed In the various areas
and he urged hunters to take the
utmost precautions.
During the first two weeks of the
season the deer kill has been be
low average due to dryness in the
woods and the closing of Franklin
and Oxford counties for a few days.
However, many have been taken
but most hunters have waited for
better conditions. Because of this
Stobie looks for a record kill dur
ing the first few days of November.
Wardens report an abundance of
deer in most sections.
Bear are very plentiful, especially
in the North country. A record kill
is expected as the big fellows are
out on the beech ridges and easier
to find.—By Dick Reed of the
Maine Development Commission

CLEARANCE SALE
OF WALL PAPER'S 1938 STOCK

The Grand Commandery of
The annual meeting of the First
Baptist Church School was marked Maine. Knights of Templar, of
by the resignation of Charles H. ■ which Frank E. Southard of AuSUN M0 NTUES WED run FR1 sAr
Formerly 12’Ac to 75c
Morey as superintendent, and the I gusta is Grand Commander, has inI vited the entire membership of the
election of Deacon G. Carl Cassens
I State to two entertainments and
as his successor. The retirement of ] dances, one to be held at City Hall
Supt. Morey was noted with much in Camden Nov. 4 and the other at
regret, as his entire service covers City Hall in Portland Nov. 5.
40 years, the last half of it in the
The entertainment will begin at
2b
capacity of superintendent.
8 o’clock in the evening at both
ROCKLAND, ME.
The elevation of Deacon Cassens Camden and Portland.
The en
131&133
to that position is regarded as an tertainment consists of six acts,
excellent move, his association with including Eddie and Eddie, Euro- ,
and work for the school having been pean jugglers, who also do a slack
MINTURN
lotte Staples. Mrs. Lila Smith. Mr,.
of a valuable character. His assist- I wire performance: George Gillette. t
_____
Olive Walker, Mrs. Hannah Stanants will be Kenneth Hooper and who is one of America's foremost
Capt and Mrs. George Matthews ley Mrs. Agnes Turner. Mrs. Etta
Leslie A. Packard.
humorists; a novelty instrumental of Nantucket. Mass., are guests of Sprague, Mrs. Axel Carlson, Mrs.
“COMING EVENTS CAST THEIR
SHADOWS BEFORE”
Other officers elected were: Mil ist, who has been in great demand Mr. and Mrs Benjamin Matthews. Addle Johnson, Mrs. Bessie Bridges,
Nov. 1 — St. George — Play "Polly
lard F. Hart, church clerk; Mrs. in Massachusetts; a duet consisting
Wanes a Cracker" by Owls Head placers
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Sprague anti Mrs. Vida Johnson, Mrs. Coris
Mary P. Ulmer, membership clerk; I of Harvey <and Lanem, who offer a
at Grange hall.
son Alton have returned from New- Sprague. Mrs. Avis Norwood, Mrs.
Nov. 1-2 —Camden— Y M C A. Min
Sidney Pierce, treasurer of benevo number of vocal selections; an ac
strels at Opera House.
port. R. I., where the former has Charlotte Bridges and Calvin StanNov 4—Mothebesec Club meets with
lences.
robatic team of Bates and Beverly: been employed as chief engineer ley.
Mrs E F Glover. Claremont street
Deacons elected were A. B. Butler, and a comedy act by Potas and Fol on the yacht Sea Dream.
Nov. 4—Camden—Masonic entertain
Mr. and Mrs Alden Stanley
ment at Opera House.
V.
A. Leach, C. H. Morey. F. H. In som. which has won wide acclaim.
Nov. 4—Annual bazaar at Pleasant
Mrs. Austin Turner has returned passed the weekend at Sutton
i Valley Grange.
graham. R. S. Sherman, O. A. Pal Dot Gleason’s all-girl band will fur from Stonington where she hail Island.
Nov 4—Rublnstaln Club meets at
mer, J. W. Robinson. M. R. Snow, nish music. Dancing will follow the
Unlversallst vestry.
been called by the Illness of her Elmer Davis of Frenchboro passed
Nov 5—Knox Pomona meets with
G.
C. Cassens, and F. A. Carter. program.
Oood Will Grange. South Warren
mother,
the weekend at home
Nov. 7—Woman's Educational Club
Deaconesses are Mrs. G. C. Cassens,
Invitations have been sent to all
Oscar Bridges arrived Friday to Walter Stinson visited Saturday
I meets with Miss Marlon Weidman In
Mrs. Evelyn McKuslc, Mrs. E. J. Knights Templar in the State and visit friends and relatives.
f Rockport.
in Vinal Haven.
'
Nov 8—Alton Hall Blacklngton lecMorey. Mrs. F. M. Ulmer, Miss Elea their ticket of admission is their
Mrs. Minnie Parker who was guest
Mr. and Mrs. George Turner ha; 2
| ture at Community Building
nor Griffith, Mrs. Hope Brewster. uniform, which will produce a color of friends at Spruce Head and recently received a letter from their
Nov. 8 — Rockland Garden Club
! Flcwer Show at Community Bulldtng
Mrs. H. W. Frohock. Miss Alice Er ful spectacle on the dance floor.
Nov. 10 — Warren — Play "Comleel
Vinal Haven, has returned home.
sen Fillmore who Is In Portsmouth.
I Country Cousins." auspices of Congreskine, Mrs. F. C. Ryder and Mrs.
Frederick Ranquist and Miss Va. He tells about the delightful
' gatlonal Circle.
Frances Hall.
i
Nov 11—American Legion observance
The Post Office Department re Lurla Kent who arc attending High warm weather they are enjoying in
Walter E. Weeks, Robert A. Snow
' of Armistice Day. closing with ball at
Baptismal committee. Mrs. F. C ports that thousands of letters were School in Rockland spent a few that region,
Community Hall.
and William Freeman headed down
Nov 15—Camden—Outing Club Feast
Ryder, Mrs. Eda Post, Mrs. Ada mailed last year without addresses. days at home recently
east yesterday on their annual gun
and Frolic at Masonic hall
Dalzell, Mrs. Abbie Hanscom. Mrs All we know about it is that none
Nov. 16-18—Annual hobby show at
The Ladies' Aid met at the par- | An attorney who advertised for
ning trip.
Community Building.
Hope Brewster, Ralph E. Stickney. of our creditors mailed any of those sonage this week for a chicken din- a chauffeur' whel1 Questioning a ncDec. 2 — Camden—Senior class play
ner Those present were Mrs Char- gro apPUcant' sald: ”How about
"Lend Me Your Baby" at Opera House
After four days’ hunting in the
Alton Hall Blackington who is to
The Thorndike Hotel deal was Mrs. Margaret Gregory, Miss Alice letters.
Dec. 7—Annual Methodist Church
you, George; are you married?”
lecture at Community Hall Nov 8 region of Springfield, Edward Mer completed Saturday and the new McIntosh and the deacons.
fair
"Naw, sfr, boss; naw, sir; Ah
Missionary committee, Mrs. H. W.
under the auspices of the Com rill and son William returned Sat owners *111 take possession as soon
makes my own livin’."
Aurora Lodge, FAM.. meets munity Theatre Guild will be ten urday with two deer.
Frohock.
Mrs.
W.
O.
Fuller,
Mrs.
as certain details have been ad
Wednesday night.
F. M. Ulmer. Mrs. Lettie Whitten,
dered a banquet at the Copper Ket
justed.
Mrs. E. J. Morey, Mrs. Helen P.
The regular dance Friday night
tle at 6 o'clock that night by
Knox Pomona Grange will hold his classmates of Rockland Hign at the Glen Cove Grange ha’l will
Rev. Vaughn Overman of Wal Knowlton and Mrs. Clara Gregory.
Its annual meeting with Good Will School.
Press and news committee, R S.
take the place of the Halloween doboro was elected vice president of
Grange, South Warren, Saturday.
dance advertised in error for to the Maine Christian Endeavor Sherman. Frank H. Ingraham. Mrs.
\\
Union at the annual convention In Edith Follansbee and Miss Helen M
Harry Brown parked his car on night.
The board of managers for the
York.
Treasurer
of
communion
fund.
Portland Sunday.
Suffolk street the other night, and
Home for Aged Women will meet
Mrs. Edward J. Morey. Nominating
A short stretch of cement sidewalk
returning to It found that some
at the Broadway home of Mrs.
committee, Ansel Young. Mrs. Wil
is
being
built
on
the
southern
side
The
suggestion
of
a
merchant,
In
body had stolen the robe and a
Arthur Haines. Wednesday at 2.30
liam Grant and Mrs. Alice Kaler.
shawl which had been a family heir of the Woolworth building and will these columns Saturday that stores
Director of religious education:
be
the
finishing
touch
to
that
at

remain
closed
from
Thursday
night
loom many years. And what Harry
Theodore Sylvester of The Cou
Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald. Evantractive
looking
corner.
of
next
week
until
the
following
said would scorch the paint on a
rier-Gazette force is looking for
Monday brought but one response. I eelistic committee. O. A. Palmer, F.
Model T.
every mail to bring him a legacy or
Frank D. Rowe of Warren was That, however, was In favor of the H Ingraham. Mrs. Abbie Hanscom
suthin. Picked a four-leafed clover
and Mrs. Evelyn McKusic.
elected second vice president of the proposition.
Just a week from today. Tuesday,
and a flve-leafed clover yesterday
Sunday school officers: Mr. Cas
representative assembly, governing
Nov. 8, the Community Building
morning.
sens. superintendent; Mr. Hooper
body of the Maine Teachers' Asso
Here's
regards
to
Richard
G.
will be the meeting place for garden
ciation in Bangor last week
Kendall sports editor of the Ken and Mr. Packard, assistant superin
Arranging beans on cards will I lovers, when at 2-30, the fall flower
nebec
Journal who prophecied that tendents; Miss Barbara Perry, sec
supply amusement to the public ’ show will be held. There will be a
*0NTQ F1TTSBURC
"Abou Ben Adhem" by Leigh Saturday's football score would be retary; Ansel Young, treasurer; Miss
Friday night at the Grand Army j demonstration in flower arrange Hunt, The American Creed. Pass It
Elizabeth Morey, assistant secretary
Gardiner
20.
Rockland
7.
But
Mr.
hall. Edwin Libby Relief Corps. th» ments by Mrs. A. R. Benedict In the On Preamble to the U. S. Constitu
Kendall wasn't the only sports edi and treasurer; and Mrs. F7ed A. ft'
sponsor, has prepared deslralbe : tower room, the formal display to be tion and Salute to the Flag, make
tor who got fooled last Saturday. Carter, auditor.
i shown in the east room afterward.
awards
A dollar can b» ns loyal as a t ol
Superintendents are: Mrs. J. C.
up the Educational Club's memory
A small admission will be charged.
lie or as twe faced as a window
lesson for Nov. 7 meeting with Mrs I The guest speaker at the Lions MarD°hald. intermediate; Miss VirEdwin Libby Relief Corps, will | Fian to attend.
Marion Weidman, hostess. Everv-1 meeting tomorrow will be Fred C. gin‘a E?an assistant; Mrs. Eiizap-ne . . . and ihe dollars in your
meet Thursday for an all day ses
body adds a new member cr a re- Black, head of Black * Gay Can-' bcth wuiiamson, Junior; Mrs. Ansel
eh thing budget can stick or stick
sion. Quilt tacking in the morning
NEW YORK, October 15—Flags where In the world that is not
Anderson Camp Auxiliary meets newal.
nets. Inc. Mr. Black with the Wooster' assistant; Mrs. Walter E
up
for you.
picnic dinner, social afternoon, 1 tomorrow night. It Is important
of the great nations were raised familiar with the name Heinz and
aid of motion pictures will describe Sncw. primary; Mrs. Addle Rogers, over the New York World's Fair the numerous and diversified prod
circle supper at 6 o’clock and a that all officers attend the meeting
In this slock of I-all clothing, the
Ralph Sawyer of Morrill has been some interesting features in connec- ^^tant; Mrs. Hattie Richards, be- today when the first of the exhibi ucts bearing that long established
business meeting.
I as a rehearsal will be held to pre
dollars you pay work like heaven
rwarded a Maine Engineering Fel tion with three of his canning pro ginners; Mrs. Eva Stanley, assist tors' buildings were completed. It name. For this reason, the presence
in your behalf. They five you as
pare for inspection which takes lowship in Yale University Bureau
ant; Mrs. Charles Morey, cradle is a huge dome, towering 90 feet of the Heinz organization In the
Jects.
Appointments by Daniel E Crow
big a lun for your money as you
and 150 feet In diameter, and will Fair adds, In a way, to its interna
place Nov. 16. the next regular ses for Street Traffic Research Mr.
roll;
Mrs.
Fred
M.
Kittredge,
assist

ley. president of the Maine Elks As
be occupied by H. J. Heinz Com tional character.
ran to get them.
sion. Miss Marie Patterson of Hal Sawyer engineering aide in the Agri
The officers of the Kiwanis Club ant; Mrs. F. M. Ulmer, home; Mrs. pany.
sociation include those members of
“The statement of Mr. Heinz
lowell, department chief-of-staff, cultural Admustment Administra
for 1938 are: President, Earle C. Elsa Constantine. Mrs. Lillian Joyce
Value is still the big idea at 416
Rockland Lodge: Grand Lodge re
Grover Whalen, president of the that his company is calling upon
will be the inspecting officer. Sup tion Aerial survey
was for- McIntosh; vice presidents. Dr. Lloyd and Miss Helen Mills, church school Fair Corporation, members of his all Its experience to produce an
Main Street.
lations. Albert C. Jones: Ritualistic,
per, with Mrs. Carrie Winchen- merly an employe of Central M. Richardson, and Arthur H. Rob music committee.
staff and others were the guests of attractive exhibit at the Fair is all
Robert Brewer; Inter-Lodge Rela
baugh as chairman. The candy
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald pre Howard Heinz at a luncheon at the assurance anyone would need
Power Co.. as lighting inson; directors. George W. Brack
tions. Joseph Soffayer. Lapsatlon.
Lambak Topcoats
committee will have a card party in engineer
and was a resident ett, Richard P. Bird. J. Donald sided at the church meeting. The the Terrace Club, Fair Grounds, that the exhibit is to b« unusual,
Joshusa N Southard.
the afternoon with Mrs. Mae Reed during that time of this city. Ife Coughlin, Howe W. Olover. Arthur following reports were presented: after the party had inspected the distinctive and iqnmorable In every
$35.00
building.
way.
received his B. S. degree in 1933 F. Lamb. Lawrence Miller and Rob 1 Society treasurer, J. W. Robinson; ,
Mrs. Lettie R. Coljamore picked a as hostess.
“We enlarged our plans when we
Heinz dome, resembling a bee
I treasurer of benevolences. Sidney reached the conclusion that this hive, is in harmony with the theme
Irom University of Maine.
half-pint of ripe wild raspberries on
ert P Russell.
Good Values at
Admirals,
generals,
commodore?,
j Pierce: Sunday school secretary, would be the greatest fair in his architecture of the Fair buildings,
Friendship. Long Island, Oct. 26
$18, $20, $25
For 10 days only. Be one of the
She also picked several clusters if captains and commanders of work
The Knox-Waldo Schoolmen's Ba:bara Perry; Sunday school treas- tory." Mr. Heinz said in an informal most strikingly developed in the
assembled
Monday
night
at
an
alladdress,
“
and
we
agree
with
Mr.
already
famous
perisphere
and
j
urer
and
C.
E.
secretary.
Ansel
lucky
persons
to
purchase
a
genu

choke berries untouched by the
League helped close Beach Inn at
Whalen in anticipating an attend trylon. It Is supported by nineteen
Mere cf those popular
frests of the last few weeks. A Halloween stunt of moving the par ine Axminster rug, .priced lower Lincolnville Beach last night. A Young; treasurer C. E. Virginia
ance of at least 60,000,000. It is columns, arranged in synietrlral
son,
Rev.
Dr
John
Smith
Lowe
j
Egan;
missionary
society.
Gladys
than
today's
cost,
at
Burpee's.
—
adv.
Corduroy Bush Coats
“bouquet'- of ripe raspberries was
chicken supper was served, and
logical to expect improvement in lines. Startling lighting effects have
brought to this office Saturday by from where he has been residing to
the members listened to an address j Mills; women's association. Mrs. general business and this feeling been devised and the curvature of
at $3.00
Ed. Matthews, who picked it at the Morris Perry house just va
on European conditions by Prof Elizabeth Williamson; Kalloch class, is justified by barometric statistics. the Interior will be flooded with
AH Colors
cated by Mr Perry at the comer of
Chickawaukie Lake
McReynolds of the University of Miss Elizabeth Morey; Opportunity More employment and larger in light by the use of llorescenl tubes
Union and Summer streets. All
comes;
will
assure
the
success
of
Twenty
thousand
square
feet
of
Maine. Football felicitations and ! c^a&s> Mrs. Eda Post; Brotherhood
Pleasant Valley Grange
floor space are crowned by the
condolences were also in order.
j class. Edwin H. Crle; Goago class,!
Ten- day sale on Axminster rugs these talehted gentlemen were
directed by such an able and ener dome, which has been treated with
members
of
the
Unlversallst
parish
Hall
Gerald Beverage; Men’s League. I
marked at less than today’s cost at
accoustiral material. Part of (he
getic man as Grover Whalen.
and took great pleasure In this help
A correspondent who signs "F. S. Lawton Bray; Boy Scouts, Gerald
Burpees.—adv.
Mr Whalen, in response, said: building will be air conditioned. Ex
WED., NOV. 7
ful task of moving thetr very popu
K." expresses disgust over the vicious Beverage.
"I feel certain it would be im hibits will be as unique as the
Admission:
Pastor MacDonald suggested that possible in find a community any- structure that houses them.
Alcohol, 59c gallon, 188 proof lar and beloved pastor and wife.
deeds which were performed Hal
Men 28c, Ladies 10c,
guaranteed, rust proof. Bring your
loween night and wonders why spe a goal of 25 percent over last year
before 9 o'clock
Canton Lafayette No. 18 and Aux
cial police are not impressed into be set, and that the church motto
container. Stan Hall's Service Si a.,
Men 30c. Ladies 20c
duty on such occasions. At the fcr the year be “Looking Unto
corner Main and Winter St., next to iliary meets Wednesday night.
after 9 o'clock
Eupper will be served with Lady
An excellent supper was
Northend
where an elderly woman Jesus."
btrend Theatre.—adv.
OLD AND NEW DANCES
Annie Aylward chairman. Major
lives nil alone the doorsteps were served by a group of members of
tom away from the house and the Woman's association.
Philco Mystery Control. Sensa Ernest C. Bickford of Waterville ---------- DANCE---------thrown into the ditch.
tional! Thrilling! Breath taking! will be present to inspect the CanWhen we were kinds <and men
Come in—free demonstration. Open l ton. The auxiliary was inspected
Two upsets in the State College wore celluloid collars) we used to
every evening next week Parker at the October meeting by Lady I
Worrey. 65 Park St.,—adv. 130-131 Alice E. Ramsey, vice president of
football series Saturday. Colby de say; “You're a great dancer. You
Maine Association Of Ladies Aux
feating Maine 19 to 14, while Bates have just two minor obstacles to
Replace it before cold
iliaries P. M. and Association Sec
defeated Bowdoin 21 to 0. Each overcome: your feet" Then we'd
weather!
retary Lady Katie Brown. Briga
team has now won one game and laugh. But we were kids, and so
SEE AND HEAR
All Sizes in Stock
dier-General Carl A. Jordan. Past
lost one. The season will end in a the wisecrack was excusable. But
ALL ABOUT THE
Bring your sash to us for
Department Commander and Chevedeadlock barring a tie in the two when grown men. after deep thot,
Glazing
lair Ramsey, all of Portland. A
remaining games. The Bowdoin-|can make the following observation,
lobster chowder was served by the
Maine game takes place in Bruns- something must be wrong someAT THE
cheveliars of Canton Lafayette,
wick
Saturday and the Bates-Colby where. This is the proud summa
Community Building
Opp. Park Theatre
Nina Davis, chairman. Ouests were
tion of a job well done, by Neville
game In Lewiston Armistice Day.
TEL. 745-W,
ROCKLAND
present from Canton Molineux and
TUESDAY, NOV. 8
Chamberlain,
Prime Minister of
131-133
Auxiliary of Camden.
By Rockland’s Own
Great Britain: "The Housing Prob
lem is solved . . . except for two
Alton Hall Blackington
MARRIED
strongholds—the destruction of the
Doors Open 7 P. M. Show 8.15
Page-Benson—At Camden. Oct. 29. by
slums and the elimination of over
131-133 Rev. Weston P Holman. Wallace N.
79 PARK ST, ROCKLAND, ME. crowding."
Page and Miss Bessie E Benson, both
of Camden.
Complete CHIROPRACTIC
^0’Visit Our Store Today. We Are Headquarters For Hunt
HEALTH SERVICE
' DIED

<w NOVEMBER

1 2 3 4 5
6 7 8 9 10 11 12
13 VU5 16 17 18 19
202 122 23 24 25
27 213 29 30

TALK OF THE TOWN

TUES.-WED.. NOV. 1-2
We Present
EDWARD O. ROBINSON
in a made to erder film packed
with thrills and action

Prices 5c, 10c, 15c Per Roll

SALE NOW IN PROGRESS
And Continues Until Sold

C. M. BLAKE WALL PAPER STORE

New York World’s Fair Honors Its
First Completed Exhibitor’s Building

Are your clothing

*r.

»

dollars friends or

J

enemies?

fi

DANCE

GREGORYS

BROKEN GLASS

N. E. HURRICANE

John A. Karl & Co.

Blake B. Annis, D. C.

BURPEE’S
MORTICIANS
Ambulance Service
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
119-tf

starrett—At Malden. Mass.. Oct. 30,
Miss Orllla Starrett. native of Warren,
aged 94 years. 10 months. 10 days. Fun
eral Wednesday at 1.30 o'clock from
residence of Efbetit L. Starrett. Warren.
Interment In Riverview cemetery.
Me I nitre— At Lincolnville Beach. Oct.
31. Ella F.. wife of Alfred L. Mctntlre.
aged 79 years. Funeral Wednesday at
2 o’clock from Oood funeral home.
Camden.
,

CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the many friends
and neighbors for their kindness and
sympathy to my son and his wife dur
ing the loss of their loved one.
Mr and Mrs. W. L. Bobbins and son

t

(12 Years-a Rockland)
Bv Appointment
Phone 1163
118-117Ttf

Ambulance Service
WE BUY
OLD

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL 662
ROCKLAND, ME.
98-tf

AND SILVER

Clarence E. Daniels

J

JKWBLRR
MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

ANNUAL BAZAAR
FRIDAY, NOV. 4

ing Equipment, Rifles, Shot Guns, Knives, Compasses,
etc., and

Pleasant Valley Grange

PETER’S AMMUNITION

BOOTHS, ICE CREAM.
FARM BUREAU. 4-II CLUB
EXHIBIT
JUVENILE GRANGE
BEANO
Excellent 35c Supper—5.30-6 30
Free Entertainment
131-132

CR1E HARDWARE CO.
408 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, ME.

John.

I

F.very-Otlief-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, NovemBer 1, 1938

Page Fouf

Whitney. He practised dentristry
STONINGTON
' in Waldoboro for several years and
Miss Persis Flfleld was given a
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Burns were
Alaska for 30 years with marked
visitors Thursday in Thomaston success. Dr. Whitney was a man party last Tuesday in honor of 'her
ALENA L. STARRETT
of sterling qualities and had a host 117th birthday. 18 guests being presLatest news from Lincoln Count; towns collected by our diligent cor and Rockland.
Mrs Josie Lawry and daughter of influential friends. He is butAn attractively decorated
Correspondent
respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
Eda, Mrs. Agnes Wlnehenpaw. vlved by his wife, a son, a sister-, birthday cake was made by Mrs.
TeL 49
Mr and Mrs. George Carlton of I Hospital Damariscotta were held daughter Elizabeth. Mrs. Mabel Helen W Cushman; and a brother, Hattie McGuffie and Miss Flfleld
Springfield were callers Friday on Sunday in the Methodist Church ut Beals. Mrs. Margaret Morton and Winthrop Whitney of this town. received a variety of lovely gifts.
Edna Canham, Genevieve WarWest Waldoboro. Rev. O. G. Barn Mrs. Abbie Stevens were recent din Burial was in Modesto. Calif.
friends in town.
An excellent cast has been chosen
Wendell
Snowdeal
has
returned
ren.
Mary Billings. Elwood Sawyer by the Congregational Ladies' circle
ner
guests
of
Mrs
Ernest
Burns
in
ard
was
the
officiating
clergyman.
Foster Jameson and daughter,
to New Bedford. Mass., to join his I and Nathan Leasby attended the j for their entertainment Nov. 10, in j
Elizabeth and Mrs. Andrew Cur Burial was in the German cemetery. South Waldoboro.
Mrs. Fannie Pottle was a Rock boat after a brief visit with Mrs Maine-Bates football game at connection with the annual Novem- I
Mr. and Mrs. K. L. Deymore leave
rie were Pittsfield visitors Sunday.
Snowdeal.
Orono.
land
visitor Thursday.
Wednesday
for
their
winter
home
in
ber sale. The skit “The Comical
The Junior Patrol of the Gif'.
Luther Wotton gave a Halloween! Mrs. Mamie Quirk of Boston and
Country Cousins." contains 12
Deland.
Fla
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gould
Pitcher.
Mr.
Scout Troop held a Halloween party
party Friday night at the Benner; Mrs. Flossie Mullen of Vinal Haven women known well for their fine j
Wednesday night. Guests present Mr. and Mrs W A. B Kirkpat and Mrs. George Straffin and Mr
cottage.
Forest Lake. The guests ' were in town recently to attend the amateur talent. Assembling grad- j
were Mrs. Myrtle Marcho, Mrs- rick have closed their summer home and Mrs. William Rogers, all of
appeared in costume adding to the, funeral of their brother Oscar ually, these are the cousins, Mrs. i
Fred Boggs. Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald, et Davis Point and are at their Brockton spent the weekend with
merriment of the function.
SellersI Alvah Simmons. Mrs. Dana Smith,
Mr. and Mrs E. H Lawry and Miss
Mrs. John Burgess and Mrs. Valjhome on Cole's Hill.
Miss Mary Flfleld, R. N„ has been gr„ Mrs E. B. Clark. Mrs. Lowell
Picinich Cider and cookies were
Mrs. Florence Shuman was
Eda Lawry.
NORTH HAVEN
appointed night supervisor at the j Moody. Mrs. Parker McKellar. Mrs.
Portland visitor Saturday.
served.
The Pwythian Sisters added a fair
Osteopathic
Hospital of Maine in , Roland Berry, Miss Christine StarFrederick Brummitt of Boston is sum to the treasury from the social
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Riley and
Mrs. Foster B. Snow spent the Portland.
j rett, Mrs. Percy Bowley, Mrs. Sidat
his
home
on
Friendship
street.
Wednesday.
Mrs.
Abbie
Stevens
son Stephen of South Portland
weekend in Rockland.
Samuel
Ooss
is
home
from
the
ney Wyllie, Miss Evelyn Sawyer,
The Susannah Wesley Society was awarded a quilt. A pie social
were weekend guests of Stephen
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Brown, and hospitalMiss
Hilda Aspey. and Miss Ruth
will
meet
Thursday
afternoon
at
the
A. Jones.
will be held at the K P hall Nov. Mr. and Mrs Earl Marden were
Robert Walters has employment Starrett. Mrs William Barrett is
Mrs. Celia Gross a member of the home of Miss Julia Kaler.
8
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Philip
directing, and the farce will be
Mr. and Mrs. John Coffey left
Gorham Normal School spent the
Those from here who attended Brown recently at their North in Milford, Masspresented at Town Hall, at 8 o'clock.
Monday for Florida where they will the annual meeting of the Farm
weekend at her home here.
Robert Spaulding is ill at his
Shore cottage.
Douglas Starrett, student at the
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Jameson Jr, spend the winter.
home
at
Tea
Hill.
Bureau Wednesday in Rockland
Mr. Ferguson, brother of Miss
Mrs. Harold Benner of Belmont, were Mrs Lewis. Mrs Abbie Stevens.
Bently School of Accounting in Bos
passed Sunday in Warren.
Capt. and Mrs. Edward Dillon
Marion Ferguson has recently
ton, passed the weekend with his
Mr and Mrs Ralph Brown and Mass., is visiting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Lawry. Mrs.
bought the Fred Marden estate and have returned from a trip to Rock
parents, Mr. and Mrs Ernest G.
family of Jonesport were weekend her father. Stephen A. JonesAdelia Jameson. Mrs. Clara Prior. extensive remodeling is in progress. land.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Achorn of Mrs Laura Poland. Mrs. Ruth
Starrett.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. S. L Brown
Mrs Rebecca Knight is employed
The recent high school play was
Joseph De Napoli Jr., sustained a Camden spent Sunday with Mrs. Prior. Mrs. Laura Poland. Mrs Hat
Mrs. Everett Cunningham mo
as book-keeper at Ralph Barter's
well
attended,
and
each
member
of
broken leg Saturday afternoon while Etta Achorn
tored recently to Sanford with Mrs.
tie Lawry. Mrs Eva Russell. Mrs. ; the cast took his part with pleasing wharf.
Mr and Mrs. Arland Simmons of
practicing football on the athletic
Gertrude Oliver. Mrs. Helen Sim credibility. It is hoped the school
A surprise birthday party was William Flint of Waldoboro and was
field. He was taken to Memorial Waterville were guests Sunday of mons. Mrs. Mattie Simmons. Mrs.
held
Wednesday night at the home
°f Mr and Mrs Clarence Mo
will put on another comedy, as
Hospital where the leg was set and her parents Mr. and Mrs. Ouy Olive Noyes. Mrs. Olivia Hoffses.
ot Celeste Coombs, in honor of Em- Cully.
these
are
highly
enjoyable,
and
re

later he was brought to his home Waltz. .
.
| Mrs. Katherine Benner. Mrs. Karl flect the excellent coaching given by ma Gross' 67th birthday
The
Word of the death Sunday of Miss
Floyd Pickard of Bangor passed
Miss Rulh Bradford m|m
here.
guests Included Mr. and Mrs Frank Oiilla Surrett at a Malden Hosthe
faculty.
Especial
mention
should
Kend#u
Mrs
Henry Hilton and family have he weekend with Mrs. Pickard and
be made regardmg the scenes which Webb. Mr. and Mrs Ralph Eaton, l'ltal has been received following a
moved to the house formerly oc family at the Hickson house. Kaler’s Daisy Simmons. Mrs Jessie Studley,
were done entirely in white, with Rev. Lawrence Staples. Sadie Bray, fractured hip which she susUined
Corner.
cupied by the Castner Blaisdell
Mrs. Carrie MacFarland and Mrs the aid of sheets and changed the Georgia and Mary Coombs. Stella,; about ten days ago Funeral serv •
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay visited
family.
Phyllis MacFarland.
j setting in a most pleasing way, Pens and Orace Flfleld. Mae Wil- ices will be held Wednesday at 1 30
Mrs. Herbert Cudworth and Monday in Klngfield
Mrs. Jennie Winslow formerly of showing up the characters, and liams. Dorothy McCauley. Celeste at the home of a nephew. Mr. and
daughter. Eleanor of Portland were Mrs. Henrietta Collins spent the this town underwent an operation
colors, as never before The wigs Coombs. Lettie Candage. Ida Welch. Mrs. Elbert L. Starrett in this town
guests Friday of Mrs. Annie Grant. weekend at her home in Union.
recently at the Maine General Hos were also an enjoyable feature.
Barbara Webb. Stella Greenlaw. Ida Burial will be made at Riverview
Rev. C. Vaughn Overman was
pital in Portland. She would be
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Staples have Stinson, Helen Powers. Justus Raye. cemetery
elected first vice president and
SOUTH HOPE
pleased to hear from friends.
The music committee which in
I commenced housekeeping in the C. Iva Cousins and the hostess Emma
Rev. Helen S Overman, Junior in
Mrs. Jonah D. Morse who has S. Staples apartment.
Gross.
cludes Mrs. Avis Norwood, Mrs.
Mrs. Fred Merrifield and son
termediate superintendent, of the
been visiting her daughter. Mrs
The honor roll for the first six Doris Overlock and Chester Wyllie,
Mr and Mrs. Edward Beverage
Maine Christian Endeavor Union at Harry spent Sunday with Mr and Waldo MacFarland of South Bris
are occupying the Jetson Dyer weeks of High School is; High is planning a supper for the BapMrs.
Lloyd
Bennett.
their annual meeting Saturday in
tol. has returned to the home of an house.
lienors — Mary Billings. Selena tist choir tonight at the MontMr. and Mrs. Woodbury Lermond
Portland.
other daughter. Mrs. W’ardwell
Oreenlaw, Millard Anderson, Con- gomery rooms to be served at 6.30.
A
crew
of
men
from
the
mainland
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Bernard
Nelson
Mrs. Richards Elkins is visiting
MacFarland.
have been in town the past week stance Coombs. Linda Burgess.
Over 817 was netted the Congrehave been passing a few days in
relatives in PortlandKenneth Lewis and Robert Lash, preparing the old Library Hall for Madalyn Jordan, Newell Robbins gatlonal Ladies Circle from the
Massachusetts.
Mrs. Joseph Brooks, Mrs. Wen
accompanied by Llewellyn Oliver removal, to make room for the new low honors Frederick Dunham, Halloween party held Friday at the
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Heath and
dell Blanchard, Mrs. G. H. Scho
motored Wednesday to Bangor brick library, which is to be built Edward Woodman. Mary Coombs. chapel. and which was attended by
field, Mr. and Mrs. Austin Winchen- Mr. and Mrs. Roland Payson of
where the latter attended the State on the same site. While in town Ralph Henderson. Helen Gray, 95. Many of the children and
baugh attended the inspection of East Union enjoyed a picnic Sun
Teachers Convention.
the men are at J H Tabbott's Shirley MacDonald. Phylene Stur- young people attended in costumes
Grace Chapter, O.ES in Thomas day.
Harold MacFarland of South home.
dee. Marjorie Tewksbury, Carolyn which were shown off to advantage
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lloyd
Bennett
have
ton recently.
Bristol is visiting his brother. War
Billings. Natalie Eaton. Oleeta Fl in a march in parade, the music
Walter
Joyce
is
making
his
home
Mrs. Emma T. Potter is visiting rented the house owned by Mrs.
dell MacFarland.
fleld, Betty Silver, Lucia Beatrice, furnished by Mrs. Frederick Powers,
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tabbutt
for
the
Clara
Marsh.
her niece, Mrs. Roland Waltz In
Mrs Granville Brow is ill and at present.
Gwenevere Robbins, Mary Taylor, pianist. In charge were Mrs. Sid
Mrs. Edwin Lermond and Miss
Portland
tended by a physician.
Dorothy Barter, Byron Billings. ney Wyllie. Mrs. Roland Berry, Mrs
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ernest
Brown
are
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bullard. Dorothy Watts were in Rockland
Miss Rachel Stetson has returned housekeeping in the Mary Brown James Donovan, Owen Gross, Mar Parker McKellar, Mrs Charles Mc
Miss Edith Atherton and Jame3 last Tuesday. Miss Watts visited
to Thomaston after passing a few house.
garet Holland. Jeannie Hutchinson. Kellar. Mrs Lowell Moody, Mrs. E.
Atherton of Medfield, Mass., were Union High School Wednesday,
days with her grandparents. Mr.
Vera Jones, and Walter Gray.
Mrs.
Leslie
Dickey
and
son
Cur

B. Clark and Mrs. Frederick Powers
Mrs.
Fred
Merrifield
and
son
recent guests of Mrs. Nellie Over
end Mrs Clayton Oliver.
Mrs Blanche Wieberg has moved
tis made a trip to Portland recent
Lawrence spent Thursday with her
lock.
Callers Sunday at the home of
Kenneth Lewis. Robert Lash, ly where Curtis received treatment to her new home
Mrs. Jennie Benner was hostess mother, Mrs. Albert Heath.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Cunningham
Harold Lash. Luther Wotton. Llew at the Maine General Hospital The
Mrs Ida Snow is visiting relatives
Mrs Sarah Watts and daughter
Sunday to Mr. and Mrs. John
and Mrs. Edwin Nash were Mr.
ellyn Oliver and Chester Brown mo specialist who has been treating in Rockland.
Coffey, Mrs. Cora Mank. Mrs. A. P. Dorothy. Mrs. Edith Mills and
and Mrs. Clarence O. Libby and
tored Sunday to New Harbor and him reports encouraging results.
■ Mrs Josie Jackson of KenneJackson. Mrs. Winnie Kaler of this daughter Aurie were guests ThursMr. and Mrs John Coster of Mer
other places of interest
Mr and Mrs Phillip Brown re-'bunkport is visiting relatives and
town; Mr and Mrs. Cyrus Maxey day of Mrs. Ray Wolfe at Head-ofrimac.
The Pythian Sisters will meet to turned Thursday from several days' I friends here.
and children James. Marion and the-Lake.
Stuart French student at She
night for rehearsal. Inspection will sojourn on the mainland
I Mr. and Mrs. Leo Conley have
Christine. Mr. and Mrs Roy Wal
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Gillette
Ricker Junior college in Houlton
be Nov. 15.
Frank Calderwood has completed moved to the Weed tenement.
lace and son, Raymond, Mrs. Earl and daughter Shirley and Mrs
Luc'ia'Leah is'empioyed 'at the i P®*** the wwkend wlth hU
Mrs. Claude Patch has closed her a basement wall, with windows.
Heyler of Thomaston and Arland Fred Merrifield and daughter Ruby
ents'
and Mrs L' Clark French'
summer home and with her son. I Francis Lipovsky made a trip Sat home of Francis McGuire
attended a Halloween entertain
Simmons of Waterville.
Eldridge, went Sunday to Stone urday to Rockland in his motor
Fred
Thurlow
of
Lexington
and
The
freshman
class will give a
The Boy Scouts met Thursday ment in Burkettville recently.
ham, Mass Mr Patch was here launch "Islander "
Melvin
Duke
of
Medford
are
in
social
Friday
night
at Glover hall.
morning at the home of their scout
or. a brief visit recently, having
Fred S Maxey of Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dyer went'tcwn on a hunting trip
master, Capt. Ralph Pollard. They
BREMEN
spent the greater part of the year, Saturday to Swans Island to v isit ] Mrs. Shadie Hutchins and daugh- Grange deputy will inspect Warren
enjoyed a hike to Kaler's Pond re
in Honolulu
the latter's parents. Mr. and Mrs. ter Margaret of Portland are guests Grange tonight.
turning to the home of Joseph W. W. Hull is able to be out.
Mr. and Mrs Carlisle Lash and Sprague.
of Mrs. Oscar Sellers.
Miss Eleanor Goodwin passed the
Brooks Jr., where they played foot following recent illness.
(daughter of Falmouth, were weekA lively chimney fire at the Snow
Laura Ogilvie has returned from weekend at South Union with Mrs.
ball. Those present were Stewart Roy Mank is building an addition
i end guests of his mother. Mrs. Jes- residence called out the fire truck j a visit in Bangor.
j Edgar Barker.
Pollard, Joseph Brooks Jr., Wil to his bouse.
1 sie Lash.
Friday.
j Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Wilcox
liam Fitzgerald, Donald Heyer. Ar School has closed owing to
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Mills of this
Mr. and Mrs Winthrop Whitney
Miss Mercedes Calderwood has , have moved to Carl Melvin's house. town and Miss Cora Robinson of
thur, Harold and John Kennedy, whooping cough.
Dewey Moody, Urban Borneman, Tilson Collamor^ is building a celebrate their 50th wedding an- been home from Ballard Business
, Thomaston were dinner guests Sun
Frederick Scott and Ernest Fitz house adjoining the property of *‘lversar>' Sunday by keeping open school in Rockland for a few days, celebrities together with several se- day in Rockland of Mrs Elizabeth
house to friends and relatives from
i lections by a popular musician and ; Mills and Mj£s lDorU Hy]er
gerald.
his father.
2 to 9.
Successful Grange Fair
composer, made all who attended
Recent guests at the home of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Carlson of
W. C. Kimball and family have
Word has been received of the
North Haven Grange held its most pronounce it the best show of the and Mrs A w White were Mrs
Wellfleet, Mass., have been guests returned here for the winter
death of Dr Preston Whitney of successful fair of recent years last season'
j Hazel Whorff and daughter Shirley
the past week of Mrs. Floyd Pick
Suisun City. Calif Dr. Whitney. Tuesday and Wednesday. Such spe
ard.
A special attraction Wednesday iwest Bath, who returned home
Little Robert—“Ma. was Robinson
, formerly of this town was the son cial attractions as a greased pig race was the baby show. Through the Sunday
Carroll R. Cooney of New York Crusoe an acrobat?”
| of the late Mr. and Mrs. Erastus and several one-act plays by local
kindness of Mrs. Andrews, local pic- | oavid White returned home from
has Joined Mrs. Cooney at their
Mother—“I don't know. Why " I
ture operator, special pictures were West Bath Sunday aft€r a few days
home hereLittle Robert—‘’Well, here it reads
shown in the evening, after which ( visit with his grandmother, Mrs.
Funeral services for Mrs. Blanche that after he had finished his day s
Miss Hope Ames was crowned “Miss A N
and hu brother Albert
S Soule, 54, widow of Samuel Soule, work, he sat down on his chest.’’—
North Haven.”
White.
who died Friday in the Memorial Vaudeville Jokes.
Local merchants had booths which
Mrs. o;jver B Libby returned
together
with
the
Grange
exhibits
Sunday from Auburn where
YOUNG DR. KILDARE’
of fancy work and vegetables, made accompanied by Mrs. Ada Spear
an attractive display. Many items she spent a week at her old home.
of value were contributed to the sale
George Hewison of Lewiston was
table by out of town business firms. a recent guest of Oliver B. Libby.
Part of the proceeds will be used
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. White and
to shingle the south side of the Bryan Robinson motored recently
Grange hall roof.
to Portland.
Mrs. Edith Russell has returned
to her home in Ellsworth after be
ing guest of her sister-in-law. MrsIlda Bussell for a few days.
George Merrill, 23, of Manchester,
—By Iranttr Ltt Barton—
N. H. sentenced to State Prison for
NE of the easiest guest suppers one and one-half to three years for
to serve, when you are trying
aiding in the escape of three men
to combine the roles of cook and
We have the largest-ever assortment of Personal
hostess, is a from Auburn Jail. Monday escaped
single plate meal from the Prison Farm in this town,
Christmas Cards for your inspection at this office,
of cold cuts where he had been for the last three
flanked by a
priced at only—
salad. Your months. Merrill was one of a crew
choice of a salad of 25 men engaged in clearing land
20 for $1.00
will make all the at the rear of the farm and is be
difference In the
world to the lieved to have been gone about an
25 for $1.00
appeal of your hour when his absence was discov
supper plate. ered by Guard Roy Bell. State Po
50 for $1.00
Here Is a refreshing tangy salad —
lice are conducting a search for him
a perfect supper partner for cold
and the better class of cards at prices
meat. Flanked by a plate of hot —Portland Press Herald.
Lew Ayres_and_Monty Woolley in/‘Young Dr. Kildare,”
biscuits and a dessert of cake and
exceptionally low
coffee, you’H have a meal your
guests will enjoy, and one which
Lew Ayres' sensational return to; great for humanity. As an interne can be prepared well ahead of their
These Prices Include Name Printed On Each Card
the screen spotlight continues. in the general hospital of a big city, arrival.
Smarter than ever . . , and yet . . , for all their warm cheer
Cranberry and Orange Salad
With Lionel Barrymore, he is fea his independent thinking gets him
. . . quality papers and matching envelopes . . . they come to you
1 package orange-flavored gela
tured in “Young Dr. Kildare," fired from the staff, but wins him
tin; 1% cups hot water; 1 medium
smartly boxed at price ranges from 20 for $1.00 to 50 for $1.00.
Doorbells, Convenience Outlets,
which opens Wednesday at the the admiration of Gillespie, the orange, unpeeled and seeded; 2
Postage 10 cents extra.
Lights and Small Appliances
Strand Theatre for two days. great diagnostician. Kildare re cups raw cranberries; 3 tablespoons
Installed and serviced
Lynne Carver has the feminine turns home to find that, through! sugar.
Don't wait!! Come now while the selection is large.
Dissolve gelatin In hot water.
Promptly
Gillespie, love and a career are not Chill
lead.
until slightly thickened. Put
Samples on display at
“Young Dr. Kildare” is the story incompatible.
orange and cranberries through
The cast supporting Ayres, Bar food chopper; add sugar. Fold
of a young medical student who
Into slightly thickened gelatin.
48 GRACE ST.,
ROCKLAND
sacrifices love and a place of com rymore and Miss Carver includes Turn Into Individual molds. Chill
TEL, 19-W
Nat
Pendleton,
Jo
Ann
Sayers,
and
parative security beside his country
until Arm. Unmold on crisp lettuce.
Botti Vitfe
Serve* 6.
doctor father to achieve something Samuel S. Hinds.—adv

WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

FRIENDSHIP

WARREN
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HORIZONTAL
, HORIZONTAL (Cont.) | VERTICAL (Cont.)
1-Of uncertain source 56-Ahead
22-Attention
6—Save
57-Stupifiea
25- A fish
10- Male descendant!
59- Very
26- Without moisture
11- Comfort
60- Most recent
29- Opinions
13- Exists
62-Gives pleasure to
30- Thwart
14- Put off
64- Kalf an em
32-Scoff
16-Fathec
)33-Modify
65- Passageway
19-Harsh
68- A type measure
36-Combining form Air
21-Ditch
69- Turkish official
i38-Large deer
23- lndividual charm
71-Wingshaped
42- Make amends
24- Long grata stems
7J-River in France
43- A highway
27- A degree (abbr.)
74-Plural of goose
|45-Beaides
28- Old coin of the
(46-Eagle
VERTICAL
Netherlands (pi.)
^48-Recline
31- Ever (contr.)
2- Agree
49-Twelve dozen
32- Begin
3- Depart
51-Views
34- Terminate
4- Beneath
58-Moves swiftly
35- Chum
5- A compass point
55-Mohammedan
37-Japanese coin
(abbr.)
governors
39- The (Fr.)
6- 0. seem
57- One of a series of
40- A large lake
7- Separates
steps
41- For fear that
8- Because
58- Upright sculptured
42- The armpit
9- Experience regret
slab (Archeol.)
44-Attempt
12- Away
161-You and I
46- Piece out
13- Four
63-Exist
47- Unit of work
15-Unrestricted
[66-Anger
50-Drinking cup (Fr.) 17-One or any
67-Loiter
52-Make a mistake
18- Talks familiarly
70-Myself
54-More uncommon
20-English school
72-Diphthong
(Solution to previous puzzle;
SIGN OF GOOD LINEN
------•I
A linen with lots of weight and a
firm, strong weave wil give the
best service in wear and durability, i
But the careful purchaser will make
sure that the weight of the linen is '
due to the flax fiber itself and not '
to the dressing applied as a finish (
to the fabric. Hold the linen in a
strong light to judge the firmness
TEASF.L
jand balance of the weave. Unbal
C R G>rjA T O
5 EiBJ
anced weaves—signs of weak spots , is c cn! |p or 5 ca/Icif
that wear rapidly—can usually be (
spotted this way. Loose threads in ,
the fabric are also signs of a poor Hotels, which give hard wear to
weave. Top quality l'nen dama.sk-> linen, usually buy damask with a
have 450 threads to the square inch. thread count of from 160 to 270. •

AT PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

WRISTMAS
CARDS ,
I'tour/

Joe Penner, the daffipst gridiron warrior ever to don uniform, essays to
show the gvm-girls how to dribble a basketball—with hilarious results.
The scene is from Joe's latest RKO Radio romedy, “Mr. Doodle Kicks Off,"
in which June Travis I right) is featured as his romantic interest. There
will be a special Chlldrnes’ Matinee Wednesday at 4 o'clock—10 cents.—adv.

THURSDAY

TESTED RECIPE

O

ELECTRICAL
SERVICE

W. W. STRONG

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Mickey Rooney and Judy Garland in “Love Finds Andy Hardy,” with Lewis
Stone and Fay Holden.—adv.
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EverV-Other Day
WHITE HEAD

VINAL HAVEN
*★★★

District Commissioner A B Lin
coln of the Boston Office was a
recent visitor at the Coast Ouard
station here.
MRS OSCAR C. LANE
Mr. and Mrs. G H. 'Higgins of
Correspondent
Camden and Spruce Head spent a
day recently with Mr, and Mrs.
Union Church prayer meeting will H Andrews of Nortons Island.
John Foss. Surfman at the local
be held tonight instead of Wednes
station spent 48-hour liberty the
day.
6upt. George Bragdon, Theodore past week at his home in Kennebec.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B Beal who has
Nutting, principal of Vinal Haven
High 8chool, and assistants, Wayne a 15-day furlough from Burnt
Ross and Miss Phyllis Black, attend Island Coast Guard with their fam
ed Teachers' Convention In Bangor ily will spend a few days at Nor
ton's Island with Mr. and Mrs H
the past week
Andrews
and several days at his
Austin Caledrwood has returned
home in Millbridge.
from Portland.
.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Beal of the
Mrs. Rilla Bray of Rockland is
Light have returned from several
visiting relatives in town.
Mrs. Fred K Coombs returned days visit at Capt. Edwin Beal's
Friday from several weeks' visit with home in Jonesport.
her grandson, Kendell Hatch, In
Alfred March a Coast Guardsman
Wollaston, Mass. She was also guest ci Newburyport, Mass., has been
of her sister, Mrs. Ada Payson in [ engaged for a fortnight in carpenRockland.
ter work for the Coast Guard.
Mother and Daughter Club met j Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Cheney have
Friday with Beulah Gilchrist.
; returned from a ten days furlough
Mrs. H. W. Fifleld has returned , which was spent in Lubec and Mlllfrom Deer Isle.
j bridge.
Mrs. Addison Parker, who has been | Miss Myra Greenlaw of Millbridge
visiting her sister. Mrs. Alfred Or- J who has been here several weeks Is
cutt, has returned to Swan s Island spending a few days at her home.
Miss Nathalie Smith entertained 1 Mrs. Frank Alley and family of
at a Halloween party Friday night Rockland passed several days with
at Camp Alyosca, Shore Acres. The j Mr. Alley at the Light recently
guests included Mr and Mrs. Roy
Mr and Mrs. Lester Alley and
Arey. Mr. and Mrs. Keith Carver, Miss Vernetta Foss of the Light,
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Shields. Mr. and are spending a week in Jonesport.
Mrs. Herbert Daggett, Ellen GeorMrs. Earl Lyons. Mrs. Clifton
geson Erdine Calderwood, Elizabeth Morse, and Mrs. Maynard O'Brien
Ouilford. Elizabeth Clayter, Dorothy motored to Rockland recently.
Cobb Dr Ralph Earle. Ernest Con
Miss Margaret L. Hall and fiance
way, Bernard Erickson Alex David Henry Tycott of Hartford, Conn.,
son. Woodrow Bunker, and Clarence spent the weekend with Miss Hall's
Bennett. Games appropriate to the grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. H. D.
occasion were played. Decorations Hall of West Meadow Road, Rock
were of the traditional Halloween land and Mr. and Mrs .H. W. An
colors, orange and black, and in drews of Norton's Isiand.
cluded witches, black cats and Jack
’ o' lanterns. Lunch was served.
UNION
, The Sunshine Department of
Union Church will hold a cake and
Mrs. Georgia Mills attended the
candy sale Wednesday at 2 o'clock Teachers Convention In Bangor.
a' Senter Crane's store.
Mrs Arlene Esancy and d-vighMrs. Robert Arey is guest of )»er ter Dycel visited Thursday at Mrs.
daughter, Mrs. Franklin Hopkins in W C. Perry’s.
Camden.
Mrs. J. C. Simmons has been
Harold Vinal went Friday to New guest of her daughter. Mrs. Henry
York. His mother. Mrs. E. M. Vinal ; Brown of Appleton.
accompanied him to Boston.
Carrie (Esancy is employed by
Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Carver left Mrs. Blanche Miller of Burkettville.
Monday for Delaware. Ohio, to visit I Mr. and Mrs. Frank Collins and
their daughter, Mrs. Vernon Hollo- ] children of Rockland were callers
way.
Thursday at Oscar Upham's.
Edith Roberts returned Monday j Mrs. George Best who has had
to resume her studies at Ballard’s 1 employment with Mrs. Joshua
Business School
Wentworth of Appleton has re
turned home.
Editor—Is he an entertaining
Ellis Maddocks has been engaged
conversationalist?
in making repairs on the barn of
Reporter—He can keep you in Almond Rowell.
terested all evening and never once
READ ALL THE NEWS
mention prohibition.—Detroit Free
THEN READ ALL THE ADS
Press

Page Five'

A Night At “Lumina”
Vinal Haven Lions Club
Visits Summer Home of
King Lion Calderowod

lour tired nerves need frequent relief

For two weeks the Vinal Haven
Lions Club has been looking for
SCOTTIE
ward to a delightful outing at the
Known variously in early Scottish history as
summer residence of Past King Lion
HE’S GIVING HIS
Skye terrier, Highland, Cairn, and Scots ter
Isaac Calderwood. known as “Lurier,
although
that
dog
bore
no
resemblance
mina" and situated on Calderwood's
to Skyes and Cairns of today. Nicknamed
Neck, and last Thursday night their
NERVES A REST...
the “die-hard” for stout heart and unquench
anticipations were realized. The
weather was auspicious, just cool
able love for sport. Extremely independent.
enough to allow for a cheery fire in
two of the three fireplaces in the
spacious old New England type
farmhouse. Host Lion Calderwood
with the aid of a very fat cook book
AND SO IS HE
and a couple of cub assistants had
prepared a splendid meal especially
appealing to Vinal Havenites. and
served according to the following
menu:
Steamed Pleasant River Clams
Hard Tack
Soda Bread
Fried Mill River Clams
Pickles
Drawn Butter
Clam Chowder (Seal Bay Clams)
Mince Pie
Coffee
Apple Cider
an animal, but we can protect, soothe,
IKF. humans, dogs have a compliAfter doing Justice to the meal
and calm our nerves. Smoking a Camel
cated set of nerves. But dogs are
(and there was some to spare) the
can be your pleasant method forbreakkinder to their nerves than we. They
tables were cleared and the business
ing nerve tension. Camels are mild,
rest when they need rest.. .while we
of the meeting was transacted. Com
with
the flavor of a matchless blend
plunge
ahead
with
our
hurry
and
mittees were appointed to investi
of costlier tobaccos. Smokers find
worry— straining our nerves to keep
gate and report on the Lions Club
Camel's mild tobaccos delightfully
annual Thanksgiving masquerade, a
up with the fast pace. We can’t turn
card party, and the purchase of
soothing—soothing—to the nerves.
hack to the natural paces of life like
emergency and first aid equipment.
King Lion (Drew opened the meet
SUCCESSFUL PEOPLE ADVISE
ing from an aluminum chair, one of
the first made by the Aluminum
Corp, of America, with which Lion
Calderwood has been associated for
many years as a construction engi
neer.
Lion Alfred Creed, as member of
the program committee, read a very
— that tobacco plants are “topped”
Interesting paper on the automotive
when they put out their seed-head ?
industry and gave some personal ex
That this improves the quality of
periences in the garage and repair
leaf tobacco? That most cigarette
business in which he has been ac
Smoke 6 packs of
tobacco Is harvested by “priming”—
tive since Henry Ford first began
Camels and find
removing each leaf by hand? Camel
making automobiles. He in turn in
out why they are
buyers know where choice grades of
troduced Lion Calderwood who gave
tobacco are —those that cure nicely
the LARGEST—the mild, ripe, fragrant tobaccos.
a detailed and Instructive account
SELLING
Camels are a matchless blend of
of the early settlers who were his
CIGARETTE
finer. MORE EXPENSIVE TO
ancestors and how they w,
ere con
IN AMERICA
BACCOS...Turkish and Domestic.
nected with the house in which the
meeting was being held. One of ttle
most interesting things brought out
EDDIE CANTOR — America’s outstanding comic personality of
“HOUSEWORK, shopping, and social
by him was the story of gold mining
the air—each Monday evening—Columbia Network. 7:30 pm E.S.T.,
affairs,” says busy Mis. V. G. Weaver,
on Calderwood's neck. According to
9:30 pm C.S.T., 8:30 pm M.S.T., 7:30 pm P.S.T.
“would get me strained and tense if I
Lion Calderwood's story gold min
didn’t rest my nerves every now and
BENNY GOODMAN —King of Swing, and the world's greatest
ing had progressed so far during the
then. I let up and light up a Camel fre
swing
band
—
each
Tuesday
evening
—
Columbia
Network.
9:30
pm
gold fever of the early 70s that there
quently. Camels are so soothing.”
E.S.T., 8:30 pm C.S.T., 7:30 pm M.S.T., 6:30 pm P.S.T.
were several in operation on the
Neck and one that was ready to
float a stock issue. Although Lion
QaMM
Ernest Glidden could vouch for the
R. J. Reynold*
early diggings, he nor nobody else
W Ina ton-Salam.
could vouch for the finding of any
N gold. Another item of Interest was
the story of how the Carrying Place
Bridge came to be built.
At this moment Harold Vinal, who
was a guest, was called upon for re
Mrs. Nellie Reed, Mrs. Louise
marks and he obliged with a poem,
OWL'S HEAD
CLARK ISLAND
CRIEHAVEN
NORTHPORT
Arey. Mrs. Margaret Margeson. and I
. By EARLE FERRIS ———— — —
'
dedicated to the old house, and'
i
which he had composed within a
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Farr of Kit son Perry. Mrs. Constance MacDahlias are blooming here.
Miss Madeline Mahoney is in
Mrs Maurice Jones has returned
music changes and such are being few minutes after arriving for the Rockland to spend the winter with
Serafine Pallazola went Saturday tery. spent a few days recently at Phail and Mary Poster attended the home after two weeks' enjoyable
executed, John entertains himself by meeting. Your edrrespondent was Mr. and Mrs. Charles Mahoney.
annual meeting of the Knox Lincoln ' visit in Massachusetts where she at
to Portsmouth, Va.. for a winter's Ye Anchor Inn.
reading.
Farm
Bureau held recently in Rock- ' tended the wedding «f her niece,
unable
to
get
a
copy
of
it,
but
those
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Benson
of
• • •
Mrs. Arvine Wales is having a stay.
Wood Island Light were recent land, a complete account of Which Miss Marguerite F. Joy.
Frank Novak, In addition to playing who take the New York Times may four car garage built on her estate
Russell Simpson spent the past
26 different musical Instruments, is find it on the poetry page of the here. Arthur Hatch of Camden Is
guests of Keeper and Mrs. Hamor. appeared in Thursday’s issue of this
Charles Butler was taken to Knox
week in Rockland.
also a prolific songwriter. The latest Times, if. as Harold claimed, they
, Hospital Monday to have x-rays
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bain and paper.
the
contractor.
| number on which he collaborated Is j would pay $10 for what the Lions
Mr. and Mrs Nick Anderson are
Mrs. Della Webb and daughter j taken of an injured foot.
I -I Don't Want to Be the Forgotten
Mrs. Ruth Basford was in Isles- making their winter residence in daughter Isabelle have returned
j got for nothing. _
from New Bedford, Mass.
Rachel have returned to New York
i Man.”
boro
recently
in
the
interest
of
4-H
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Niles of
• • •
Florida.
Another guest. John Hildings, faMr. and Mrs. Vinal Perry are city where they are employed at the j Rockland were recent callers on
Andre Kostelanetz has again mani ! vered the meeting with a selection Club work.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Simpson and visiting relatives in Boston.
home of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Rich- ( Mrs. Henning Johnson and Mrs.
fested his versatility in meeting all ' on the concertina, and with Lion
Lloyd D Brace, first vice presi
Oscar Simpson have moved to the
A telephone has been installed ardson.
types of musical tastes. His latest
Joseph Baum.
dent of the First National Bank cf
"Bee Hive”.
recordings are “The Man on the Daggett fingering the keyboard of
in the residence of Mr. and Mrs.
The Grange play "Polly Wants a ' Mrs. Lewis Hart has sustained a
Flying Trapeze” and "Swamp Fire." his piano accordion, the members Boston is having a large tennis
Mrs. Maxwell Young visited rela Fremont Arey.
Cracker,” will be presented Tues serious injury to her hand and is
court built at his summer home
were loath to break into song. Not
Mrs.
Bertha
Borgerson
and
Mr
tives
in
Matinicus
recently.
day night at St. George Grange hall. being attended by Dr. Lawry.
here. Norman E. Wood is directing
to be outdone by guest Vinal, who
Mrs. Rov Simpson is vLsiting her and Mrs Carl Reed motored to Lee
Pulpwood cutting on Monroe;
the work.
Mrs. Elizabeth Caven spent Sun
had just finished directing a num
i father. John Clark of Union who Academy recently. On their return Island has been finished for this
Joel
P
Wood
who
has
been
seri

day afternoon at her home.
ber. Lion Ed Carver mounted the
Mrs.
Borgerson
was
accompan

is convalescing from an operation.
year.
Overshadowed by Charlie Mc
Recent callers at Mr and Mrs..
director's stand and Injected new ously ill for nearly two months is
Mrs. Edw. Bloom of Ash Point ied .by her daughter Marga
Carthy’s spectacular rise in Holly
Mrs. Helen Learned motored to
improving
slowly.
pathos and understanding into that
Charles Butler's were Mrs. Myrtle
ret and Carl Reed, Jr., Mrs. Reed
wood, pictured. Dorothy Lamour’s
visited
her
daughter
over
the
week

Portland Friday with Mr. and Mrs
W. H. Sprague Is having a large
Simons of Augusta,
Susie
old club favorite, "When It’s Spring
climb to stardom has been none the
end. She was accompanied home having been called home the day Winfield Maddocks, called by the
addition built on his house.
less sensational. When she joined
time In the Rockies ''
Smoot of Belfast, sisters of Mr But
previous.
Mr.
Reed
remained
in
by her granddaughter. Miss Norma
serious illness of her father Robert
the big Sunday night show at its
It being Navy Day, King Lion
Mrs. Wilbur Moffitt, a patient at
ler, H IM. Andrews. Howard Clark,
Blom who will visit here for a few Lee to hunt.
opening with Charlie, tkigar Bergen
Brown.
and Mrs. Mary Davis.
Drew then called upon Lion Leslie Waldo Hospital is gaining and is
Perry
Margeson.
Virginia
Farrell,
and Don Ameche, she was Just be
days.
B. Dyer, ex-marine, who had done able to see visitors.
Connie Ross, Merriam Scammon,
ginning a picture career. Now she
Mrs. Rose Edwards and Mrs.
TREMONT
ranks among the big box office
considerable sea voyaging on Uncle
Mr. and Mrs. Harvard Salisbury , Residents here miss the mail: Josephine Buckminster, Betty R
Ernest Edwards were visitors last
draws.
Sam's battleships, and Les gave a have announced the engagement of: packet Calista D. Morrill which has Dolliver and Ruth Poster, members
Tuesday in this community.
• • •
Mrs. Reta Wallace went Sunday to
very humorous account of the their daughter Madaleine to Del- served the community for more of Go Ahead 4-H Club with their
Pearly Tucker of Thorndike is
The CBS Radio Theatre had ac
Rockland
where
she
will
spend
the
than
16
years.
It
is
soon
to
be
re

troubles whfct befell him on the mer Hinckley of Madrid.
leader Mrs. Margaret Margeson and
cumulated more than 3,000 requests
visiting at Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
winter
with
her
sister.
Mrs.
B
B
placed
by
the
Mary
A.,
built
in
from listeners for Wallace Beery to
battleship Texas, when the Admiral
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Lisheness and
guests Helen Ross and Robert Mar
Keizer's.
play “Viva Villa" before it was pos
of the fleet came aboard for his in- j five children have returned to Dan Friendship by Mr. Carter.
geson attended the County Contest Reed.
Mrs. Carrie Cummings is with her
sible to do the play. Plans had been Ezra Stone—he's "Henry” of the
Mrs.
Marion
Herrick
has
returned
Peter Mitchell was in Rockland i in Newcastle.
forth. Mr Lisheness was foreman
under way for this show for months “Aldrich Family” on the Kate Smith spection of the ship.
to her home at Swan's Island after daughter Mrs. Fred Simmons of
recently
on
business.
Other guests to make brief re on the road recently completed by
William Foster and Ray Winslow
and the first time Beery was avail Hour—pictured above, runs around
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Charles Friendship for the winter.
able, he was booked.
Bait is very scarce, making a dis have returned from a trip to Bos
Times Square in the same baggy marks were I. S. Littlefield and C. J. Horne Construction Co.
Harding.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Johnson and
Alton Andrews is visiting relatives couraging outlook for lobstermen ton.
trousers and faded green sweater he Frank Grimes.
Mrs. Leslie Rich has returned daughter Minerva are in Quincy,
wears in “What A Life,” the Broad
the coming winter.
Time moved so swiftly in the mel in Haverill, Mass
Mrs. Rose White has employment
home after spending a week with Mass.
way hit of which he is star.
Mrs. Hans Nelson visited her In Rockland for the winter.
low atmosphere of the old farm- j Mrs. Melvin E. Wood, son Ray
• • •
Rev. and Mrs. A H. Graham in
Miss Shirley Johnson is making
mond.
Mrs.
Elmer
Oxton
and
child

brother
recently
at
Hillside
Farm.
house,
that
it
was
nearly
10
p.
m.
|
Alice Frost, one of radio's foremost
Monmouth.
her home at Mrs Maggie Rogers.'
ren
were
in
Waterville
on
a
recent
j
actresses, serves as dramatic coach when the meeting broke up and the
Pilot John Snow called Thursday
Miss Frances Wallace and Ray
for a New York City working girls' Lions and guests retired to their visit.
Among those from here who have
on H. J. McClure.
organization.
Billings were married Oct. 22 at the employment in Bennington. N H„
John B. Williams of Narberth.; Donald Simpson is rapidly re
rubber wheeled and Iron lunged
parsonage by Rev. G. Rowell Crocker are Victor Blomberg. Joel Swanberg.
steeds to carry thejj^-back over the Fenn., has arrived at “Longwood" i covering from a siege of whooping
Mr. and Mrs. Billings have the best Hjalmar Carlson. Henning Johnson,
Carrying Place Brftge, thence to near Little River for a short visit. cough.
wishes of their many friends.
John McGuffie. Ralph Caven. Rob
The "Happy Days 4-H Club" or- i Rex Anderson and family visited
Carver's Harbor. There were many
Relieve Their DISTRESS
Mrs. Helen Richarcson of Port ert McGuffie. Leroy Jackson. Man
in the party, who although having ganized recently at the home of relatives in Port Clyde recently.
This Easy, Quick Way!
land has returned home after fred and Walfred Magnuson. Sven
lived in Vinal Haven all their lives, the Leader. Thelma E. Wood and ! Ralph Wilson is caring for the i To bring speedy relief from the discom
spending a few weeks with her Larson. Carl Malmstrom. John Ol
elected
as
officers:
President
Marion
j
MoClure
lobster
business
while
Mr.
fort
of
chest
colds,
muscular
rheumatic
had never been inside the old Cal
sister. Mrs. Addie Norton.
son. Alex Morrison. Charles Crom
aches
and
pains
due
to
colds
—
you
need
vice president, Evelyn McClure is making gradual re
derwood ancestral home but there Green;
more than “just a salve”—use a stimu
Mrs. Emily Howe. Mrs. Ethel Rich. well and Henry Gaberilla.
covery.
Woodrow;
secretary.
Elizabeth
Oxwas no one, when they left, but
lating "counter-irritant" like good old
Mrs. Bessie McGuffie is staying
warming, soothing Musterole. It pene Mrs. Georgia Robbins and Mrs
what would gladly welcome a chance ton; treasurer. Carolyn Ingles;
Lillie
Robbins
spent
a
day
in
Bangor
trates
the
surface
skin
breaking
up
local
with
her daughter Mrs. Carl Swan
color bearer. Forrest Green; cheer
The things that you have done congestion and pain resulting from colds.
to go there again.
recently.
son.
leader, Raymond * Wood. A pro
amiss;
M. P. Wamboldt, above, producer of
Even better than a mustard plaster—
i Mrs. Jaccb Kelley entertained the
the NBC "Public Hero Number One”
A bunch of germs were hitting gram of work was made out with You may argue with Conscience Musterole has been used by millions for
over 30 years. Recommended by many Ladies' Aid recently with 15 mem
series, originated the idea of pre
"The highest compact we can
16
projects.
that
wrong
is
right.
it up
doctors and nurses. In three strengths: bers present. Tire Aid will serve a
senting the policeman's side of crime
make with our fellow is. let there
Nearly ,$5 was realized from the
Regular, Children’s (mild) and Extra
But it sums up at last to this:
In the bronchial tube saloon;
stories in radio dramatizations. Until
40*. Approved by Good House j lobster supper at the parish house be truth between us two forever
he wrote "Truth Serum" for an NBC
Two bugs on the edge of the larynx Halloween entertainment last Tues ! It is you, dear, who must in the end Strong,
keeping Bureau. All druggists.
Friday from 5 to 7.
more. It is sublime to feel and
coast-to-coast broadcast in 1931,
day night at the Brown's Corner
decide
Were jazzing a ragtime tune.
radio crime dramas had glorified the
I
say
of another, I need never meet,
School.
Mrs.
Lelia
Stubbs,
teacher.
If you have won out in the race.
criminal.
Claire Trevor, above, who Is heard Back in the teeth, in a solo game,
GEORGES RIVER ROAD or speak or write to him; we need
• • •
Home
made
candy
was
on
sale
with
And
the
triumph
is
yours,
if
at
set

Sat
dangerous
Ahk-Kerchoo;
with Edward G. Robinson over CBS
Miss Ellen Anderson and Miss I not reinforce ourselves, or send
ting of sun
I
John Nesbitt, narrator of the “Pass on "Big Town,” is gratifying a school And watching his pulse was the the auctioneering of a large cake
Emilia
Anderson have returned tokens of remembrance; I rely on
ing Parade,” never lets a rehearsal day ambition. As a youngster, she
treating
the
most
excitement.
The
You
can
look
your
self
in
the
face.
light of love—
become dull or boring. He keeps the aspired to be a journalist. On the
home
after
a week's stay in May him as on myself, if he did not
children of the school .presented —Florence Jones Badly in the Girls'
The lady that's known as Flu.
book he is currently reading on the air today she plays the role of a girl
thus and thus, I know it was right."
J
Weekly.
nard and Wellesley Mass.
a
program,
—The Milwaukee Magazine
ftand alongside his s?ript, and while reporter. —— ----------------------
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“Let up—light up a Camel
pip

you KNOW.

LETUP- LIGHT UP A CAMEL!

Smokers find Camel’s Costlier Tobaccos are SOOTHING TO THE NERVES

RIGHT OUT OF THE AIR;

ACHING
COLDS

Every-Other-Day
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Monday Club which was entertained day they started for Quebec, going
—By THE COURIER-GAZETTE
‘POEMS OF PROFIT’
yesterday by Mrs Susie Newbert.
to Scott, where they stayed at the
Mrs. Walter Hastings and Miss Chat-A-View, which gave them a
Elonia Woodcock went to South beautiful view of tire Governor's
WERE'-T A USED CAR
TURNED HIS CAR IN
Portland Saturday to visit Mr and Garden The evening was spent at
,
6ARGAIN 8UV /
FOR THE WINTER •
Mrs. Leon F. Auger. Mr. Hastings the Hotel Chateau Frontenac, where
VOURE
EVE!
SHIRLEY WILLIAMS
and Richard Woodcock drove over a large banquet was being held.
Correspondent
Sunday and returned with them
Friday a French chauffeur. Leo
THERE SHE IS, JUD - APPLY
MANY MEN LIKE
AND WONT SOMEBODY
| that night. Mrs Earl Woodcock pold Levasseir, drove the party
THERE ARE-'
THE ALLOVJAWCE TO THE NEW
arrived home Monday night; with around, going in the morning to1
GET A BARGAIN/
CAR I'LL BE GETTINGPaul Thorndike, aged 12, son of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. S.
NOWS THE TIME
St. Anne, where they visited the
Ray Thorndike, was run down by an
Emery of Portland, site spent the , cyclorama. They had dinner at the
automobile in front of the High weekend with her brother. C. B
Hotel Bilodeau, which is a real
School building last night. The Emery in Melrose, Mass.
French Hotel at St. Anne De Beauboy was not seriously injured, and
At a parish meeting of the Bap pre. In the afternoon they visited
is at his Oyster River home.
tist Church last night, it was unani old Quebec. Miss Day and Mrs.
FTanklin B. Comery arrived from mously voted to extend a call to Gould visiting the British liner. I
Bowdoin College Friday to spend Rev Donald Perron of Lowell Mass., which was one of the largest made.
the weekend with his mother Mrs. Rev H. B Kilbom will occupy the The inhabitants told the parly
Sanford B. Comery.
J pulpit Sunday.
they expected the Queen and King
Allene Jones was hostess to a
The after supper program at the to arrive on that liner when they |
group of young friends at a Hallo Baptist vestry Wednesday is open come to Quebec next year.
CQFTttCHt
UN T.M MAluBQ S»MD«C »I »<
<
ween party Wednesday night held to the public. Among the muscial
That evening Mrs. I. C. Duehesin her barn. There were gay Hal offerings will be vocal solas by Mrs. neau took the visitors in her car
loween decorations, and even a Lillian Joyce, Byron Knowlton and to the Capitol Theatre, where they
ghost. The guests were Virginia Roy Joyce; piano sob by Miss saw The Bell Hawaiians play, the
112 degrees. Our next stop was Elco,
Saunders Roger and Kenneth Laura Meserve; and double trios by ■ cast being dressed in the native cosNev., and Carson City—then across
Advaaetasmenta In
In thia
this column
column not
not I *
Levan, (Lloyd Miller, Priscilla and Miss Louise Thurston Miss Hester j tumes of Hawaii. They had a v«v
the great Sierras. We visited Mona toAdvertisement!
exceed three lines Inserted once f«* I 4
Sonny Starr. Dorothj Merri 1 an .
jjlss Olive Rowell, Miss Es- nice evening and considered it well
Lake, which is composed of seven 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Addltlonal lines flve cents each for one
FURNISHED apt. Ito let. 3 rooms,
Lorraine, Dale and Merita Butler., teRe Moore Byron Knowlton and spent T]le drench chauffeur again
different chemicals, only shrimp can time 10 rents for three times. Six
toilet; unfurnished ant 4 rooms, hath,
—
AT
—
Mrs Benjamin Copeland of Cam- ’ Edward Thurston. Mrs. Faith G.| drove for the party Saturday taking !
live in the water. It was a beautiful •mall words to a line
12 Knox St.. TEL 156-W
131-tf
bridge. Mass., is calling on friends Berry will accompany at the piano. them through new Quebec, the
ride around the mountains and
MODERN
nicely
furnished
front
room to let. warm and comfortable.
in town and Friday was guest of
through the passes. We spent one
Oliver Hahn is on two weeks' va Plam of Abraham, the Fort and the
CALI, at 28 or CO Masonic St
131-133
Mrs. Evelyn Snow at the harvest
I day in the beautiful city of SacraThe tourists i
cation from his duties at the water Governor's home.
SMALL furnished house to let at
supper.
j mento, then on to San Francisco,
Spruce Head near salt water: new
then started homeward, driving to'
company.
garage.
Ideal lor cottage, through last
As collected by our correspondent,
J where we spent a week sightseeing
There were four tables at the
A gay Halloween party was held Therford Mines, then on to the East
BROWN zipper pocketbook lost Sat months or as year-around home; rent
106-tt
and attending the W.C.T.U. conven urday. Reward DAVU) ANDERSON. reasonable. CALL 793-W.
Contract Club Friday at the home
GILBERT HARMON
Saturday night at the home of Miss Angus Hotel, where they spent the
131-133
tion. One trip was to the Redwood 29 Lisle St . Tel 110
of Mrs. Arthur J. Elliot Miss Lucy
THREE-room, furnished apartment
night.
telephone,
Camden
713
Martha Stone. Amid autumn deco
to let at 49 Brewster 8t. TEL 37-W
GUERNSEY heller lost; due to fresh
National Park; another, a boat ride
Rokes had high score, Mrs. Lee
129-131
They left East Angus Sunday for
en Oct 18
If lound notify owner.
rations the guests played games, told
Walker second, Mrs. William T. ghost stories, sang songs and even I East Hereford, where they passed |
by the Chamber of Commerce—1500 K. P TEAGUE. Waldoboro
129-131
LIGHT housekeeping apt to let. 3
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Weymouth i town. Mrs. McIntire is survived by
took this trip
We crossed the j NOtice-is hereby given of the loss rooms, modern. MINNIE MILES. 31
Flint third, and Mrs. Maynard
indulged in that old Halloween cus- the usual Custom Officers before sre On a trip to the White Moun-; her husband, Alfred L. McIntire;
130-133
Golden Gate Bridge four times, and
deposit book numbered 9682 end the Ocean St
Spear fourth. The club will meet
1 son Roy Hunt of this place; and
owner of said book asks lor duplicate
tom of bobbing for apples. Music getting back into the United States, tains and Massachusetts.
SEVERAL tenements to let. BLAKE
next week with Mrs. George New
Oakland
Bridge
twice.
In accordance with the provision of the WALL PAPER STORB
130-132
Mr and Mrs. Reiner Bonde were several grandchildren.
was furnished by Andrew Stone ac Then once more they went to Cole™
„ ...
State L»»
SECURITY TRUST CO.
bert in Warren.
FURNISHED apartment of 3 rooms.
The
Southern
California
W.C.T.U
Warren
Branch.
Ensign
Otis,
Receiver
J
Mrs. Charles Cookson is ill at her
cordion Nathaniel Stone harmonica. brook and Lancaster. N. H where weekend guests of Mr and Mrs. Eu..
Rockland, Oct. 24. 1938
128-T-134 2nd floor, modern Suitable for couple
J. M. Wlnchenbach of Framing Mr. Morgan violin, and Mrs. Phil- they saw the recent hurricane gene Thomas.
If desired. C. A. EMERY. Tel.
Their daughter. [ home on Spruce street,
women invited those Of US taking the . ' NoricE-l's hereby'given of the >5Ts Garage
436 M
130 132
ham. Mass, is visiting his sister, brook at thepiano. The high light damage all along the way in the Miriam, who has been visiting her
Miss Grace Drake is at the Home Southern route home, to a picnic on of deposit book numbered 37870 and the STORAGE for furniture and stoves
J owner of said book asks lor duplicate
Mrs. Alma Spear.
of theevening was theappearance ’ forests. They then took the new grandparents for five weeks, re-' for Aged Women for the winter
city.
the Saturday following the convcn- ln accordance with the provision of the to let. J H MELVIN. 21 Gay St..
129*131
Carolyn Elwell. Olive Rowell and of an “Indian maid." who was, it route built from Jefferson Notch to turned with them to Orono where
State
Law
ROCKLAND SAVINGS
tion
to
be
held
at
Los
Angeles.
It
BANK
By
Edward
J.
Helller.
Treas.
FURNISHED
apartment
to
let
at
111
Harriet Tillson went to Portland developed a neighbor. Mrs. Rob North Fryeburg, which is called the1
will spend the winter.
.
... , .
.
Rockland. Maine. Oct 25. 1938
Pleasant St Large bed room, kitchen,
was
a
beautiful
day.
The
picnic
was
128*T-134
Friday to attend the annual con inson. cleverly disguised. The buf Evan Notch, and the party conpantry, flush toilet with portable bath
Mrs. Alaric Stone has returned to
tub
For further Information. TEL
held in the park opposite the Aimee
tention of the Maine Christian En fet lunch consisted of sandwiches, sidered this the most beautiful of Boston, having spent the summer
489-R.
129-tf
•*
Semple
temple.
Being
the
only
;
?
deavor Union.
Wife of Former Rockport
FURNISHED apartments to let, heat
*
cake, cookies, ice cream and candy. any of the notches in the White [with Mrs. Emeline Halford.
and unheated. $350-86 week. V F
officer from Massachusetts. I was ♦
Lorraine and Merita Butler, Each, guest was presented with a Mountains. This night was spent; Mrs. Finlay Calder is spending
♦ ed
STUDLEY. 77 Park St.. Tel 330. or 283
Pastor Attends National honored by being seated at th! ♦
4 Main St. Tel, 1154
daughters of Mr and Mrs. Clyde favor in keeping with Halloween. in Ye Old Inn in Fryeburg where two weeks with Mr and Mrs
128-tf
►M
speaker's table between Mrs. Booth.! '*
W. C. T. U. Convention
TWO rooms to let. with bath. MRS
Butler observed their ninth and
Miss
Day
had
spent
several
days
George
Carleton
in
Springfield.
Miss Stone's guests pronounced It
SIX lobster traps far sale, and 4 pork DICK. Samoset road. Tel 63-W
128-tf
the world president, and Mrs. Gilett barrel*
fifth birthdays, respectively. Thurs a most enjoyable evening. These last year.
H A DUNTON. 18 Mechanic
Misses Emma Alden and Anne
SIX-room house to let at 52'i Sum
A
letter
received
by
Mrs.
Delora
131*133
of
Alberta,
Canada,
who
received
a
|
6t
•
tel
793
M
day afternoon by entertaining at a present were Mr. and Mrs Alton
mer street
All modern, garage priv
The next day. Monday, proved to Alden have closed their home and i Merrill of Rockport from Mrs. B. F.
ATWATER Kent radio. 8-tube cab ilege. TEL. 253-M. city.
126-tf
medal from King George for distin
party 16 young friends. Prizes at
inet model good condition. 115 Apnlv
Chase Miss Margaret Young. Mrs be very rainy out-of-doors, but they returned to Brookline. Mass,
HOUSE
to
let.
37
KNOX
St
.
Thom

Johnson
of
Brookline.
Mass.,
wife
of
guished service. From San Fran 22 EDWARDS ST . city
131*133 aston-Lower tenement, 5 rooms and
games were won by Dorothy Mer
Benjamin Johnson has returned
Dorothy Lowell. Mrs. Lilia Williams. were not a rainy crowd, for that
; a former pastor of the Rockport cisco wc took the new shore road
TRAILER house for sale. 16'x6'4'; bath; upper tenement 5 rooms and
rill. Sonny Starr and Lloyd Miller. Mrs Clara Nason. Mrs. Jennie day was enjoyed as well
: trem North Haven, where he was
” price; new rubber A DIXON bath.
Inquire ol ROCKLAND SAV1 MeihodL't Church, gives an inter- to Los Angeles, passing through reasonahl
Others present were Betty Wellman. Ljnd
m1m Bcttv Qlllis Mrs
122-tf
Gen Del. city
131’lt INGS BANK
Mrs Oould called on her sister, recently employed.
|
esting
account
of
her
recent
trip
Santa
Cruz.
Santa
Maria.
Santa
Bar

BOX
trunk
for
sale,
new
$7.
8
WIL
FURNISHED
apartment to let at 17
Wilma. Helen and Durant Sheffield,'
Mrs
Strout
at
Mechanic
Falls
and
'
Mr.
and
Mrs
Adin
Hopkins
spent
Vaftades. Mrs. Charles Wlnchenbach
131*14 Warren St
Inquire at 11 JAMEJS ST
' across the continent and extracts bara to Hollywood, where we went IXYW ST
Irene and Gloria Brooks, Allene
121-M
Mrs. Carrie Philbrook. Mrs Elwin at Auburn Mrs. Clark found out the weekend In EastLongmeadow, , from same will give pleasure to the
hard wood. Junk wood, and
Jones. Priscilla Starr, Roger. Ken
to the hotel for a few days, one day fifed wood delivered anywhere in ij THREE modern centraiiy located
Seeklns, Herbert Morgan Frank she had gassed up at the Penny Masj many friends of Mrs. Johnson in we spent in Visiting the Great Bowl ' Rockland Rockport or Camden $8 for apartments to let Including perpetual
neth and Douglas Levan Doris and
The Girl Scouts were entertain .-d this vicinity.
Jur.k wood; $9 for fitted; $7 for fire-1 hot water supply, central heating plant.
Stone. Andrew Stone and Nathaniel. Gas Station, which is a much talked
Studios, and homes Of the Holly- 1 place wood; also No. 1 t»tatoes. 80c bu. newly renovated One apt furnished.
Jane Ifemey and Dale Butler. Also
about place at the present time Friday nigh* bythe Girl Scouts in
Stone.
abject to change
MARCELLUS TAY- Apply SnSBY FLOWER SHOP. Tel
' My trip to California was to at- wood stars. We went to Glendale ,LOR.
included were Mrs Merrill. Mrs ,
Tel. Union 11-13.
131-136 ; 318-W or 318-R. city
118-tf
They drove on to Lewiston Fair Rcckland.
Mrs.
Helen
Smith,
who
has
been
Levan. Mrs. Ifemy. Mrs. Joseph j
TWENTY horse, lor sole, weight 900
UPSTAIRS apt with bath to let InThe Ladies' Bowling Club held i tend the National WC.T.U. I was and from there through Redlands 1600
at Knox Hotel, leaves today for a Grounds and called on Mr. and
mooched pairs and single; 3 qulre 12 KNOX ST.. Tel. 156-W
111-tf
Halloween social at “the YM C.A. [ Mnt by the statc °f Massachusetts and on to Las Vegas. Nev.. through saddlelbs.horses.
Butler and Lorraines and Merita's
Price $50-8250.
WILj few days in Portland, then New Mrs. Franz Simmons, where they
MODERN apartment to let. OVER
the
Grand
Canyon.
Next
stop
was
I I AM HALL
North Newcastle. Tel.
grandparents Mr. and Mrs. R. H
building
Monday
night
in
charge
[
We
had
five
delegates
from
the
NESS SARKESIAN, 157 Talbot Ave..
Jersey, e nroute to Florida for the learned that the former had been
52-32 Damariscotta.
131*133
TeL 568-W
107*109-tf
Barham who are visiting in Rock-|
made a judge at the races this sea ot the DaffvdilL and Bobcat teams. State' We all went together by auto Albuquerque, New Mexico, then to
. winter.
SMALL restaurant and beer parlor
STORE,
lully
equipped
with
fixtures
We
left
here
July
18
and
arrived
in
Trinidad.
Col.,
and
Garden
City,
land.
for sale at 585 MAIN ST . Rockland.
son. They all enjoyed that call
Clarence Wellman has returned
also three room apartment ln rear131*135
The annual Harvest Supper oi the [ Miss Christine Moore returns to
Kansas.
San
Francisco
Aug.
4.
Left
there
toilet.
tights,
water,
shed
and
small
1 Boston Wednesday after spending very much and wished they could j to work at the George H Thomas
PARLOR oil heater for sale. 2-burner. cellar, both completely furnished. Two
Federated Church Circle was a suc
Aug. 12 and arrived home Sept. 2. It
We
then
went
to
Amarilla.
Texas,
prac-lcally
new.
mahogany
color
por

have
stayed
longer,
but
on
they
had
Fuel
Co.
aftjgr
a
week's
illness,
eight
foot
plate
glass
windows.
Tine
| the summer at her home here.
celain; also miscellaneous furnace pipe
for large or small business, at $6
cess. It was held in the Congrega- j
Mrs Everett Snowdeal is a surgi- was a wonderful trip. We did not where I left the party and went to and registers. DB R W TIBBETTS. place
Mrs. E. R. Noble is spending a few to travel, reaching home at Thomweek
V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St..
take the shortest route: we went off visit my brother at San Antonio, Camden.____________-_______________ 129-131 Tel 1154 or 330
tional vestry Friday and drew a
___________ HB-tf
i days with her parents. Mr. and Mrs aston in time for a delicious supper cal patient at Community Hospital I
large crowd. The committee plan- 1
NU-WAY oil burner lor sale, also
which Mrs. Aaron Clark had waitWallace N. Page and Miss Bessie jthe ma)n h,6hway many times to Texas. After spending the weekend
ROOMS to let Apply at MRS. FLORA
[ John H. Welch before joining Mr.
Franklin stove STE3TTEN S COMERY COLLINS. 15 Grove St.
118-tf
ning the supper consisted of Mrs !
; Noble, who is visiting his parents in ing for the return of their happy Benson, were married at the Metho- i £ee somethin8 of interest. In order there I went on to Tulsa. Okla., Thomasion. BED 1. Tel. 191-5. 130-132
FOUR room apartment to let, all
Forest Stone, Mrs. Edna Young, ]! Freeport.
party; one more trip to be long re-’ dist parsonage. Saturday night. The It0 d0
we accepted what the where I rejoined my party. Then
SEVEN-room modern house for sale, modern.
Applv
at CAMDEN
and
with garage. 19 FRANKLIN ST Tel. ROCKLAND WATER CO., Tel. 634
Mrs. Hubert F. Leach. Mrs. S. B |
membered.
double ring service was used by the regular fare would be and made up on through the Ozark Mountains 86-J
130*132 ,
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph W. Crawford,
118-tf
Comery, Mrs. E R Biggers. Mrs i
-----------------fficiatlon clergyman. Rev. Western'the 0‘«««nce from our own purse.
across the southern part of Illinois,
COW for sale. 5 years old. newly
and Mrs. Oliver Hahn, left Sunday
rabbit hound. 3 yrs old !
Clyde Butler and Mrs. Orvel F. Wil
We went across New York State to Indiana. Ohio, Pennsylvania. New- frrshened;also
P Holman. The attendants were
for a week's vacation. Mrs. Hahn
JOHN MORRIS JR Tenants Harbor
liams. Waitresses were Mrs. W. B.;
130*132 1
Niagara
Falls,
'pent
one
day
there,
York
and
the
northern
part
of
Con

Mrs.
Sophie
Delaney,
a
sister
of
the
will visit her mother in Holbrook.
j
for sale. $5: also ..quash. 100
D Gray. Mrs. Bowdoin L. Grafton.;
W. C. FIELDS
bride, and Mrs. Weston P. Holman. then up the Canadian side to De necticut, and Rhode Island, on to IbsRAM
Mass.
$1
W R WELLMAN. Union
Mrs. Russell Davis. Miss Clara Spear,
Mr and Mrs. Page will reside at 26 troit. We visited Dearborn, then up Boston. Several years ago I visited
129*131 *Miss Olive Leach Miss Natalie Bell,
to Gary. Ind., Joliet. Ill.. Des Moines. my brother in Texas, but went
PAIR matched
Hereford
yearling |
TO buy 50 tons good quality hay B
Returns To Air Central street.
Marie
A.
Ingraham
-leers lor sale. $135
Pair pure bred H NICHOLS. Union R. R D Z. 131*133
Miss Lucy Adams, Miss Alice Tuttle,
The Camden Garden Club and Iowa. Lincoln. Neb.. Cheyenne. Wyo. through a different part of the West Hereford
bull calves. $90
Squash lc
HOME wanted to board two children,
Mrs. Marie A Ingraham died Oct.
turnips 50c bushel. WILBERT
Miss Cleora Condon. Miss Bertha
the Rockland Garden Club will arriving for the opening of the rodeo. ern States, and coming back we pound,
A MANK. Waldoboro
129*131 boy 8. girl .10; must furnish good ref
erences.
CHET'. Thorndike Hotel. 131-tf
Condon and Mrs. Rena Wotton. 13. after a long illness, at the home
sponsor a fall flower show Nov. 8 I Wc were fortunate in finding a place visited every Southern Statc except
GREER, hard woo<$. $6 cord ln 1 and
woman would like cooking
Mrs J. Edward Elliot planned and of her niece. Mrs. James Carney.
from 2 to 9 o'clock at Rockland in 10 stay—a small hotel run by two Florida, so I have now been in every '5 cord londs. delivered anywhere from orCAPABLE
housework by day or week. TEL
to Belfast
Write or call
arranged the "harvest" decorations, She was a daughter of the late Wil
i the Community Building. Mrs. A Southern women and a brother. I State in the Union except Washing Rockland
LE»N CALLAHAN. 9 Luce St Rockland 526 Camden__________________ 129*131
129-131
with jack-o-lanterns forming the liam and Mary Ann 'Farquhan
BAND saw wanted. 12 or 14 Inch.
R Benedict of Montclair. N. J., and ' enjoyed the two days there. The ton. Oregon. Montana North Dakota or Lincolnville. Rt 2
STEEL windmill for sale, cheap
In Must be In good condition. TEL iRockMedomak will give a demonstration J wild West "cowboys" are full cf fun and Florida. I expect some day to
centerpieces of the tables. Miss Jes Williamson, a native of Aberdeen,
land
289 J__________________________ 130*132
quire JOHN D KNOWLTON 34 Union
sie Crawford was ln charge of the Scotland, having come to this coun
123*133
of floral arrangements for Thanks- and noisy, but gentlemen in the pres- see the last named, but doubt St.. Camden. TeL 2422.
WOMAN wanted for general house
Apply In person at Hillcrest
try when a child.
DRY hard wood per foot, fitted. $1.25. work
tickets.
i giving and Christmas. The com- j ence of women. They can teach the other States.
Rawed. $1 15. long. $1 05. M B. & C O Hcmertead. Warren ask for MR DILIn April. 1894 she was married to 1
LAWAY.
_____
130-tf
Bernard Hastings spent the
mittee from the local club is com- >R®ny of our Eastern boys respect
PERRY. Tel 487
128-tf
| posed of Mrs. Howard Apolionio, j for women. It wa announced over
ANY amount of live poultry wanted
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Waller Roscoe G. Ingraham and all her
RTOVFS for eaio
Pot type oil burn
For 10 days only. Be one of the
also electric; small depose tehee Highest cash prices paid at your door.
Stackpolc. and his sister Lois with married life was spent in Rockland j
Mrs J. Rikrr Proctor, and Mu. | the loud speaker that there were lucky persons to purchase a genu er*.
one
C E OROTTON, 138 Camden Call or write WM SMALL. Rockland,
where she had hosts of friends.
127-tf Tel. 733-M__________________________ 129*131
cars from every Statc in the Union ine Axminster rug. priced lower
Capt. and Mrs. Frank Cushman.
™- midi
Henry Smaltz.
Position wanted hy capable woman
Services
were
conducted
by
Rev.
1930
OLDSMOBCLE
coupe
with

Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creighton
Dr and Mrs. J G. Hutchins went but one—Vermont. We were the than today's cost, at Burpee's.—adv. ble seat. Inquire at 12 WARRENrum
ST. doing laundry or housework 2 or 3 davs
a
week. Write “J. Crare The Cou
only
ones
from
Marsachuzetts.
had as weekend guest Mrs. Creigh E. O. Kenyon at the Russell Funeral
126-tf
Saturday to Boston where they will
rier Gazette.
103*133
VERY good buys—Superior lumber;
ton's brother, Joint H. Turner of home in Rockland The bearers I
pass the month. During this tim"
From Cheyenne we crossed Wyo
How James Watt computed horse
POSITION wanted as housekeeper
Matched
pine
boards;
novelty
pine
sid

were Donald Leach. Albert Marsh.
Portland.
Dr Hutchins will take a course ol ming at the Two-ocean Lake on the power in 1782 ts revealed in a scrap ing; also best seasoned framing lumber for gentleman or lady alone Call aft__________
__
. MESERVE.
...........
,
ernoons at 666 Main St.. Rockland or
and boards.
JAMES Y
V
Thomaston Branch of American Thomas Fleming and Francis Hav
study at the New England Medical Continental Divide. Wyoming. It is book. now in the library at Birming O
B.. Jefferson Tel North Whitefield ' 2rl!5
E, A MeCORRISON. Union.
ener.
Interment
was
in
Achorn
129*131
15-23.
Red Cross is getting ready for the
120*131 R F. D. No
Center.
possible for a fish to pass over the ham. England. At that time, horses
HARD
coal
for
sale,
also
lumpy
Po„J?'
DEI
¥y
wanted to board
annual roll call. Headed by Mrs.. ccmetery
The feature at the Comiquc Thea Rocky Mountains and swim from were employed to drive mill ma rahontus soft coal: dry fitted hard I “nd c"? forpeople
. Invalids mild mental
Richard Elliot, Branch Chair-; Mrs. Ingraham is survived by two ;
r,0,m'°rtable, hom„'‘, N®*s
tre for Wednesday and Thursday is the Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean. chinery. Watt estimated that the and Junk wood. J. B PAULSEN. Thom- \
ftston. Tel. fi2
110-tf
MA^ON, 72 Thomaston St.. Tel.
man, and Miss Jane Miller, workers Asters. Mrs. Margaret Pratt of Ten- >
the excellent picture "Algiers" with The Lake drains into two rivers; one average cart-horse developed 22.000
591-R
128*131
arc assigned to the different sec ant's Harbor; Mrs. Emma Oillchrist
I will take chronic or mental cas.-s
Charles Boyer, Sigrid Gurle ana flows West and the other East.
foot-pounds of work per minute.
ln my home—pleasant rooms, doctors
tions of the town and will call for of St. George and two brothers
Hedy Lamarr w-ho appears for the
At Evanston we entered the State Anxious to give good value to purrelemnce.
rates
reasonable.
MRS
LUCY DEAN. South Hope
127-132
enrollments. The membership and Adelbert Williamson of Thomaston
of
Utah.
We
spent
a
day
in
Salt
1
chasers
of
his
steam
engine,
Watt.
FTER a prolonged absence from first time in films since she acquired
WATCHMAKER-Repairing watcheT.
window cards and other materials and Edw. Williamson of Rockland; i
the public eye and ear, W. C. renown fame in the masterpiece Lake City visiting the Mormon tern- i in using the term “horsepower,” inclocks, antiques all kinds.
Call and
Fields, the famous comedian will‘‘Ecstasy."
have been received from headquar also several nieces and nephews.
ple. etc., and went swimming in the 1 creased his estimate (by fifty per [
deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
open a series of radio appearances
Amesbury St., Rockland. TeL 958-J.
•
•
•
•
ters; and any who wish may now
Funeral rites for Ella F.. wife of Great Salt Lake. No danger of cent, and thus the 33.000 foot-1
118-tf
as guest star of “Your Hit Parade”
A Trip To Quebec
send tiie one dollar membership to
This program, heard evc-y Saturday Alfred L. McIntire who died Mon drowning there for you float cn top pounds per minute formula was '
either Mrs. Elliot or the treasurer.
Miss Hazel Day of Chestnut Hill. night at ten o’clock, E.S.T., over day at Lincolnville Beach will be of the salt. Temperature there was evolved.
Miss Jessie Stewart. One-half of Mass.. Mrs. Lizzie Ames and Mrs. C.B.S., has been the guide of music held Wednesday at 2 o'clock from
lovers for several years in giving
each membership dollar is retained Kate Gould of Rockland with them the most popular songs of the the Good funeral home, in this
by the Branch for local needs, and Mrs. Luther A Clark of this town week. This feature continues with
the other half sent to headquarters. as driver, left for Quebec Oct. 18 the addition of W. C. Fields; Al.
GEORGE Jones. Medium, 17 Lindsey
Goodman and his Orchestra, Ruddy
St TEL. S73-M
Readings dally 50c
To the Seventh Grade belongs the They had a nice, out-door picnic Clarx, Fredda Gibson and the Lucky
_____________________________________ 131 *13,'I
distinction of the first enrollment, lunch at Lakewood, the day be *i; Strike Quartette handling the music
MEN old at 40' Get Pep New Ostrex
Tonic Tabin . contain raw oyster In
the class having sent in one dollar | very warm, and visited Wyman while Fields is in charge of comedy.
STATIONERY
vlgorators and other stimulants
One
for 1939 membership at the time' Dam early in the afternoon. They
dcse starts new pep Value $1.00. Call
JU Tha LowmI Mom la IDiMyi
write c. H MOOR 8c CO
The world's tno l expensive spor!:;
of making its contribution to the then went on through the Ja'-kman
___________________ 131*139&14?*148
Vlaltlag Cord*
hurricane relief fund.
[ woods, where the leaves were very car has recently been delivered to
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting
100
paneled
cards,
choice
cf
4
Samples and knitting directions free.
Mayflower Temple P S. meets pretty, the cak leaves still being a 11:? Prime of Berar in Hyderabad, j
sixes and 30 styles of engraving,
H A BARTLETT, Harmony. Me 128-135
Make sure your home will be easily and quickly
India. It cost many thousands of'
Friday night; and there will be re- bright red.
PLATE INCLUDED, only ... f 1.(1
SPIRITUAL Reading. 16 question,
healed the moment that first cold spell arrives.
answered. 25c and stamp; Daily Oulde
hearsal for the inspection Nov. 18
The first night they stayed at dollars. The body is in gamboge .
If requested. GEO JONESS, Dlxmont.
Wedding
Announcements
Miss Frances Hahn and friend the Armstrong Inn. and the next and wine red, the Prince's statc!
Me.____________________ 130*132
Stock up with D&H Anthracite now . ;.t. and
or Invitations
Miss Martha Bishop were weekend day three of the party went to an colors. His crest, emblazoned on I
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at RockOn white or Ivory stock—wed
provide your home with a comfort reserve that
land Hair Store. 24 Elm, St. Mall ordars
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Hahn. English School in Jersey Mills, each doer, weighs four pounds.'
ding or plate finish. Inside and
solicited. H C. RHODES, TeL 519-J.
is always ready to keep your family snug and
___________
118-tf
An invitation is extended to all Canada, where the school teacher Wine-red leather is used inside The j
outside envelope!, and PLATE IN
CLUDED _____________ SMI
COINS—Start your own collection ot
Legionnaires (also friends inter gave them a hearty welcome. All interior Is air-conditioned, the glass j
warm. Order today! Call
Lincoln or Indian Head cents, 5c pieces,
ested in the Legion and Auxiliary) the children, gave perfect lessons is anti-sur.glare. the blinds silk ;
dimes, quarters, halves. A good way to
Social Stationery
save money.
A hobby worth while.
to attend the Halloween card party each speaking correct English very Cream leather cushions arc filled I
Special styles for men and women.
Beautiful coin boafds for each denom
ination. 25c, postpaid 30c.
Will sell
A choice ol lovely colors, mono
given tonight by the Auxiliary in intelligently. The school house was with swansdown. The steering wheel
you dates you cannot find Old money
grams and styles of engraving,
the Legion room.,.
papered and painted as homes arc and control knobs arc of ivory. Two
bought and cold.
Coin book showing
PLATE INCLUDED......................
price
paid for old coins. 15c.
Wit.Frank Grant, accompanied by Al here and the school room was im of the (ivc horns arc musical, two
S2.2S, IS.SS and cp.
LIAM H KENWORTHY. Numismatist.
44
Main
St).
Waterville,
Me
131-lt.
fred McFarland of Roekland ts on a maculate. Tilts was a school to are high-frequency and one a police
Business Stationery
hunting trip to Dead River.
which French children came to learn siren. There are three radios, and
800 business cards or HammermfH
The Baptist Mission Circle meets to speak English, and they raise searchlights for jungle travel.
Bond letterheads,
PLATE IN
519 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND, ME.
CLUDED. only_________ 17JS
today with Mrs. Arthur D. Kalloeh money there for iRed Crass work.
on High street at 2 o'clock
Ten- day sale on Axminster rugs
From there the party went bat.
Mrs. Cora Orne and Mrs. Marion to Armstrong, where they spent an- marked at less than today's cost at
BURN D«B AHTHBACITB- THE 5 POINT FUEL
Williams were prize winners at the other night at the Inn, The next Burpee’s.—adv.
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Browne Club will i*eet Friday
Mr and Mrs. Ralph A Smith had
as weekend guest their nephew night, at the home of Mrs. Donald
James M. Lewis, who is a freshman Karl, 50 Granite street.
at Bowdoin.
Frank McAuliffe, son Ronald and
Chester Dodge returned yesterday Mrs Randel Brennan of Wintluop i
to Seattle, Wash., having ben Mass., were weekend guests at Mr. I
weekend guest of iMr. and Mrs. H. and Mrs. Harold Philprook, Union!
|
A. Dunton. He has been visiting his street.
brother Charles Dodge in South
Opportunity Class will meet
Freeport during the summer, and
will stop enroute in Maiden, Mass. Thursday night at 7.30, with Mrs.
This was IMr. Dodge's first visit to! Bertha Greenlaw, 136 Talbot avcMainc in 30 years.
I nuc.

This And That

Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Cates and
children and Alfred Cates, motored
to Lewiston for the weekend being
guests of Mr. Cates brother. Eugene
Cates. Mr. Cates and son Donald
By K. S. F.
attended the Bowdoln-Bates foot
ball game Saturday afternoon. Al
fred Cates remained for a week's
For a nervous patient at a hos
Though the jollification was
Mr. ando Mrs. Roy Estes went to
visit with his daughter, Mrs. Ernest Boston Thursday for tiie weekend, staged on All Hallow's eve, season of pital:
Mr. and Mrs Elmer Crockett and Redman, in Danville.
j
You ve no need to light a night-light
visiting Mrs Estes' parents, in , .eerie spooks ,and witches, nothing j "Cn
a light night like tonight:
son John, have returned from a trip
Swampscott and Mr. Estes relatives' but cheer and good fellowship was For a ntght-usht'n r slight light
Miss Melva Medman, who has in Salem. They were accompanied j radiated from the blazing fireplace j
h5hith’k’ ’SSt
through the hurricane district,
night's light like tonight's
visiting Massachusetts, New Hamp been the guest of several Rockland by Grant Davis, who was a guest j at North Camp, Lermond Pond
light
It Is really not quite right
shire and Connecticut. Readjust relatives the past week, has re of his aunt, Mrs. Eugene Bird, in where Mr. and Mrs. Walter Barstow To
liph night lights with their slight
ment is progressing slowly, and the turned to her home in Biddeford.
Lynn and uncle Capt. Herbert Phil were hosts to a rollicking group of On a lights
light night like tonight.''
havoc caused by wind and tide is
brook on the SB. St. John and friends, who vied in games and con
Mrs. R. E. Philbrick and Miss Stuart MacAlman. who was the tests to the delight of all. Jack
still widespread.
When one hears the north wind
Dorothy Crockett spent the week guest of his uncle John MacAlman o'lanterns and the regulation black
Mrs. Chauncey Keene, enter- end ln Portland and Westbrook in Winchester. While there the and orange were everywhere ap whistling, possibly it is on its way
‘ained T Club Friday night, at eew- They were accompanied home by party had the pleasure of seeing parent and in carrying out the spirit south where the weather is nice
and warm.
ng and late luncheon, at her home Miss Norma Philbrick and Miss Noble-Greenough School beat Bel of bewitching enjoyment, popping'
• • • •
Dorothy Baum, who have been visit- mont at football Friday afternoon. corn and bobbing apples played a
Ln North Main street
Now they are asking those who
j ing their sisters at Westbrook JuToppy Bird being a player on the festive part. Toasted sandwiches listen in S', ndays to the fine ser
i The Tower Room of the Com-jnior College
N. O. team. Saturday, joined by and cider supplemented these mons that come over the radio, to
| unity Building was the scene of a
Mr. Bird, they all attended the goodies. Prizes for pinning the contribute
Better go to churcn
t’ely Halloween party Friday night,
Chapin Class will meet for sew Harvard-Princeton game, returning witch on the moon were won by
in
your
horn.*
city. There's always
[e participant* being the folks from ing in the Universalist Church par home Sunday.
Eleanor Tibbetts and John Maz- a welcome, good music and excell
ckett's" and some friends. Miss lors tonight, sponsoring a Hal
zeo; and in “Scrambles'' Ruth Ward ent service|a Harjula and Miss Elizabeth loween costume party in the vestry,
The Methebesec Club will meet and Walter Barstow were top line
• • • •
fcurston had charge. The program meantime, for members of the Sun Friday at 2.30 at the home of Mrs Others in the party were Natarlo
It was Lord Tenr.yson who rankeu
i the gamut of Halloween sports. day School •
E. F. Glover, Claremont street. The Mazzeo, Helen Korpinen, Vaino true humanity the foundation of
leader, Mrs. Clara Thurston, will Johnson. Luella Snow and Virginia all virtues. Do not forget this when
Stanley Gay was home from LaTorrence L. Snow, lias returned to supervise the general theme, “Hob Leach.
you send your check to the Knox
inge for the weekend.
Jackman, after a visit with his bies," and Mrs. Mary Perry Rich
County Hospital fund
daughter, Mrs Dudley Hammond. is assigned to current events.
• • V •
Dr. and Mr*. Myron J. Hahn Jr.,
Ir. and Mrs. Joseph Topping arc
of Auburndale, Mass . were weekend
And r.ow the wise ones at Wash
[cupying tiie David Rubenstein
Mrs. H A. Buffam of Grove street
The Womens Auxiliary of St guests of Dr. Hahn's parents. Mr. ington have attacked the poor old
artment on Talbot avenue for the will be hostess Wednesday after Peters' will meet Thursday evening and Mrs. Myron J. Hahn. State scare crow and say it has never yet
Inter.
noon at 3 o'clock at a silver tea. to in the Undercroft. A covered dish !
They also called on his sister frightened a bird away from field
which women of the Congregational supper will be served at 6.30 The I Mrs. Fred Colson and his brother, crop or kitchen garden. Probably
[Miss Priscilla Robinson is having meeting of the Women's Association guest speaker is Mrs. Eric Robinson Dr. W. H. Hahn in Friendship, re electric fans or swing bands mignt
weeks’ vacation at her home in parish are invited, A brief business of Newcastle.
turning home Sunday night.
be of help.
hie au Haut.
meeting is to be held at 3, the re
mainder of the afternoon to be
Mrs. O. B Brown. Limerock
Mr. and Mrs. J. W Norton are
This is life as we see it:
* Emerson Sadler was home from spent socially, and Mrs. Buffam will spending the winter in Sarasota, street, was hestess last night to
Twenty years a-growing
Portland for the weekend.
describe her recent trip to Germany, j pia.. their tenth season in that Monday Niters. Awarded prizes
Twenty more in bloom,
------I State
were Mrs. Cecil Murphy, Mrs. Van
Twenty years a-stopping
The Diligent Dames meet ThursMr. and Mrs. J. H. Record of
Russell. Mrs. William Hooper. Mrs.
And twenty more declining
»y with Mrs. C H Olds and Mrs
E E. Simmons. Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Knowlton. Mrs. Austin
Mechanic Falls spent the weekend
J. A. Emery.
Harold Look and children Joan anJ Huntley, with consolation going to While the leaves come drifting down
with Mr. and Mrs Herbert Hall.
| Rakes are busy all over town.
Harold Jr., attended the Colby- Mrs. Arthur Bowley.
Mrs. Cheever Ames of Berkeley
Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Leavitt of Maine football game Saturday. It
Street has entered the New EngPortland is visiting Mrs. Leavitt's was Homecoming Day at the Uni
The Boston Transcript gave this
Mr. and Mrs. James Doherty en
and Baptist Hospital for surgical mother. Mrs Herbert Hall.
versity of Maine. Eleanor Look ac tertained at two tables of 83 Satur one:
.treatment She was accompanied to
II Old T'a
companied the family to Rockland day night Out of town guests were
ston by Mr. Ames.
Margaret Johnson and Gloria Saturday evening, returning to the Mr and Mrs. Eugene Gordon and Oil. woman hi your hours of E's,
Mills were hostesses to a very en U. of M. Sunday evening with Bar- Mr. and Mrs. Roy Butler of Union. You spend an awful lot of Vs,
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Rhodes
joyable Halloween party Friday bara Orff and the Rev. Corwin Olds, and Mr. and Mrs. John Brown of i Poor man must mind his Ps and Q .
and daughter Sylvia and Miss Lucy
night at the home of Oloria Mills.
Washington,
Light refreshments To cam the X's that you use.
Rhodes of this city arc guests of Mr.
* * » •
Gay Halloween decorations were
Beverly Ann Manning entertained were served.
and Mrs. J E Rhodes in Hartford.
Real Indian Summer should be
used The prizes for the scavenger a group of young friends at a
Conn., for a few days.
hunt was won by Lucille Sweeny. birthday party Friday night, gay
Mrs. Dora Bird, vice president, here during a part of November
Ruth
Hatch.
Kathleen
Blackman.
was
hostess to Shakespeare Society
....
Halloween
decorations
much
in
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Jones and son
last night, and presided over the I
this Administration's ReorCynthia
Brown
The
prize
for
bob

evidence.
Guests
were
Ann
Reed.
Edwin and Mr. and Mrs. Sumner
meeting in the absence of the presi- gwiization Bill the Congressional
C. Perry were visitors in Boston dur bing apples went to Cynthia Brown. Shirlene Lord. Agnes Sullivan. Lildent, Mrs. Grace Lawrence. Miss oommittee found no guaranty for
Others
present
were
Barbara
Boardlias
Sullivan,
Charlotte
Brackett.
ing the weekend.
man. Virginia Mills and Barbara Virginia Manning, Flora Mae Man- Ellen Cochran was leader. 26 mem- i efficiency and really little direct
mentioa for economy.
Miss Kathleen Webber is a pa Newbert. Delicious refreshmen; s ning, Sullivan Reed. Lee Oliver.1 bers attending. An excellent paper
• • • •
Richard
Lord.
Justin
Cross.
Bert|
was
presented
by
Mrs.
Harriet
Frost.
I
were served. A very enjoyable eve
tient at Knox Hospital.
"If any member of my audience"
ning was spent
ram Brcwn. Carol Shute and Dea ' her subect being "Her Heroic Paraand Alfreds Perry were unable to ! mour. the Demi-Atlas of this said the man on the stage, "wil!
Mis* Alsy Hemingway was in Port
Mrs. Annie Trundy will be chair attend because of illness. Games World." A group of delightful vocal call out the name of some female
land over the weekend.
man of the game party, to be given were played, prizes going to Vir- solos were given by Mrs. Nettie B character in Shakespear. I will por
character."
Mrs. Raphael S. Sherman has re Wednesday night by Huntley-Hill ginia Manning, Sullivan Reed. , Frost, her mother, Mrs. Bird acting tray that
fence
Nightingale’ came a
turned to her home on Talbot Auxiliary
Richard Lord and Lillias Lord. A1 as accompanist.
Her selections ( u°re c
avenue, after having been a patient
delicious supper was served and the were
----- ““*A*Lover
----------and
J His 1Lass,"
— "----words
"I said Shakespear. Sir; I ain not
Mrs. Arthur Gardner has re
at Knox Hospital.
by Shakespeare, music by Rialter
hostess received many nice gifts.
familiar with Dickens."
turned home after spending a few
and "Entreaty" by Smith and “The j
» • ■ o
Mrs. Edward Barnard. Mrs. Earle days in Bangor witli her sister, Mrs.
One of the jolliest Halloween par- Nightingale and the Rose" by Haw- I
Tiie
nimrods
are out and tiie
Barron and Mrs. Helen Perry were Charles Rich.
lie* of the season was held last ley. Mrs. Burrows told of an intergame is plentiful. A young lady saw
recent visitors in Boston.
Wednesday night in the Babbidge csting Shakespearean magazine. I ,ove,y deer by thc broofcsidc ilt
Miss Shirley Blackington and
barn on Lake avenue. Orange and published in New York, and with Thc Meadows this week.
An enjoyable evening was spent Miss Irma Mather were hostesses
black streamers and the usual Mrs. Aldana Spear will consult the
• , • •
Friday at the home of Mrs. Gladys Friday night at a costume Hal
weird and ghostly figures, together librarian for further particulars re- j What a lot of signs and sayings
Collins on Broadway, in the form of loween party at Ocean View ba'lwith the rustling of dry corn stalks, garding it. The name of Mrs. John the human mind follows and really
a Halloween party for Charlotte Gil room. Dancing and games were en
made it a very spooky time. Prizes Pomeroy was presented for mem-j takes thought upon:
chrest. The evening was spent with joyed. prizes being awarded to Vic
for the scavenger hunt were award bership by Mrs. G. M. Derry. An i a scratch on one s body means a
dancing and games, refreshments tor Johnson for bobbing apples, and
ed to Beverly Havener and David invitation was extended the Society ; journey for that person.
being served. Those present were: Mrs. Sally Oliver and Natarlo Maz
Bicknell. An unexpected event of ' bv Mrs. Ernest Young, an alumr.a ' say -Rabbit." The first word
Dorethy Peterson, Carol Hall. Nancy zeo for the peanut hunt. The hall thc evening was the appearance of j Of Camden, for a tea to be given'spoken thc first day of thc month
Howard, William Mack, Everett was attractively decorated in Hal the Rhythm Boys, Babbidge, Dag-! Nov. 8 , Act. 3 of Anthony and]and it wil! bring good luck
Luck
festiveness.
Delicious
Small, George Ellis, Richard S loween
gett and Barnes, who furnished Cleopatra was read.
cemcs
from
“
Rabbit"
or
"It."
I oo
Brown. Ernest Dondis. Howard Ed refreshments were served.
peppy music. Attending thc party
not know
wards. Elmer Havener. John Storcr
Scotchman (over telephone)
Do not open an umbrella in the
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Sawyer gave were Ruth McMahon. Dorothy HavMyron Cummings, and Jean Calder
ener Mary Wotton, Mary Perry come at once my boy has swal- bouse—sure sign of death soon to
wood and Charlotte Gilchrest the a Halloween party Friday night for
come in the family.
their children, Elizabeth. Mary, Dorothy Goodnow. Joan Ripley, Le- lowed a penny.
hostesses.
Always look at thc new moo’i
Merton, Margaret. Carl and Ercell. ona Flanders. Barbara Newbert, j Physician—How old is it?
Pauline Havener. Beverly Havener,Scotchman—1894.
over your right shoulder for really
Beano party Wednesday night Games were played, and a tempting
Bobby and Donald Kalloch, Brad- !____________
pood luck, then make a wish.
by Huntley-Hill Auxiliary, corner repast was served. Guests were Mr.
• • • *
ford Ames. Jack Smith. Arnold and
Plan your Christmas Magazine
Main and Water streets. Play be and Mrs. Earl Woodman and fam
With almost 4.000 persons visit
Charles Fernald, Harold Payson. gifts now Special prices till Nov.
ily,
Mrs.
Lina
Barter.
Jane
Saw

gins at 8 o'clock —adv.
yer and Mr. and Mrs. Reginald Mc Lincoln McRae. Jr., David Bicknell, 10. Subscription Service on all ing "Montpelier" this year and fully
magazines. New or renewal. Fred as many last year, one realizes thc
Laughlin.
Fred Harden was thc Donald and Morton Estes.
Philco Mystery Control. Sensa
E Harden. The Magazine Man importance of that great Institution
"man
of
many
faces"
who
was
a
tional! Thrilling! Breath taking!
Public
beano
at
G
A
R.
Hall
FriTel.
35-W. Rockland,
131*lt as a memorial to Gen. Henry Knox
Come in—free demonstration. Open surprise caller at the party.
day night. Regular and special
and Thomaston.
every evening next week Parker
prizes
—
adv.
Rummage
sale
at
the
Methodist
Miss Betty O'Brien and Miss
Worrey, 65 Park St.,—adv. 130-131
j Church Saturday. Doors open a; i Who can tell the name of the tree
Dorothy Trask, entertained at a
9.30.
131-132 which holds its leaves longest in the
Halloween party Saturday night in
------------------------------------------------ fall—not counting the evergreens?
WED.-THURS.
the O'Brien barn Decorations of

Wednesday Night Is
AWARD NITE, $300

A Movie Quiz Picture
Special Children's Matinee
Wednesday 4 P. M.—10c

THURSDAY

The New Story of Judge
Hardy** Family—with

k
s'

ta*0«rtand
*** "•"***

TODAY
"WAGON WHEELS”
Special Kids' Matinee 4 P. M.
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corn stalks, pumpkins and orange
and black streamers concealed the
Ulterior, while a black witch with I
a broom, stood guard at thc door.'
No one was admitted without the 1
"pass woTd." A gypsy told thrilling
fortunes, various games were played .
and a victrola furnished music for
dancing. The guests were Faith j
Long. Florence Knight. Barbarai
Saunders, Marie Berry. Beatrice
Philbrook. Betty Holmes, Beverlv
Cogan, Margaret Economy. Vena
Delmonico, Joan Hall of Union,
Marion Dorman. Peggy Havener.
Aiice Barton, Barbara Boardman.
June Ames. Joan Hunt, William
East. Walter Butler. Dudley Harvie,
Charles Philbrook, Harrison Dow,
Bradford Ames, Billy Tait. Bobby
Jones, Ernest Munro. Vance Nor
ton, Dennis Trask, Clifton Hunt,
and John Storcr. Refreshments
were served
For 10 days only. Be one of tiie
lucky persons to purchase a genu
ine Axminster rug. priced lower
than today's cost, at Burpee's.—adv.

‘‘Young Dr. Kildare”
with
LEW AYRES
LIONEL BARRYMORE
LYNNE CARVER
NAT PENDLETON

COMIQIJE

Secrets of a great hospital .
romance of men in white! Wom
en in sabics! Drama like a siren's
scream!

W ednesday-Thli rsday

NOW PLAYINO
“THAT CERTAIN AGE"
with
DEANNA DURBIN
JACKIE COOPER
This is one of the MOVIE QUIZ
S250.000.00 CONTEST PICTURES

“ALGIERS”

CAMDEN

November 2-3

with

CHARLES BOYER
and
SIGRIl) C.URIE

and

Phone 892
Shows—Mat. 2. Evg„ 6.30, 8 30
Continuous Sat. 2.00 to 10.30

Hedy “F.cstacy” Lamarr

Senlcr Crane

Buy Your Fur Coats NOW at Greater Savings!
Direct from the manufacturer to you! First Quality
Furs, linings and workmanship at very moderate prices.
It will pay you to see this group of coats before buying
elsewhere. Our regular guarantee on all these coats.

DURO SEAL COATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............. $ 69.50 "
Black-dyed or beaver-dyed, princess and swagger.

CARACUL COATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............

$119.00 a

Cossack style or swagger.

BLOCKED LAPIN.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............. $ 39.50 "
Uniformly matched skins, new 43“ swagger len gth.

SILVERTONE MUSKRATS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .............

$ 99.00 ,5

Luxurious soft fur, graytone or browntonc.

CHUBBY FUR JACKETS.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ............. $ 29.50
Stvlish. practical and economical.

Happy Hope Farm
All Readers Will Sympa
thize With Mrs. Savage
In Father’s Death
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
The following notice is taken from
|
the Westerly. R. I., Sun, Oct. 22:

ROCKPORT
LIDA G CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
Tel. 1229

Crown" for the name of their or
ganization and each member wear:,
a gold ring bearing those emblem*.
Tiie Baptbt Ladies' Circle wil!
meet Wednesday afternoon at the
home of Mrs George Lane.
The Young Peoples' Society
Christian Endeavor will hold a Hal
loween social at the Baptist vestry
Wednesday night.
Maurice Miller will return today
from a two weeks' vacation in New
port. Vt.
Mrs. Ruth Steward returned Monday to New York after a visit of sev

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Leavitt of
Peabody. Mass., were weekend
James L. Steadman
I guests at the home of Mr and Mr*,
"James Stanton Steadman. 78. a 1 William Murray
resident of Wood River Junction for
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Collins of
45 years, died early this morning at ! Roekland were callers Sunday at
the home of Mrs. Leslie C. Deane eral weeks with her grandmother.
his home after a long illness. He
Leland Hawkins, Burton Rich Mrs. Nancy Turner.
was the husband of Ella Elizabeth
ards, C. E. Rhodes. Sr.. Thurston
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhodes mo
(Thayer) Steadman. He was born,
. .... —
, „ '
..
Spear and Albert Larson with
tored to Portland Saturday on a
m South Kingston. Jan. 30, 1860. the
______ ___ c
Joseph Pelleren and Myron Robarts
business trip. They were accom
son of Stanton and Sarah (Tucker >
oi Camden and Joseph Robinson
panied as far as Bath by Mr. and
Steadman. Besides his wife he
and Henry Ewell of Tenants Har
Mrs. Luther Goodman and daugh
leaves two daughters, Miss Sarali T
bor left Sunday on a deer hunting
ter Christine.
Steadman of Wood River Junction
trip in the town of Marion, Town
and Mrs. E. I Savage of Waldcboro.
Roland Crockett and daughters
ship 14 in Washington County.
Me . and a ton, James S. Steadman,
Mrs. O E. Page ts moving from Mrs. Margaret Carr of Roekland
Jr.Spear street to Friendship where and Mrs. Nellie Staples were Ban
Funeral services were at the Avery
gor visitors Friday.
she has recently bought a house.
funeral home in Hope Valley and
Miss Elizabeth Sukeforth has re
Mr. and Mrs. Ned Piper of Port
then "Dad" was laid to rest in beau
land and Mrs. and Mrs Fred Piper turned to Roekland after a visit
tiful Riverside cemetery, Wakefield,
oi Hartford. Conn., have returned at thc home of Miss Marlon Weid
R. I.
home, having been in town to at man
"My Dad"—he was a good hus tend the funeral of their mother.
Mrs. Beatrice Richards enter
band and father, a kind neighbor, a
tained her Sunday School class
Mrs. Hattie Piper.
man four-square in all his dealings.
Cleveland Whittier is moving Saturday afternoon at a Halloween
He believed in God and tried to from the Shepherd Row to the Nel party at the Methodist vestry.
practice His principles. One of my lie Everett cottage cn Spear street Games and refreshments made the
precious memories of Dad Is Ihe
Mr. and Hrs. Alonzo P Spear tim" pass altogether too quickly for
vision of him resting in his easy ere leaving today for a winter's so the little tots. The vestry was gaily
chair, with thc old Bible that had journ in Lakeland. Fla.
dieorated with Halloween motifs.
been read by several generation;,,, Mrs Emeline Abbott of Brewer is
Donald D. Dodge left Monday for
open on bis knees.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Arthur Philadelphia after spending the
If he had lived until February, Berry
summer at his cottage on Beau
1939.*’ he and mother would have
Mr. and Mrs. Thornton Havener champ Point.
celebrated their 59th wedding an return today to Kittery after a
Mr and Mrs. Maynard C. Ingra
niversary. In February, 1930, they week's visit with his mother, Mrs.
ham and children Maynard and
celebrated their 50th anniversary Gettrudc Havener
Nancy returned Sunday from a
and one of their keepsakes of that
The Twentietli Century Club will
event was congratulations from the meet Friday at thc home of Mrs weeks visit with relatives in Wal
President of the United States, I Mlldred Rhodcs wilh Mrs Nc„ic R tham. Mass.
Miss Mary Vcazic with Miss
Herbert Hoover.
Ballard as reader.
Helena Coltart of Rockland left
Because of circumstances, I could
Mrs Matilda Erickson is very 1'
Sunday for a week's vacation trip
not go to sec Dad laid at rest, but at her home on Hu.se street
with Washington. D. C. as its des
roses—red roses, for he loved them—
Mrs. Mary Whitman will enter
expressed my last farewell to all tain the G W Bridge Club this tination. Mrs. Edna Ingraham Is
that was mortal of dear old Daddy. afternoon at thc Carleton Home- substituting at the Register of Pro
bate's office during Miss Vcazic ab
But somewhere, in a fuller, better stcad
sence.
life,
that
knows
no
parting,
his
I
Rcv
and
jj
rs
zebedee
Andrews
The secretary of the Wawenock
Rolf Heistad who has been a sur
Club tells me they are simply a bit youngest child, now with silver in i al;d ,on jjax returned to Randolph
delayed in their opening, but have a her hair, trusts that her beloved Dad ga(urday after a visit at the home gical patient at the Balter Memorial
Hospital in Boston is guest of Mr.
fine program ready for study this j has renewed his youth and life. God 1 n| Miss Marlon Weidman
and
Mrs. H. O Heistad.
bless
the
memory
of
him
who
was
the
I
Stated
meeting
Harbor
Light
year.
best of fathers, to us, his children.
* • . •
Chapter O.ES. tonight at Masonic
DEI INITION OF A JOLRNALIS I'
Nancy Steadman Savag".
New motor cars arc showing a
hall.
greater variety of colors than ever
Mr',. Susie Davis Is able to be out
A good Journalist is one who can
i before in the new models this tall. Tiie codfish lays ten thousand eggs. agaip following an illness of stx
expand
the material for a para
• ♦ ♦ *
Thc homely hen lays one.
weeks.
Thc girls in a reformatory school Thc codfish never cackles.
Rev N F. Atwood officiated Sat graph into a whole article, but nev
are instructed In laundry work,— | To tell you what she has done.
urday at the funeral services for er does so if he can avoid it; who is
widely Informed, but respects the
"Wring out, wild belles," they sing. And so we scorn the codfish,
I Fred Shea in Spruce Head
While thc humble hen we prize.
Miss Ruth Miller entertained the limits of his information; who is
The way things are now we have Which only goes to show you
j members of her Sunday School violent in expressing his opinion,
someway become a world of ene
It pays to advertise. —Exchange. cjass Thursday night at her home but reasonable in forming them;
mies. both in thought and action.
-----------------at a Halloween partj' and business and who seeks to win the agree
And we believe this is civilization.
Ten- day sale on Axminster rugs I nlfptin?
approprlate ment of his readers, but would
• • • •
marked at less than today’s cost at to the occasion were used in an rather Inspire their indignation
Here is an old one: An English- | Burpee's—adv.
effective manner.
Refreshments than their indifference.--Nation
man discussing the Civil War with
were served. These officers were and Athenoeum (London)
a Virginian, said, "Don't you think j
.elected: President, Lucille Dean;
something could have been done to
Perhaps after all wc are making
secretary Mary Daucett; treasurer.
avert the disaster?”
some
progress. About 15 years ago
in
your
family has Marjorie Brodis. Others present
"Only one way" replied the Vir Whenever anyone
everybody practically suspended all
a
cold,
don
’
t
takewere
Connie
Lane.
Alice
McDonald.
ginian, "If Plymouth Rork had needless risks ...
Barbara Richardson. Earene Davis, otlier activities and went around
landed on the Pilgrims instead ot ease misery with
V VapoRub | Caroline Burns and Barbara Colby. singing "Yes, We Have No Ba
tiie Pilgrims on Plymouth Rock, ihe
USED BY 3 MOTHERS OUT OF 5 The class has chosen "Cross and nanas."
war might have been averted,”

COLDS?.Moth#rt!

VICKS
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stringent measures or stocking may
be necessary to increase the popu
TENANT’S HARBOR
lation.
Supt. McNeil Brown, For So far as is known Maine's ex How Uncle Sam Hopes To
Said Abraham Lincoln, But
DAYS
Settle “Little Business
mer Rockland Boy, Try periment has been the most suc
Transcontinental
Tele
cessful ever tried Ohio and Massa
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:—
Man’s Problem’’
ing An Experiment
graph Line Was Built
chusetts have both tried to propa
I have been interested in reading
The "Little business man's" prob
An Indication that Maine's ex gate the species in captivity but
One of Western Union's major i the lists of "Students of Old Rock
land Commercial College." In the periment in racoon propagation their efforts were not conductive to lem of procuring funds Tor altera
contributions to the salvation of
raising the animals on a large scale. tions and repairs of his establish
summer of 1881 I attended a busi
the nation was the first Transcon ness college in New York State, the might prove successful on a larger
Brown believes, however, that the ment is met by the new regulations
scale was seen here this week in the methods he has followed would be of the National Housing Act
tinental Telegraph line, built in i youngest student at that time.
1861 when the telegraph company J In the list of 1885 at Rockland report of McNeil Brown, State successful in the event that space Amendments of 1938. This was
and money permitted. The project pointed out by John H. Magee.
was only five years old but already J Commercial College, I found the Oame Farm Superintendent, that
he had successfully raised 25 of the thus far indicates that the average State manager for (Maine of the
names
of
three
students
who
I
knew
rapidly combining eastern lines and '
Looks
Luxuiy..<?/ Low Cost !
slightly—John K Monaghan. Clark bandtails in a two-year project litter in captivity would be three Federal Housing Administration.
building new ones into the nation's 1
but
he
is
of
the
opinion
that
selec

carried
on
at
the
Dry
Mills
estab

Island; O L. Beverage, North
In fact, the problem of procuring
tive breeding might increase the funds for the repair, alteration or !
first unified telegraph system.
Haven; and R. M. Davis. St. George lishment.
Starting in the spring of 1936' production If large-scale operations improvement of existing commer- .
To bring home to Americans an I first met John Monaghan when I
appreciation of the pioneer courage ! went on the island to work in the with 16 young racoons picked up by were possible.
cial and industrial establishments. ,
There is no danger of the animals as well as securing the financing j
involved in the construction of the store in 1882 He afterwards became wardens and others and turned over
first transcontinental line, a cele Dads next door neighbor and to the farm for protection the fam becoming too tame for self-sustain from private lending institutions'
ily has grown to 41 Six were suc ing in the wild, he declared, citing for the construction of certain new
bration of its 77th anniversary was smelting companion.
held Monday with meetings all
O. L. Beverage, if my memory cessfully raised as a result of breed-, numerous instances of pet coons es structures is given specific treat- ,
along the historic route from Oma serves me aright, taught school at ing two of the yearling females dur- 1 caping and reverting to the wild ment in the new modernization
ha to Sacramento, and a dramatic the old red schoolhouse at the Har ing the first winter and 19 more state.
credit plan. Mr. Magee said.
re-enactment of the joining of the bor. As many another teacher has were added this year after eight of
While the Federal Housing Ad
lines of the east and west at Salt done before and since, he was mar the original 10 females were bred.
SOUTH CHINA
ministration does not lend any
In addition to this number Brown .
Lake City.
ried to one of his fair pupils in 1887
money for these or any other pur
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Esancy and pose, its insurance under the pro- j
Heeding the p’.eas of a half mil and later came to Boston and was also has 30 other coons of un
lion settlers isolated on the Pacific master of a school in Dorchester determined ages which were turned 1 children Ralph and Alice were perty improvement credit plan up
Coast for rapid communications His widow still lives, and the family i over to the farm by people who had visitors Sunday at Frank Morse's.
to 10 percent of the aggregate ]
at
Herbert amounts loaned by private lending ‘
with the Eastern States, and antici of five men and two women, and all j been keeping them as pets or for i Guests Sunday
A GENERAL MOTOS* VALUE
dog training purposes. This was a Esancy's were Mrs. Florence A institutions for such purposes pro
pating the vital need of the Union, with a college education.
faced by Civil War and the need for j Richard Davis was my age. and : result of the law passed in 1937! Pearse and son Herbert of Camden. vides sufficient security and incen- ,
A SALLE IS OIT IN FRONT AGAIN —
car in ita field. It ia luxury personi
j farther than ever!
fied—not only in ita comfort and
the gold and support of the west,1 at one time in the early 80 s was my which imposed a $50 license for the Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald and children. tive for stlfch institutions to make
handling eaae, but in the l»eauty ami
Jimi a glance—and you will know that
Western Union sent Edward Creigh-1 partner in a writing school at the privilege of keeping wild animals in Arlene and Carlton of Augusta such credit available. Mr Magee j
riebneas of ita interiors as well.
it Icu<Ih in l<N»ks. From ita narrow,
road
and
Mrs.
Ardelle
Bumps
and
captivity.
ton pioneer line builder, west in old red schoolhouse. We had been
explained.
raring-type radiator to the taMtefullyPlainly, if you intend to spend as
Brown said that he planned to daughter Joyce of China.
1859 to select the route for a trans pupils cf F O Young at writing
fafthioned tail light—it hat* no
Under the new regulations, ample
much as a thousand dollars for your
counterpart among cars of ita price.
continental line. The middle route, | school and as private pupils. "Dick" continue his experiment this win-1 Simon Oeorge is a patient at the provision is made to cover the i
next car, you ought to see the laiSalle.
Sisters
Hospital
ln
Waterville.
ter
and
culling
out
and
liberating
You can learn in thirty minutes why
followed by the Pony Express, was was an artist with the pen. and had
And. of course, being a Cadillac prod
financing needs of the smaller busi- '
it’s the “hit” car of the vear!
uct, it rides and performs like no other
Pomona Grange met last Tuesselected early ln 1861. Hiram Sibley he lived would have been a verv the non-productive stock next
nesses of the country for repair. I
’
day
at
this
town
with
more
than
spring
president of Western Union, decid fine penman. I do not know when
alteration or improvement.
Noi
Although no plans have been con 100 present. An interesting pro limit Is placed on the amount of i
ed to build the line, although Presi he died, but his name appears ln the
dent Abraham Lincoln told him it History of St. George as of Novem sidered for including raccoon propa gram of songs, dialogues and a funds which may be borrowed from'
WINTER STREET.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
was a "wild scheme," and that it ber 1892 as receiving mail at the gation as a major Fish and Oame speaker was presented by the lec private lending institutions for
would be “next to impossible to get I Harbor. He lived in what is now department activity, officials believe turer. Mrs. Pooler of Winslow.
such purposes. Mr. Magee ex
Mr and Mrs Lloyd Fitzgerald
that the success of the two-year
your poles and materials distributed Wallston (O S Gabbletown).
plained, although the maximum
on the plains, and as fast as you
My fellow townsman, W. J. Hat experiment could serve as a founda spent Monday in Augusta and insurable amount of a loan on any
I Hallowell.
build the line the Indians will cut ton. across the jontinent in Los tion for raising the species on a
single piece of property is $10,000.
Herbert Esancy and daughters
much
larger
scale.
Grace M Brawn. A. E. Spear. Ar- Cousins, Mabel W. Saunders. Bertha
it down:'
Angeles writes; “A Port Clyde storm,
The proceeds of such improve
Coon hunters in the southern Evelyn and Charlene were callers ment, repair or alteration loans
, thur A. Bartlett.
G. Willey. Charlotte A Flfield.
Western Union's Jeptha H. Wade Sept. 8. 1869." My memory is fair
was sent to California where his 1 ly good, but on the above date I part of the State have reported a Sunday at Fred Poulliott's in Wins from private lending institutions
Hazel W. Hix. Jennie M Allen,
1905
(Continued from Page Onei
strategy forced consolidation of I! lacked four months of being five scarcity of the bandtails during re low.
Emma M Brewster. Lula E. Olive J. Magune, Helen Thomas.,
which hold a contract of insurance
Frances Black of China visited
Jennie M. Rider. Lucy M Crockett. French Julia Mae Annis Maria y Forest W Farnham. Flank W1
small lines in that state to form the years of age. so It did not leave its cent years, a condition made more
with FHA may be used on any ex
Wednesday
with
Charlene
Esancy
Edith M MacAlman. Lottie Mae Oxton Jennie E KeUer A,thea M Knight. Lotta Merle Pease. MatthewT
acute
by
the
increased
interest
in
Overland Telegraph Company and imprint As I was caretaker of the
isting structure such as garages,
Condon. Minnie Eva Achorn. Etta Qrey Lottie M Calderwood Rett^ Y. Oreenlaw. Eva C. Wellman, f
construct the line east to Salt Lake Sell, R F Hart then building in the sport of night hunting the ani
service buildings, office or commer
"Youth is the season of friend
E Burgess. Jennie L Smith. Ethel E g Carter Myra E Achorn Jen. James R. Sullivan
City. Wade then headed the Pa
re yard, head of the mals with dogs which has been fos
cial buildings, manufacturing or in
ships.
when
we
are
prodigal
with
May Spearrln. Annie B Colson. nk B Quptul Bessie G Whitman
cific Telegraph Company which was
all I could attend to tered by numerous field trials this
1907
dustrial buildings, hospitals, hotels,
our affections and thus it happens
Esley Bicknell. Arthur L. Bird. M p orence M Manning. Bertha E.
formed to build the line from Oma- keep*
rom blowing away, past summer.
John Riley, Mary Ellen Sullivan, j
clubs and similar structures.
Although a season limit of 20 was that of all those bonds so thought
R. Trim. W. D. Trim. S S. Mullin, Ludwig GeneVa F. Dow. Florence John Emmet Healey. Everett H ,
to Salt Lake City, and Creighton
In 1
as not Port Clyde but
1 Under another provision of the
was placed in charge of construe- . Herring Out, not quite so euphoni imposed by the 1936- 37 legislature lessly formed some endure. It Is new modernization credit plan loans Therese C. Smith. Susie E Brew E Ayers, Lole E. Jacobs. Edna T. Young. Ralph F Haraden, Ernest
tion of the eastern line, with W. H. ous a name as the former but really and the single night's bag limit re an instinct of the heart that pro not in excess of $2,500 for any single ster. Albert H Knowlton. Frank M. Watts. Ethel L. Ludwick. Laura A. L Maloney. Harriet E Russell. Cecil
Stebbins building east from Salt meant something, for herring did duced to two many hunters have ex vides a store for the winter"—Bv piece of property for the erection of Tibbetts. E E. Matthews, Raymond Packard. Bert S Gregory. Frank S Ccpping. Flora E. Pillsbury. Cora
L. Conley. Bertha E Linscott. Win- c Ingraham w A studley.
Lake. James Gamble was placed in go through the Out. I found in a pressed the opinion that more Arthur S Hardy
F Abbott. Anni? M. Chase. Ava E.
entirely new structures are insur
ona A Vannah. Frances A. Hanra- K. Greenlaw. Benjamin J. Phil- Webstar. Josephine S. Buzzell. Effie
charge of the western line, with i book on Nova Scotia" that on the
able. Such structures as garages,
han, Stella M Oliver. Luella F. brook Everett w Humphrey. Guy L. Ingraham. Katherine L. Keating,
I. M Hubbard, superintendent of, extreme Southwestern end there is
wayside .stands, gasoline stations
B.own, Leroy C. Miller. Edward M H Benner Ella p Thomas. Ethel Bessie E Breadon. Mary B Rankin,
construction, and James Street, a Port Clyde on the Clyde River,
and similar buildings are included
Benner. Delia Thomas. Mary Dono- p
HoIlls o starrett. Clara Olivia H Reynolds William J Sul
general agent.
and
probably some
Bluenose
in this category.
H Stevens. Otis C. Veazie. Milli- livan. Marion L. Noyes, Mary E.
Beginning work three months aft thought it looked like his home port
Machinery and equipment which., hue1904
. cent M. Crockett, Clarence E Hew- Sullivan. Helen J. Spear, Lyford
er the start of the Civil War. the and got the folks to change the
under the regulations are not con
** HOAGY CARMICHAEL, A. S. C. A. P.
forces constructing the line were name.
Ruby F. Thorndike. Edna May
Oeorge E. Dunn. Gertrude T. Walter Arey. Harold W. Look,
sidered a permanent part of the
divided among numerous wagon
The Sept. 21st blow reached my
structure, are not eligible for loan Copeland. Florilla May Parsons, Brown, Alida M Hyler. Jessie M. Ralph F. Higgins. Albert L. Smail,
-------------------- Lawyer Into Songwriter
trains scattered along the route, hill in Somerville, but I was for
[ insurance under these Title 1 pro- Frances A. Hanrahan. Lottie M. Stewart. Inez M. Simmons. Alice F. Sanford G York, Terence P Dow.
hauling poles, heavy reels of wire, tunate. Trees down, roofs off. win
' visions of the National Housing Carkin. Arlo M Adams. Wesley R. Trussell. Blanche M. Orbeton. Car- Guy L. Vannah. Hugh Forest Snow.
insulators, batteries
etc. Both dows broken, etc., but I am thank
Act. although building improve- Overlock. Raymond T Knowlton. Tie M. Brewster. Oladys St. Clair Llnthel C Ripley, Mae B Pendle
eastern and western builders ex ful that the water never touched me.
i ments planned to take care of such Luella F Brown. Alice C. Hovev. Jones. Eva M Tyler. Mabel F ton, Annette M Ames.
perienced difficulty in getting poles,
I have heard a lot about the "For
1908
, installations will be eligible. Heat Lida F Greenlaw, Katherine M. Lamb.
some of which were hauled as far gotten Man" but now comes the
1906
Edna G Ferrin, Stella E. Whit
ing systems, including stokers, oil Moody. Louise. A. Currier. Mae H.
as 200 miles. Creighton. Street and "Unknown Man." the Roving Re
burners, coal, gas and electric fur- G. Mason, Sadie L- Easton, Mar-; Estelle V Bartlett, C. Albert Keen, ney. E Mildred Colley, Bertha D.
other leaders were successful in porter. I have been contributing
| naces. when made a permanent garet R Seavey. Hattie M. Carver. James M. Studley. Hadley H Kuhn. Teague. Sadi? H Philbrook, J.
making friends with the Indians, articles to the Courier-Oazette for
j part of such structures are con Goldie E. Mills, Bernice B. Stanton. Florence C. Haley. Sarah L. Allen. Emmet Healey. Madelaine Adella
thus avoiding trouble with them. almost 31 years and strange to say
sidered alterations or improve Geneva B Sherman. Leola E. Myrtle B. Salisbury. Alta M. McCoy. Dow. Edna Faustine Wood, Ida
Racing against each other to win I have met him face to face only
Margaret Hellen. Margaret Creighton Gilchrest. Nina Maud
ments to real property and are thus Thorndike. Audrey L. Allen. C. A F
prizes, the eastern and western forc once in 1935. I do know his
Wellman. Roy W Jellison. Ralph OBrien Rider. Cora Belle Black- Young. Lottie Catharine Young,
eligible.
es steadily closed the gap which name and if Will Hatton will scan
Loans from private lending in L. Crockett. L. A Thurston. Raymond ir.gton. Mabel A. Clingenberger. Jesse E. Bradstreet. Hiram S. Bev
the Pony Express riders spanned the news in the "Talk of the Town"
stitutions for the purpose of altera E Northey. Elsia M. Condon. Clara Leland A. Winchenbach, Lewis C. erage. Mary A. Johnson, Rodney E.
Given ten years to complete the and notice the name of the man
tion, repair or improvement as well M Smith. Oscar A Ross. Jennie B. Turner, Jessie E Keating. Matthew Brazier, Donald M Philbrick, Earl
line. Creighton amazed the nation who is always hopping about, like a
as loans for the construction of new Fuller. Julia M Annis. Maude I. Y. Greenlaw. Clarence M Howes, T Brown Fred L. Linekin. Maynard
by finishing it in three months and Mexican jumping bean, lecturing
business structures have a period Grant. Edward H Riley. Mabel A. Nelson D Davis. Henry P Caddy. A. Lucas. Ralph A Wellman. Evelyn
20 days. But Creighton did not here, there and everywhere, he Will
of repayment set under the regula Pillsbury. Jennie B Guptill. George Walter Wardwell, Elma D P. Ire- M. Richardson. Corinne A. Howard
vault to fame on a telegraph pole find the "Unknown Man." Write
tions at 5 years and 32 days. The M Stetson. Oeorge E. Dunn. Roy land. Scott F Kittredge. Francis C. Cecil N. Knowlton, Bertha J Kim
Boze
alone He added to his fortune by again soon. Will.
maximum permitted finance charge A. Fuller. Harry G Pendleton. J. A Butler. Guy R. Wing. Ora Belle ball. Earle McIntosh. Mildred L.
Somerville, Mass., Oct. 25.
operating wagon trains and found
for loans of both classes is equlva- Blackman. Edwlna F. Jipson. Clar- Weed. Charles K. Philbrick. Grace Hooper. Linda E Huntley. Mary
ing the western cattle business.
! lent to a $5 discount per $100 origi ence R. Simmons. Crosby F French F Orbeton, Alice M Blackington. Alice Robertson. Ralph W. Foster,
Banker and owner of vast real
nal face amount of a one year note Frank H Jacobs. Jennie E Gould Jessie Emma Keating, Ethel F Walter E. Snow. Rita M. Storer.
estate. Creighton was the wealthiest
j to be paid in equal monthly in
stallments.
cattle dealer of the nation when
he died. Today his memory is kept Here’s a New Discovery
Under the original modernization
i credit plan provisions, more than
fresh by Creighton University in
Which Will Help Potato
$560,000,000 In modernization notes
Omaha, which was founded by his
Growing Industry
widow 60 years ago.
were insured by FHA on commer
cial and business establishments
When the eastern forces won the
Dr. Theodore E. Odland, head of
for repairs, alterations and addi
race, making their final joint at
tions. Included in this amount,
For* Bridger. Utah on the night the department of plant industry at
By Daniel I. McNamara
though, were loans for the addition
of October 17. the -first message R. I. State College has announced
of equipment and machinery.
from Salt Lake City was sent by development of a potato seed which
Brigham Young, leader of the Mor will produce a potato immune to
Attorney-at-Law."
mons, stating that Utah had not blight. Dr. Odland said he would
If the owner of the shingle bear
NOTICE TO MARINERS
ing this legend had been content to
seceded but was firm for the Union have to limit the Information about
remain an obscure young lawyer in
Portland
Harbor
Approach—
Thc western forces completed their the seed because it would be im
Florida, the music-loving American
possible
to
meet
anticipated
demand
Portland Lightship resumed her
line on Oct. 22. The lines were
nation might never have sung
tor it.
station Oct. 28, and the relief Light
"Stardust.” For Hoagland Car-1
then joined at Salt Lake City, and
The seed, he said, ■will be dis
michael. attorney, and Hoagy Car
ship was withdrawn. The regular
cn Oct. 24, 1881, the first transcon
michael, composer of popular songs.!
station characteristics were re
tinental message was sent by Ste tributed in limited amounts to are identical. Chief difference in
stored.
phen J. Field. Chief Justice of Cali growers by the State College and
the extremes of his dual personality j
the U. S. Department of Agriculture
is that the lawyer was a dud—the ;
West
Penohscot
Bay—Gilkey
fornia. to President Abraham Lin
composer a top-ranking success.
Harbor—Changes in buoyage to be
coln. expressing the loyalty of that station in Maine. It was the U. S.
Today Carmichael is one of Hol clining an offer from a New York made abouti Nov. 2. 1938.
Agriculture Department, he said,
state to the Union.
lywood's creators of song with , publishing house; then went to
that developed the seed.
Grindell Point Bell Buoy 1A to be
dozens of the nation's favorites to Florida to hang out his shingle.
Dr. Odland predicted that the his credit. "Lazybones." Rockin' ’ Clients failed to materialize. He moved into 78 feet, 1,000 yards, 254
For 10 days only. Be one of the
returned to Indiana, wavered for a
lucky persons to purchase a genu new potato will revolutionize potato Chair." "Georgia On My Mind." year between law and music, then degrees from Grindel Point Light,
< Frojf oavrt m
"One Morning In May,” "Little Oid
growing
in
Rhode
Island,
Maine,
joined Jean Goldkette's orchestra. painted red and numbered 2.
ine Axminster rug. priced lower
Lady
”
.
.
.
these
are
a
few
of
the
Long Island and Idaho. He esti
Spruce Island Point Buoy 2 and
than today's cost, at Burpee's—adv.
songs that have spread his fame I A few months later he organized
mated that it will take four or five as a composer, and effectually | his own orchestra, in Indianapolis; Gilkey Harbor Buoy 4 to be num
years for the seed to become com buried all recollections of his hav then with tile completed manu bered 4 and 6 respectively.
scripts of "Stardust" and "Lazy
mon enough to grow on a wholesale ing ever been an aspiring young bones" set out for Hollywood. His
attorney.
Vinal Haven & Rockland scale.
reception was disheartening. He
Ten- day sale on Axminster rugs
Carmichael learned to play piano
Steamboat Company
He pointed out that potato blight by ear front his mother, whose rag returned to New York, entered a marked at less than today's cost at
music publishing house as arranger,
\V7ARNING motorists that first spected before any protective solu of protection through bolllng-awny
ROCKLAND
has spelled ruin for thousands of time playing was the delight of the and after two years, resurrected the Burpees.—adv.
” freezing weather is at hand, tion is put in. the engineers point of the antl-freeze solution.
Bloomington, Indiana, neighborhood almost forgotten "SW rdust."
farmers in the past. Up to now, he
Service To:
where he was born. He played his
the American Automobile Associa out. Without this precaution there
Before having the cooling system
said,
the
farmers'
only
weapon
It
was
an
overnight
sensation.
VINAL HAVEN. NORTH HAVEN
way through law school in Indiana
tion urges all owners to take ini is grave danger of loss tf anti thoroughly cleaned and tightened,
STONINGTON, ISLE Al' HAUT, ! against blight has been constant University with a three-piece orches The young lawyer composer vaulted
mediate steps to improve, tf possi freeze. anJ many kinds of damage the A.A.A. recommends a change
the spotlight. He was besieged
SWAN'S ISLAND AND
: spraying, which failed In many tra. and by way of diversion com into
ble, last year’s good record of car to engine parts beside that of to a lighter oil, adjustment of car
with offers. "Lazybones” followed
FRENCHBORO
posed
"Riverboat
Shuffle,"
in
the
, cases. Although potatoes immune
freezing.
"Stardust." Hollywood called. He
protection.
buretor to provide a richer mixture,
Pain
Promptly
Relieved
Negro spiritual idiom. A group of has
been in the film capital for three
to blight have been developed be- professional musicians, the Wol
Damage by overheating through adjustments of the ignition system,
“Last year, car owners poured
WINTER SERVICE
Sufferer* from Rheumatism. Arthritis, Neu
some 40,000,000 gallons of anti loss of anti freeze solution, is one particularly the breaker points, and
' fore, he said, the potatoes have not verines, liked the number, learned years, interrupting liis work in pic ritis, Sciatica, and Lumbagot Make this
Effective Tuesday, Oct. 11
tures occasionally to write a song or
simple, easy test. Get an inexpensive | freeze solution into their radiators,” of the commonest Winter motor checking of the battery, brakes and
(Subject to change without notice) ) been good for table purposes.
it front Hoagy and recorded It. A two for musical shows, for example,
package of MYACIN today. Take tablets i
New York publisher heard the rec "Little Old Lady." which was the
the A.A.A. bulletin says. "Experi ills In these days of high compres tires.
as directed. If you don’t experience prompt
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
relief within 48 hours, return the balance 1 ence with the ravages that can sion, high temperature engines. The
ord and printed the music. It was lilt of Beatrice Lillie's Broadway
Contrary to popular belief, Sep
of the tablets, and we will refund your
Read Up
Read Down
Hoagy's first published work. Then vehicle, “The Show Is On."
result from freezing engines has only sure protection against both tember brings flrst freeze-up weath
money in full. The formula for MYACIN
P. M.
A. M.
Paul Whiteman picked up his
was originally discovered in Europe, out
Hoagy is of medium stature, slim,
caused motorists generally to act extreme cold and extreme heat is er to nearly half the states of tie
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 6.00
is now used by thousands of doctors ind
"Washboard Blues," but even that athletic, a crack tennis player.
at the first hint of freezing anti freeze of the permanent, non- Union October practically com
hospitals throughout this country Contains
Ar. 4.40
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
distinction did not impress Hoagy Happily married, he enjoys his
no harmful, habit-forming drugs and will
boiliDg type. This gives the modern pletes the first cold-spell visitation
weather.”
7.30 Lv. North Haven. Ar. 3.30
with his aptness in music. His Hollywood home, is a culinary ex
not upset stomach. Regular package only
Cars should have tbelr cooling engine the safe high temperature for all parts of the country. Only
Ar. 2.45
50c. Large economy sixe Si.00.
mind was on the law.
8.15 Lv. Vinal Hawn,
pert, and confesses he’d rather con
system cleaned and tightened, and range needed for efficient operatl-.n, six states normally experience their
Lv. 1.30
9.30 .Ar. Rockland,
He entered a New York bank as coct an appetizing new disU than
C. H. MOOR & CO.
122-tf
"a/
a step towards a legal career, de- turn out a new song hit
322 Maia Street,
Rockland, Me. all hose connections carefully in and at the same time prevents loss flrst freeze as lata m November,
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